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This thesis is my work and does not include outcomes from work done in 
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This thesis aims to inform the way that people are directly affected by various issues 
and conditions and how they can support each other on social media. It explores their 
utilisation of novel salient high-frequency and diverse device-enabled discourse 
categories of purpose and content. The predominate analysis is from computing and 
artificial intelligence. It is with an aspiration for the novel methods and novel theory 
to find its place in corpus linguistics—subtle linguistic analysis guides the exploratory 
research. An investigation of sophisticated patterns of support alludes to an 
architecture for social media discourse. The primary patterns can include device-
enabled discourse categories of purpose and content. My thesis calls this vose and nent. 
Advice with stance-taking offers an entry into the large-scale analysis. It forms part of 
a multitude of online topics and discourses from diabetes advice to raising charity 
money. The thesis focuses mainly on domain-specific targets of diabetes, blood, and 
pumps from many others ranging from targets of usernames, child, school, greetings, 
places, time, to years. The thesis proposes a novel theory of support constructs in social 
media discourse. The thesis makes a methodological contribution that seeks to 
combine Artificial Intelligence (AI) computational analyses with corpus linguistics 
(CL) and qualitative SFL analysis. It is carried out on a big large-scale dataset of 
218,068, anonymised Facebook Diabetes UK posts and 16,137 anonymous diabetes-
related users of the platform. AI with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic-
modelling probabilistic modelling, automated content analysis, an annotation for entity 
recognition and Discourse Analysis (DA) is utilised with consideration of its 





process is used on the data to meet the ongoing challenges of online ethical research 
requirements. 
People living with diabetes employ high-frequency patterns of relevant device-
enabled categories of purpose and content with for example linguistic forms of advice 
with stance-taking, diabetes, blood, pumps, to humour/sarcasm or questioning or 
raising charity funds in their support of themselves and each other amongst other 
interactional ways. They may not respond directly to each other in consecutive posts 
but to many other similar posts with similar targets. The focus on particularly advice 
with stance-taking and domain-specific targets helps to place the novel device-enabled 
discourse categories in context. These can be in a broader context of power and 
solidarity, demonstrating social relations concerning risk and trust. Hence, the 
uncertainty and the variation of effect displayed when sharing information for support. 
The support trends from a probabilistic model of social media support are confirmed 
with log-likelihood, precision measures and a multi-method approach.  
The implications of the new theory are aimed at healthcare communicators to 
work with organisations. To help their social media users support each other by 
understanding a peer-focused view of chronic illness support. Corpus linguistics may 
benefit from the use of combined AI and DA approaches to anonymised large-scale 
online data.  
This thesis also offers preliminary work for support-bots to be programmed to 
utilise the language patterns to support people who need them automatically. The bots 
may be able to have conversations instantaneously with many people but to do so in 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
The thesis seeks to contribute to a deeper understanding of the problem of support 
patterns in social media discourse for diabetes support. The challenge is to discover 
patterns of online support, so that analysts may understand how the peers post about 
their diabetes. The research is predominately from a computing and artificial 
intelligence (AI) perspective with guidance from linguistics. AI and topic modelling 
alone can produce too broad base categorisations of text data. What are the potential 
sophisticated linguistic concepts that underly these topic modelling patterns? 
However, AI can help reduce the big data and large-scale text corpus from many 
potential linguistic dimensions to a few high-frequency ones. In counteracting these 
potential platforms, analytic tools and their difficulties, the thesis will bring artificial 
intelligence and a necessary linguistic analysis together. Such an approach may help 
to resolve these challenges but primarily help to develop a greater awareness of the 
inherent limitations. In overcoming the challenges, such an approach may firstly find 
a place in corpus linguistics and secondly a useful theory of support. Searching for an 
‘architecture’ of these types of discourses is analogous to the search for an architecture 
of sentences. People use sentences daily, and take it for granted, producing them in a 
certain way. For instance, a sentence may consist of verbs ‘doing words’ and nouns 
‘the entities’. People use posts and discourses in social media, and they can benefit 
from a comprehensive and subtle study. 
In 2020, the Corona Virus Pandemic caused the United Kingdom government 
similar to many countries across the world to make their citizens go into a state of 
lockdown. The lockdown was where the government told the main population of 
people to stay at home in isolation for several weeks to prevent the spread of the virus. 





carry on but with safeguarding measures in place. Non-infected and non-vulnerable 
people could only go out of their homes for essential groceries, medicines, and for a 
daily exercise but all with social distancing. People formed many more large and 
significant data interactions in online social media groups. These are to communicate 
and support each other throughout the national and global health crisis emergency. The 
frequency of the use of COVID-19 terms and topics increased significantly on social 
media. Understanding technologies and human behaviour are at the forefront of a 
national and global response. There are research and development with, for example, 
the NHS contact-tracing Mobile smartphone App (Ferretti et al., 2020). It builds a 
memory of proximity contacts and immediately notifies contacts of positive cases. 
However, they argue that it could achieve epidemic control if used by millions of 
people in the national UK population together with ethical requirements for an 
intervention of this kind. Besides, by targeting recommendations to only those at risk, 
epidemics could be contained without need for mass quarantines (‘lock-downs’) that 
may be harmful to society. 
Social media offers large-scale human interaction and Big Data available for 
investigation on human behaviour. Social media is hugely popular. For example, 
Facebook is continually evolving to attract new members and to keep existing account 
holders engaged on the thousands of different pages and groups. The research work in 
the thesis investigates the Support on Facebook Diabetes UK before the COVID-19 
outbreak. It perhaps may be of use to help illuminate how people went about coping. 
This additional support via technologies could be significant. They have the potential 
to help peers cope. They may develop contacts with each other. The thesis is vital in 
discovering high-frequency online behaviour patterns. If these pertain to sophisticated 





salient ways in the discourses that people go about talking to each other. They can 
communicate about online diabetes support with linguistics forms of advice. They can 
take a position concerning their care. These stances can be on many topics from 
diabetes, blood, pumps, humour/sarcasm or questioning or to raise charity funds. There 
are many other interactional activities amongst peers. The thesis places emphasis on 
how people share the purpose and content of their discourses. These potential support 
patterns may be regarded as straightforward but are of importance in critical social 
media online groups. People can benefit from this additional support in newer 
technologies. 
The thesis studies the Social Media Diabetes UK support group Facebook 
Diabetes UK (2015-2020). It is for an understanding of what makes peers interact with 
a post. Such an understanding may help to promote their organisational aims. Diabetes 
UK posts online content in different content formats, for example, text, images, video, 
links, polls, and quizzes. The posts can have a content focus to give the post meaning. 
It is for, example, with the apparent sharing of Diabetes related content, and 
communication. It can be for charity, business, support, information, promotion, 
humour/sarcasm and special offers. It can be for building a peer community that 
support each other. Diabetes UK can develop an audience and encourage people to 
follow or ‘like’ the group page through the creation and use of engaging content. They 
may do this by using keywords. They may link relevant medical sites to individuals. 
They may share content posted by others. Diabetes UK can employ direct and indirect 
advertising and news feed. People may create posts, reply or comment to other 
people’s posts or like or share or do all of these to posts. It does not appear always to 





The subtly of insights from the field of linguistics guides the thesis with questions 
such as, is there an architecture for online support discourses? Can online discourses 
be organised into different categories analogous to the architecture of sentences? The 
structure of sentences is involved, as proposed by Lehmann (1987). A well-established 
view is that sentences are made up of, for instance, verbs and nouns. Linguists are 
continually exploring the architecture of discourses analogous to the study of sentences 
(Crystal, 1997).  
The thesis shows social media discourse, for instance, may contain remarkably 
sophisticated high-frequency stance-taking with diverse affective stance and low 
epistemic stance. It is not necessarily in consecutive posts but somewhat indirectly in 
usage across many posts about the same target. People can post support about similar 
targets at anytime and anywhere in the discourse. It is to anyone or the entire group at 
once in a post. The ‘Social Media Diabetes Discourse’ is potentially another ‘peer’. 
Post can concern advice with stance-taking with a target of diabetes or blood sugar 
levels or insulin pumps. People can tend to use support patterns in social media 
diabetes discourse. The delicate patterns show a tendency, e.g., for an indirect manner 
of interaction for advice. However, there can be many other direct interactional ways 
of support, such as greetings, humour/sarcasm. 
A possible way of looking at closely related posts with high-frequency patterns 
would be to look at the post with similar high-frequency discourse devices. It would 
be to look at mainly similar targets such as diabetes. A comparison made to compare 
consecutive and non-consecutive posts. However, it is to look at the many random 
samples of posts for that target. It can focus on stance-taking related to that topic. Using 
a methodology to find similar stances in consecutive and non-consecutive posts can 





shows that people may not follow a linear conversational approach. Instead, they may 
follow a social media type non-linear conversational approach. It would seem to be an 
online community of sharing and posting at different times and days or linearly in 
response to the many diverse posts of many different people. The corpus is rich, and 
the Discourses and topics covered in the diabetes-related posts are diverse. They can 
cover for, example, diabetes, humour/sarcasm or questioning or raising charity funds 
or healthcare, blood glucose levels, advice or on the politics of the NHS. 
Diabetes-related support posts may phrase in a particular way—the site promotes 
as a peer support site. The thesis focuses on and suggests it may hold clues as to what 
is the higher frequency posts or patterns of online behaviour. It can offer insights when 
thousands of people attempt to help each other online. People can express complex 
attitudes, opinions and sentiments in their online attempts to support each other. What 
people say and what people mean are just as contentious in online communications as 
they are in face-to-face communications. There is much complexity to be understood 
in both instances. The thesis is interested in considering if the discourse shows 
evidence of consecutive and non-consecutive posts in Facebook diabetes discourse 
that contain high-frequency categories. It is for devices for discourse purposes (voses) 
as well as the content (nents). Though the focus is on the advice with stance-taking in 
the many varied posts, there are potentially many other interactional activities amongst 
peers. These are a useful guide into the discourses. It is for a placing of the novel 
discourse devices of the thesis into the context of online support. The thesis shall show 
that they can be relevant for an understanding of an online corpus. The thesis shall 
argue for and offer evidence from rigorous systematic data analyses. What people talk 
about maybe straightforward online. However, it can become more apparent when the 





the many diverse, thousands of posts and discourses. The thesis goes even further to 
show how people go about posting and using high-frequency words. These pertain to 
high-frequency devices to achieve purposes in the discourse. It is is a delicate and 
complex matter. The research focuses on the subtlety of advice with stance-taking. 
However, it gives a cursory treatment to other linguistic forms. The discourses can 
contain, e.g. humour/sarcasm or questioning or hope or raising charity funds. Of 
primary importance in the thesis are the novel particular high-frequency device-
enabled discourse purpose categories (topics) and device-enabled discourse content 
categories (TOPICS) in combination. I call these voses and nents. 
Brownson and Heisler (2009) have established that a primary element in the 
effective management of diabetes is in support for patients to self-manage. They argue 
that barriers to care exist for both patients and healthcare systems. Integrating peers 
into diabetes care has great potential for improving diabetes outcomes worldwide. 
Support is from peers who can offer emotional, social, and practical assistance for 
people to do the things they need to do to stay healthy.  
Dennis (2003) took a critical look at the web and email-based programs and 
support. He considered the importance of establishing exactly who is the target 
audience, what these groups need, and especially what can feasibly meet the needs of 
these groups. He defines peer support in a broader context. It is as ‘the provision of 
emotional, appraisal, and informational assistance by a created social network member 
who possesses experiential knowledge of a specific behaviour or stressor’. Peers may 
have similar characteristics as the target population in order to address a health-related 
issue of a potential or stressed focal person.  
Researchers like Mead at al. (2001) define peer support as ‘a system of giving 





agreement on what is helpful’. My thesis likewise suggests support to be dynamic and 
construct that people can work together to achieve.  
Solomon (2004) helps to establish the critical argument of my thesis. She 
defines peer support as occurring when people provide knowledge, experience, 
emotional, social, or practical help to each other. It may either offline or online with 
internet support groups.  It is by offering, for example, information and support that 
can include advice, guidance, and feedback. She suggests that peer support is distinct 
from other forms of social support. In that, the locus of support is a peer – a person 
who is similar in fundamental ways to the receiver of the support where they perceive 
their relationship as one of equality. She argues that a peer can offer support through 
relevant experience. He or she “has been there, done that and can relate to others who 
are now in a comparable situation”.  
A theoretical issue that dominates the field is concerned about the identification 
of support. How exactly are people able to create constructs recognised as support? An 
excellent place to start is to look at ‘advice’ which my thesis places importance. 
Existing research recognises the critical role played by the advice in support (Morrow, 
2012). 
The thesis incorporates the ideas as mentioned earlier when developing a 
comprehensive notion of online support. The thesis notion of an online peer is 
developed as ‘participants dealing with the illness directly either by having the illness 
or by helping others who have the illness together with the entirety of the ‘social media 
diabetes discourse’ acting as a peer ’. In the pages that follow, support with, for 
example, advice can be looked at primarily from a study of language, discourse-





A significant challenge for this thesis is to identify from a social media support 
group data what ‘support’ entails. It is how to analyse large-scale online data in social 
media support discourse. My thesis prescribes how Simmon (1969) used the idea of a 
‘pattern’ in his work with natural language about question-answering systems. It is for 
my thesis to identify patterns in social media support discourse. He defines a pattern 
as ‘a statement that can be composed of words or sequence of words that can match 
any event of the keyword or sequence of words without any concern about what 
happened before or followed them’. He thinks about the AI conversation machine Eliza 
developed by Weizenbaum (1966) when giving an example of a pattern. The pattern 
(0 you are 0) which then is used to match any event of the sequence of words ‘you are’ 
without any concern about what happened before or is followed by them. 
My thesis is about a predominate utilisation of computing and artificial 
intelligence analyses with guidance from the field of linguistics. The methods can find 
a place in corpus linguistics. Blei et al. (2003) describe ‘what people converse about’ 
in the sense that a social media post contain many topics. For them, each social media 
post can have different rankings of topics by comparing the topics in the post to other 
all other posts, be it consecutive-linear or non-consecutive-linear postings for that 
particular social media discourse. This AI machine learning understanding of topics in 
the text, for example, a Facebook post, may not be equivalent to Halliday’s (1967) 
understanding of a ‘topic’. Halliday considers a topic to be the ‘first expression of any 
sentence’. What exactly is the topic produced with AI text analysis? So, both the first 
idea expressed in a sentence or post or the highest frequency theme in many posts are 
significant. Latent Dirichlet allocations (LDA) ‘topics’ of the ‘sentences’ in posts are, 
however, about the interactions of many individuals in many discourses with many 





remarkable about a corpus of conversations. The exciting thing for my thesis is that 
LDA can cluster similar posts under a set of top trigrams. So, in effect, the highest 
frequency top trigram maybe what all those posts are inherently about, even though 
the human eye would not see the posts as immediately similar. 
The focus on particularly advice with stance-taking and domain-specific 
targets helps to place my thesis novel device-enabled discourse categories in context. 
The capitalised ‘TOPIC’ ‘nents’ will be used in the thesis to describe the 
device-enabled discourse content.  
The ‘Target’ will be used to describe the entities mentioned in the posts.  
The lower-case ‘topic’ ‘voses’ will be used to describe the purpose of the 
conversations. 
Both Blei’s and Halliday’s notions can help to define ‘topic’, ‘TOPIC’ and 
‘target’ as used in my thesis. They are essential in understanding what people converse 
about and how they purposefully do this.  
The thesis gives the terms ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’ more precision. They are related 
to fulfilling another objective of the research, i.e., to use LDA for large-scale data 
analysis of text data and, critically, to think about what LDA offers. The primary 
objective is to develop and propose a theory of support in social media discourse 
(SSMD). The following terms are of primary importance in my thesis are used 
throughout the thesis: ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories’, or ‘topics’ and 
‘device-enabled discourse content categories’ or TOPICs. These will be used when 
referring to discourse devices. They can make up the ‘purpose’ and the content of the 
many conversations by many different people in the corpus, respectively. The thesis 





others ranging from targets of usernames, child, school, type, greetings, places, time, 
to years. They are explained and analysed in more detail throughout this thesis.  
This thesis suggests that the ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories are 
essential. They can be a leading factor for discourse-based conversation support 
systems. For example, social media diabetes support discourse. They can show trends 
where people together are purposely creating constructs of online support. These 
devices may perhaps be some of the constructs that provide meaning in online support. 
They can tend to contain the building blocks, for example of an important element, i.e. 
of ‘advice’ with stance-taking. It will be elaborated throughout the thesis with other 
topics such as humour/sarcasm or questioning or hope or raising charity funds. 
This study provides new insights into the online support of people with chronic 
illness via a Facebook social media diabetes page. It looks at the discourses about peer 
support with numerous participants on the Facebook Diabetes UK page Facebook 
(2015, 2016, 2017, 2018).  
Diabetes UK believes that people living with lifelong illnesses can utilise social 
media to help each other cope with the condition and its associated issues. They 
attempt to explain what diabetes is on their webpage: ‘Diabetes is a serious, lifelong 
condition where your blood glucose level is too high’. They explain that there are two 
main types of diabetes: Type 1 and Type 2. These are different conditions, but they are 
both dangerous, and there are some other rarer types of diabetes too. They state that 
when you have Type 1 diabetes, you cannot make any insulin at all, but if you have 
Type 2 diabetes, then there are some differences, as the webpage explains: ‘The insulin 
you make either can’t work effectively, or you can’t produce enough of it. In both types 
of diabetes, because glucose can’t get into your cells, it begins to build up in your 





Chronic illness presents many daily issues and conditions. These are added to 
the normal daily living ones that everyone deals with from time to time. Diabetes can 
present some common and highly specific challenges (Barrera et al., 2002; Shaw and 
Johnson, 2011; Diabetes UK, 2015, 2018). Diabetes UK state some of the symptoms: 
‘like … feeling very tired…. may also lose weight, get infections… slow healing 
wounds…. If your child has been diagnosed with diabetes, you may be feeling 
overwhelmed and worried. Diabetes UK aims to provide you with the information to 
help you and your child manage their diabetes together. See below for help and advice, 
from dealing with diagnosis and finding suitable childcare to speaking to teenagers’.  
Diabetes UK highlights the importance of managing the condition, as there can 
be many different high-risk complications, ‘Over a long period of time, high glucose 
levels in your blood can seriously damage your heart, your eyes, your feet and your 
kidneys’. They believe that with the right treatment and care, people can live a healthy 
life. There was less risk that someone was looking after their treatment will experience 
these potentially life-threatening complications.  
My thesis seeks to investigate this type of online ‘management of diabetes’ by 
participants/peers. It will attempt to find out the support patterns for their prevailing 
conditions and issues. Some of the important ones suggested by (Harris et al., 2013; 
Karami et al., 2018; Diabetes UK, 2015, 2018) tend to be about managing blood 
glucose levels with medication, automatic medical insulin-measuring devices, diet, 
and looking after children with diabetes. My thesis needs to consider the prevalence 
of some of these essential conditions and issues. It is to find out who and what is being 






1.1 Motivation  
The field of linguistics concerning the study of such support groups on social 
media has also become a subject of increasing academic interest in the past decades. 
It concerns the development and usage of social media technologies such as Facebook 
or Twitter.  
It has been proposed that conversations on social media may be analysed as a 
discourse (Koteyko, 2006). They can be naturally occurring conversations that are 
instances of language in use. Koteyko also sees the language in use as more than 
utterances, as they take place between individuals and are both interactive and can be 
sequential. Secondly, my thesis seeks to investigate the crucial people who are living 
with diabetes. It is for their online behaviours as they engage in conversation with 
other members of their social media communities. The latter share the same challenges 
or medical conditions. It proposes that their behaviour connects to the technology that 
they use. 
Very little literature covers the methodological approach taken in this study. It 
is a mixed-methodology study based primarily on Artificial Intelligence (AI), 
automated computer analysis and secondly DA of large-scale corpora. Such analysis 
may together provide some of the more complicated aspects of large-scale 
communication and produce a broader context (social relations) of any discourse. My 
thesis as a type of analysis is described by very few researchers (e.g., Hashmi, 2012). 
My thesis looks for examples of the subtler aspects of advice and at the broader aspects 
of people that share stance-resources and objects as a way into the analysis of a large 






There is limited literature on peer usage of Facebook to foster support for 
chronic illness. The corpus offers potentially linguistic forms of advice with stance-
taking and others such as humour/sarcasm or questioning or hope or raising charity 
funds for investigation. Al Mamun et al. (2015) studied ‘open’ Facebook groups. It is 
for groups that were entirely accessible to the public. They showed that the user could 
raise awareness amongst the other platform users about chronic illness, for example. 
Researchers have established that people diagnosed with a chronic illness such as 
diabetes can actively seek health information on the internet. It is precisely in 
interactive venues such as social media forums (Barrera et al., 2002; Shaw and 
Johnson, 2011; Harris et al., 2013). These articles provide valuable insight into 
‘support’, conducted by researchers on healthcare communication. 
Until the widespread availability of social media, diabetes health information 
was available online on static lists with no interactivity and engagement (Kaufman, 
2010). The interactive nature of social media can provide ongoing support for people 
with diabetes who are faced with managing their disease daily. Shaw and Johnson’s 
(2011) article provides valuable insight, providing an example of a blog post to show 
this point. The blogger explains, ‘…because diabetes is every day…. It is not a disease 
that you can manage by simply popping a pill and seeing your doctor once or twice a 
year. this disease, as a whole, requires thought and care every day…’  
As is well known, social media technology has developed from Web 1.0. It was 
based mainly on discussion boards, to Web 2.0 (Tannen and Trester, 2013). The 
phenomenon has been widely researched. Web 1.0 consisted of static websites 
compared to the interactive content of Web 2.0 websites. Earlier forms of online health 





Social media can be seen to be related to earlier Web 1.0 phenomena, such as 
discussion boards. Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) define social media as internet-based 
applications that facilitate the creation and exchange of user-generated content based 
on Web 2.0. They use Web 2.0 (O’Reilly, 2009) to describe how end-users started to 
employ the World Wide Web as a platform.  
There is a broader history of online work suggested, starting with CSCW, 
which combines the cooperative work of individuals through networking, hardware, 
and software (Greif, 1988). Solomon et al. (2011, 2012) have proposed that the use of 
social media collaborative work (SMCW) is more complicated than the ‘cooperative’ 
nature of CSCW. CSCW can usually involve a predetermined, relatively small group 
of employees working under the direction of a manager to complete a well-defined 
project within a limited timescale. Recent developments in CSCW are concerned with 
integrating social media for general purposes (Al Mamun et al., 2015). My thesis 
suggests that the full potential of SMCW needs to be fully utilised, and the constructs 
for online support need to be identified. The full power of mass work collaborations 
offers ways of doing distinct types of collaborative work. It can be for how people 
utilise language to support each other online. A study of this phenomenon is critical. 
NHS Diabetes (2015, 2016) recommends the use of the Diabetes UK social 
media (Facebook 2015, 2016) platform as a ‘useful link’ on its website. Users of these 
sites have many confusing things to deal with (at least to the layperson), often being 
guided by the notions in how they see others use the platform or from the guidance of 
FDP (2017).  
People share diverse posts, especially if they pertain to the complexity of 





not seem to be any definition of support that can account for all possible scenarios in 
people’s many similar or differing posts.  
Facebook’s (2017) vision statement states that ‘Facebook’s mission is to give 
people the power to share and make the world more open and connected’. People can 
report anything that does not meet an acceptable standard of posting, e.g., posting 
illegal and offensive content, to FDP’s administration or Facebook management. The 
usage of this available source of large-scale data for research or business activities is 
undergoing much criticism. New regulations are being developed to control the fair 
usage of this large-scale data and to protect the users and participants in these platforms 
and online communities (ICO, 2018). 
Individuals or organisations can take part in or set up their page on social media 
in order to help each other (for example, the Diabetes UK Facebook page, 2015). 
Organisations like Diabetes UK have launched social media sites to help people who 
are living with diabetes (Diabetes UK Facebook, 2015, 2018). Diabetes UK is a non-
profit organisation based in London. Their mission statement is that they are ‘the 
leading UK charity that cares for, connects with, and campaigns on behalf of all people 
affected by diabetes’.  
They argue that people in need of help with issues can communicate their 
concerns about on their site. It is for example, on how to use the latest meters that 
measure blood glucose readings. Peers can use text in posts about their readings. These 
are amongst many other things to do. 
Their idea is that people can share their blood glucose levels and experiences 
with others online. It is in order to improve management of their often-common 
conditions and issues. They can then set up many different pages for others to ‘like’. 





conversations on a page. People can ‘post’ as part of conversations. A post is more than 
writing something on the page, as the expectation is that someone will respond to it. 
Posting, commenting and replying can be similar to a natural conversation where 
people engage apparently ‘directly’ with each other. Facebook pages can be about any 
TOPICs or topics ranging from politics to healthcare, to healthcare support systems. 
Facebook describes the steps involved ‘to like other pages’ that other people have set 
up or that a group of individuals or an organisation has set up. 
Diabetes is an example of a lifelong illness. It is primarily about the body not 
being able to control its blood glucose levels. It is usually done by the human body 
naturally in healthy people throughout their lifetimes (NHS Diabetes, 2016). NHS 
Diabetes indicate that people living with diabetes must manage their blood glucose 
levels in many ways. They recommend that when illnesses last a lifetime (i.e., a 
chronic illness), there are many things that individuals must manage daily throughout 
their lives. They highlight the need for standards of care, as proposed by the National 
Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE, 2017). Different people will struggle 
with fluctuating glucose concentrations. It is as their natural way of keeping their blood 
glucose at an optimal level declines as their pancreas functions deteriorate or they 
develop a resistance to insulin (Diabetes UK Facebook, 2015, 2018). Diabetes UK 
insists that where their levels are so extreme that they can result in death, users should 
direct them back to their GPs. These examples give an idea of the expectations of 
support but not necessarily what people are doing to support each other online. 
This research focuses on social media, and Facebook in particular, and so 
cannot extrapolate the findings to all other platforms. Diabetes UK (2015, 2018) 
utilises many technologies covered in healthcare communications research over the 





‘Online Communities, Get involved, support each other. Our online communities let 
you chat, find support, and discuss issues with other supporters, as well as discover 
more about our campaigns, information, and activities. We want our supporters to be 
able to talk to each other and us online in an environment that is informative, 
supportive, engaging, and – most importantly – safe. Our biggest communities can be 
found on Facebook and Twitter’ (Diabetes UK, 2015, 2018) and cannot give medical 
advice. 
FDP (2015, 2018) argues that a population in the absence of the availability of 
a 24/7 medical specialist can utilise social media online communities for non-clinical 
help. Specialist if always available, would converse with them directly about clinical 
issues and non-emergency conditions and issues. Their vision is that online sites where 
people can converse with each other about their health problems become an essential 
part of the users’ treatment. The FDP (2015, 2018) contains many posts from people 
who share information about, for example, their blood glucose levels online with each 
other. They can get a sense that they are going to be all right: ‘…yes i need it as i have 
just come out of the hospital… with yet another high blood sugar… went in it was 
approximately forty…i am out now… so going to take it easy…no drinking!...’  
This verbatim example of a post can be about maintaining proper blood glucose 
levels. It can be related to diet. It is how to use the meters regularly where the person 
needs to take a sample of blood from their fingers. They insert it into the meter to get 
a blood plasma reading, or as many peers refer to it in the corpus, ‘blood sugar’ or 
‘glucose readings’. 
Furthermore, NHS Diabetes (2015, 2018) states that the meter must be able to 





to ask a question about their blood sugar levels if it is too high or too low. They may 
have many negative symptoms, such as extreme thirst or dizziness.  
If the reading is at the upper or lower limit of levels determined by a medical 
specialist from the NHS (2017), then they can be at severe risk of fatal complications. 
The FDP would then instruct people who are at immediate risk to go to straight to 
A&E.  
My thesis suggests that individuals use social media to seek guidance. It can 
be for the many different things through the many ways that different people on the 
site can help each other (Diabetes UK Facebook, 2015, 2018). In the corpus of my 
thesis finds that people do this multitude of things with many types of conversations.  
Jones (2013) argues that people do think about the text they use to 
communicate on social media platforms. On the FDP (2015, 2018), people use text to 
converse about their everyday needs as they can have many issues or conditions to 
resolve. They can also talk about broader issues about their illness but hold specific 
positions on the topics. They must find ways to communicate with numerous people 
in order to gain support.  
1.3 Research questions  
Petyko (2017) has studied another online phenomenon, i.e., trolls and political 
blogs with the use of corpus linguistics (CL). He wanted to determine the common 
linguistic patterns attributed to trolls. His approach can be useful for knowing about 
common linguistic patterns attributed to peers and support in the research. His ideas 
can be adapted to my thesis and the research questions. It is to be operationalised in 





advice with stance-taking in the methodology and analytical framework (see Chapter 
3). 
Another good example to guide the research is given by that of Miguel et al. 
(2017). They have used appraisal theory in their research. It is to study a corpus of 
emotive and evaluative language. It is to identify the hidden ideologies reflected in the 
discursive features of their narratives. They have researched, similarly, by using SFL 
and the research of prominent linguistic researchers in their field (e.g., Martin and 
White, 2005; Fuoli and Hommerberg, 2015). Their research stance is similar to my 
research stance, in that ‘all forms of speaking and writing are inherently emotional and 
evaluative’. Evaluation is ‘context-dependent at any level with a local co-text having 
a cultural context’ Evaluative meaning is ‘prosodic with discourse semantics and is 
related to meaning as text’ (Martin and White, 2005, p. 9; Miguel et al., 2017). 
The critical work of Partington (2008) on how to conduct CL research offers 
my thesis ways to do contextualization of the research questions. It helps to 
operationalise the questions. The text-data and discourse used in this study should give 
evidence to any claims made by the research. A general guiding question is: what is it 
that the research is looking for mostly? The research is thought to be exploratory. It is 
generally about how the authors/peers construct the discourse for support. It is for 
example, how they formulate advice-seeking and advice-giving together with stance-
taking. 
Partington (2008) explains that there are typical questions that can be answered 
by corpora. Where P is a discourse participant (or an institution), and G is a political 
goal, he looks at: 
 1) how P achieves G with language;  





3) in comparative studies, how P1 and P2 differ in their use of language. Does 
this say anything about their different principles and aims?  
It involves the search for ‘non-obvious meaning’. There would be little point 
in involving corpus techniques to uncover meanings which were readily available to 
traditional types of DA. Partington also refers to Sinclair’s (2004, p.185) similar 
argument: ‘we should not get caught in using corpora just to tell you more about what 
you already know’.  
Meaning in a language is theorised as always and simultaneously ideational, 
interpersonal, and textual (Halliday, 1985, 1994; Martin, 1992; Halliday and 
Matthiessen, 2004). They argue in an ideational manner, that language is about 
something. In essence, it functions to construe different or similar kinds of experiences. 
They have proposed that interpersonally, language negotiates social relations; it enacts 
roles and functions to share values. Textually, language presents the flow of 
information, and it distributes meanings in ways that are functional to modes of 
interaction. They have established that language can be viewed from semantic 
perspectives. It can be as a semiotic system, which represents the full meaning 
potential available to speakers or writers.  
My thesis uses what Hoffmann and Bublitz (2018) refer to as the most 
comprehensive theorised model of evaluative language. It has been used across a wide 
range of contexts, and by researchers from both qualitative and corpus-based 
traditions: namely, the appraisal framework (Martin and White, 2005). This framework 
was developed within SFL to account for how evaluative language functions within 
situational and cultural contexts. Other prominent social media scholars, such as 
Zappavigna (2011, 2012) use SFL as an approach. My thesis can deal with the 





if at all. In discussions of voice and stance, the research can primarily be involved in 
interpersonal meaning.  
In realising ‘APPRAISAL’, my thesis focuses on exploring realisations of 
interpersonal meaning at any or all strata of language in choices in lexico-grammar 
(Halliday, 1985, 1994; Halliday and Matthiessen, 1999) and discourse semantics 
(Martin and Rose, 2007; Martin, 1992). The explanations and descriptions in this 
chapter are primarily focused on interpersonal meaning in discourse semantics. This 
area of more critical theory is referred to as the system of APPRAISAL (Martin and 
White, 2005). 
Online healthcare communications research has suggested that online 
healthcare support writing is a highly social practice. It is one that needs the careful 
positioning of claims within communities of intelligent people against a background 
of prior views and voices (Tannen and Trester, 2013; Sidnell and Stivers, 2014). 
Linguists working within functional perspectives, furthermore, have shown how this 
positioning work is accomplished in texts. It is through specific linguistic resources 
for expressing attitude and affects. It is tuning epistemic commitment up and down, 
and opening up discursive space for the reader (Hyland, 2005; Hood, 2004, 2007, 
2010, 2011). In contrast to this growing body of research, it is less well understood 
whether peer writing is more highly regarded when it projects these stances and reader-
positioning meanings in nuanced ways. That is when other peer-readers evaluate peer 
writing, for example, as displaying or showing a lack of uncertainty or sentiment about 
advice-seeking or advice-giving. How, if at all, are these judgements related to 
linguistic expressions of stance in posts by peers? 
It is also worthwhile defining the notion of social media, as used in my thesis. 





my thesis is with no claim to their completeness. Hoffmann and Bublitz’s (2018) 
definition of social media is broad. It ‘refers to (the totality of) digitally mediated and 
internet-based platforms which are interactively used by individual and collective 
participants. It is to exchange, share and edit self-and-other-generated textual and 
audio-visual messages’. 
If the above research is considered then when peers/writers construct their 
diverse posts, they may create meaning, with a purpose and content for the discourse. 
These purposes may be seen through what the research calls (and of primary 
importance in my thesis) ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories. The content 
can be obtained from what the research calls ‘device-enabled discourse content 
categories’. These devices may be thought of as analogous to communication acts that 
use high-frequency phrases, idioms or clichés. However, the devices have importance 
placed on linguistic forms such as ‘advice’ to help to categorise the discourse. The 
devices are used for particular purposes and context-building of a target domain and 
audience. People partaking in the discourse can also use entities/targets in the 
conversations that are about the domain, i.e., diabetes and medication. My thesis can 
focus mainly on domain-specific targets of, for example, diabetes, blood, and pumps 
from many others ranging from targets of usernames, places, time, to years. It is also 
crucial, therefore, to consider what forms of evaluation are present. What are the 
stances taken toward the entities or targets in consecutive and non-consecutive posts 
across the entirety of the corpus? My research considers entities/targets and TOPICs 
in the sense of Halliday (1967). 
The established research suggests that LDA from AI, machine learning, and 
topic-modelling (Blei et al., 2003) can be employed in the first instance to find latent 





stopwords to identify ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories’. This step is 
crucial: as the purpose of the discourse may help to identify salient patterns such as 
advice and stance-taking. The research analyses are done with LDA with removed 
stopwords to identify ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’. This approach 
helps to give a wider context to the purposes of the discourse. These devices are 
referred to as ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs’ in the thesis and are explained further in Chapter 
2 (Literature Review). They are a critical way of interpreting LDA topic, e.g., trigram 
patterns formulated by the model for 218,068 posts, as proposed by this thesis, but 
may help to understand online discourse. 
Higgins (2012) has employed similar research, that is proposed by aspects of 
my thesis, on language attitudes, including stance-taking. An overall finding of his data 
is that when the participants expressed stances about their language use, they 
articulated the lowest degrees of affect, judgement, and appreciation. However, when 
people produce stance attributions for others, they tend to use more evaluative 
language. Evaluations were the most active when the speakers responded to stances 
produced by others. My thesis uses the linguistic theory of SFL as a way to understand 
the peer’s support practice. People’s attitudes about the information or opinions that 
they share in their support practice may be understood from their stance-taking towards 
the targets for that information or opinion.  
A critical understanding and usage of artificial intelligence topic-modelling, 
automated content analysis, the annotation for entity recognition, sentiment analysis, 
dictionaries, and DA may help with the overall analysis.  
The analysis of an open social media organisation’s chronic illness support 





A combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches was used in the data 
analysis. For example, LDA and SFL usage for data analysis, as in the manner of 
Louvigné and Rubens (2016), can inform the research. 
My thesis uses a database of FDP (2015) posts. It is made up of text that is 
collected into a corpus for the research. The corpus has Diabetes UK, the one-owner 
person referred to in this thesis as an organisation, owner or duk or expert team, and 
they posted 8,317 posts or 4% of the total. There are 16,137 peers, and they posted 
218,068 posts or 96% of the total. Therefore, how peers engage in support constructs 
with each other is significant. Data for this study were collected using R programming 
to access the FDP posts and to download the data. Facebook provides a token to access 
their data, and their permission was obtained together with meeting UREC 
requirements about ethical research. The posts are from peers who are expressing 
diverse support needs. Peers expressed a need for support together in an open diabetes 
organisation’s Facebook page.  
The research considers that people can, for example, use ‘topics’, e.g., those 
related to advice-seeking, advice-giving with stance-taking behaviours, as ways to go 
about having conversations with each other. They attempt to co-construct meaningful 
support through their use of language in very particular ways.  
The purpose of a primarily LDA-based model, therefore, is to find the distinct 
latent ‘topics’ trends or related purposes and TOPICS or content categories of support. 
The LDA algorithm is based on the estimation of topic distribution over the dataset 
(Section 2.5). 
The different focus of my research is on the users and their potential utilisation 
of language patterns for support across the entire corpus. The specific questions which 





RQ1: What attitudes, opinions, and sentiments are people expressing, about 
their conditions and issues in Facebook Diabetes UK posts? 
RQ2: How do people express their attitudes, opinions, and sentiments about 
their conditions and issues in Facebook Diabetes UK posts? 
The operationalised questions are: 
OQ 1.1: What are the discourse purposes? What are the particular word 
trigram choices used by people, often together, to express what the discourse purposes 
are in their posts on social media for supporting people with chronic illness?  
This question considers, for example, the advice, events, humour/sarcasm, 
questioning, emotion, hope, and charity in a post, topic and discourses. They may 
contain stance-taker and stance-taking resources that have been drawn upon but to 
what discourse purposes, or, as the thesis calls them: for what ‘topics’. 
OQ 1.2: About what is the discourse? What frequently used content word 
trigrams relate to the discourse contents?  
This question considers, for example, the advice, events, humour/sarcasm, 
questioning, emotion, hope, and charity in a post, topic and discourses. They may 
contain stance-taking, and related content words for support concerning other posts, 
or, as the thesis calls them: for what ‘TOPICs’. 
OQ 1.3: What is its primary target? What nouns/entities is discussed in these 
posts?  
This question considers the stance-taking and related target (noun/entity) 
object being discussed ranging from diabetes, advice, events, humour/sarcasm, 





OQ 2.1: What is the poster’s stance about the certainty of their information? 
How certain is the person in these posts and do people express these directly to each 
other in consecutive or in non-consecutive posts? 
 This question considers the epistemic stance (certainty) in the giving of 
information in the speech acts of, for example, advice-seeking and advice-giving in 
consecutive and non-consecutive posts. 
OQ 2.2: What is the poster’s stance concerning their feelings about the 
information and how do they feel in these posts and do people express these directly 
to each other in consecutive or in non-consecutive posts? 
This question considers the affective stance (attitude) in consecutive and non-
consecutive posts. 
1.4 Answering the research questions 
Analysing patterns of potential behaviour on social media can help to answer 
the research questions. It includes a study of a corpus consisting of 218,068 FDP 
(2015) posts.  These have been posted by 16,137 users/peers and the Diabetes UK 
charity. Together, these posts provide a corpus of text that is useful for answering the 
research questions.  
The research questions are operationalised later in the methodology and 
analytical framework chapter and provide ways to go about answering the questions. 
A summary of the novel DA method for answering the research questions mentioned 
in section 1.3 is outlined as follows. 
1. The vital factors involved in collecting a corpus of diabetes posts are initially 
considered. The difficulties involved in doing so on a large-scale corpus are made 





stated and followed with state-of-the-art ethical processes for online research. The 
novel DA method begins with a focus on the research questions. The corpus, 
therefore, needs to be suitable for answering them. It contains about 96% peer 
posting of the total post, in a top social media, in a Facebook Diabetes UK support 
group page. 
2. The corpus needs to be annotated. Since it is a large corpus of 218,068 posts, 
6,960,998 tokens and 64,904-word types, automatic software procedures are 
preferable to using purely manual annotation. The annotation is also done in cycles. 
Fuoli (2018) describes the methodological rigour in annotating data for 
APPRAISAL. These procedures are used to determine salient features in the 
corpus, which are further explained in points 3–9. 
3. Artificial Intelligence LDA topic-modelling is predominantly used to 
automatically identify the high-frequency top topic trigram patterns and features 
of the large corpus of 218,068 posts and 6,960,998 tokens and 64,904-word types 
a Facebook Diabetes UK corpus data (FDUK). All posts, both consecutive and 
non-consecutive, are analysed. The results are critically considered so that the 
quantitative analysis of patterns needs to fit within a Linguistic qualitative analysis.  
The AI machine-learning results need to be looked into and not merely to be 
gathered. LDA helps to identify the top ‘topics’ with their top trigram words. A 
novel approach in the research is to include stopwords at this stage of analysis. The 
resulting LDA topic model is suggested to have discourse purpose words. My 
thesis calls this ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories’ or ‘topics’. The 
posts that were clustered into these ‘topics’ of high-frequency totalled 92,254. The 
remaining 133,106 posts were not clustered into these topics of high frequency.  It 





participants to construct support. The devices are possible purposes of and 
resources for support constructs. 
4. Typical AI LDA topic-modelling is also used, and for identifying high-frequency 
top topic trigram patterns and the stopwords are removed in the analysis. State-of-
the-art research suggests that this approach ultimately provides ‘content’ related 
words. However, this thesis is critical of this approach as it defines the discourse 
content words as ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’ or TOPICs. This 
approach within the novel DA method provides the familiar category-related LDA 
topic model of the discourse. It covers the salient content words (discourse content 
words) used across the corpus by participants. They represent possible content and 
objects in the support constructs. 
5. The process involves a research choice in line with artificial intelligence text 
analysis processes of bringing the large corpus down in size as the analyses process 
to one of the potential high-frequency patterns. After the LDA analysis shown 
above and the creation of the 2 LDA Probabilistic models, LDA ‘device-enabled 
discourse purpose categories’ or topic numbers 0, 24, 34, 13 and 33 are selected 
randomly for further analysis and gives 92,254 posts. The ones with consecutive 
post numbers are then selected and put into a table (see Appendix 7-1) for further 
analysis. It results in 73 posts and their substantial quantity of text, and consecutive 
posts numbers. Thus, a smaller analysis sample will ultimately have consecutive 
posts and non-consecutive posts that could exhibit similar behaviours.  
6. The decision to study the predominant and salient features meant using 
conservative 500 topic features. The posts that were thus clustered into these 
‘topics’ of high-frequency totalled 92,254. The remaining 133,106 posts were not 





out of the analysis and what is included. LDA models are approached critically in 
my thesis. 
7. These randomly selected topic numbers in point 5 also have the LDA ‘device-
enabled discourse content categories’ TOPICs assigned to each post from the 
above analysis. They are also put in the table next to each post identified in point 
5. 
8. MeaningCloud (2017) automated software is used to find the nouns/entities 
(targets), and this is assigned to the posts from point 5 in the table. The thesis 
focuses mainly on domain-specific targets of diabetes, blood, pumps and 
medication from many others ranging from targets of usernames, places, time, to 
years. It results in a sample of 73 consecutive posts with these targets from the 
LDA random five topics and 92, 254 posts. So, a new sample of posts for analysis 
will be about the target and contain ultimately potentially similar posts that are 
both consecutive and non-consecutive posts. The idea is to consider any potential 
high-frequency patterns for analysis but for posts that may have people/peers in a 
‘conversation’ or as closely related posts to each other. It is in keeping with the AI 
analysis of all posts for patterns. 
9. The MeaningCloud automated software is used to find global positive and negative 
sentiments for each post. It is assigned to the post from point 5 in the table. 
10. A Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) (2016) is used to find values for 
healthcare, positive emotion, negative emotion, and certainty. The values are 
assigned to the posts from point 5 in the table.  
11. Linguistic forms ranging from Advice, Humour/sarcasm to Questioning categories 
are identified by a manual comparison to labels in the well-established literature 





comparison to state-of-the-art-research. LDA topics and the posts in the table are 
used to help make sense of each other in the analysis. Other discourses and ways 
that peers interact are also identified. 
12. The analyses, as mentioned earlier, are then integrated to help identify the stance 
for each advice-related post in the table. Crucially the stance can relate to a 
noun/entity (target). The ‘device-enabled discourse purpose category’ and the 
‘device-enabled discourse content categories’ are also shown to be resources for 
advice with stance-taking. There are many other linguistic forms such as 
humour/sarcasm or questioning or hope or raising charity funds. They are also 
shown to be related to the entity of healthcare. The stance is shown to be made up 
of an affective stance which can be related to a positive or negative emotion. They 
are shown to have a global positive or a Negative Sentiment value in the posts. The 
stance is shown to be made up of an epistemic stance. It can be shown to be related 
to Certainty values in the posts. 
13. The above steps (1–11) are then integrated into a complete analysis of the 
discourse. The novel DA method shows sophisticated linguistic features such as 
advice with stance-taking. It is essential, for example, in the analysis to concentrate 
on who is involved, the resources, ‘topics’ (purposes), TOPICs (content), objects 
(targets), relationships (peer-to-peer), and the history of the stance. 
14. The above analyses help to show patterns of support. They are evaluated further 
with DA, which is informed by SFL appraisal analysis. For example, they can 






15. Precision testing is used to help validate the results of the LDA. A table is created 
to offer comparisons of the LDA, MeaningCloud and LIWC results. It is in order 
to see if the integrated analyses of different individual procedures make sense. 
1.5 Contributions 
My AI and corpus-assisted study contribute to the academic study of two 
under-researched aspects of support in social media discourse, on a theory of support 
and, on AI and linguistic analysis of large-scale data. 
1. A novel theory of support is proposed that places importance on high-frequency 
patterns of device-enabled discourse purpose (vose) and content (nent) categories. 
The theory focuses on linguistic forms for, example, advice with stance-taking in 
peer support on Facebook Diabetes discourses. They can exist amongst a multitude 
of linguistics forms ranging from humour/sarcasm or questioning or hope to 
charity or many different peer interactional forms. 
2. A novel DA method is proposed concerning the analysis of large-scale corpora for 
high-frequency support patterns attributed to the peers. It is predominately carried 
out with artificial intelligence and automated software analysis. It is guided by SFL 
APPRAISAL analysis. The method would require more substantial uptake in the 
DA field to become of significance in DA potentially. 
Of primary importance in my thesis are ‘device-enabled discourse purpose 
categories’ and ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’.  
The benefits are for corpus linguists and healthcare communicators seeking to 
understand support in large-scale diabetes online social media support. 
Firstly, the thesis contribution will add to the field of CL. It is by showing how 





and automatically ‘annotated’ with an example of the FDUK Facebook (2015). The 
use of voses and nents from an LDA model of analysis to understand the context of 
the diabetes corpus is novel in the DA. My thesis is about collecting and analysing 
data from Diabetes UK’s Facebook page Facebook (2015). The investigation seeks to 
utilise current AI ways of collecting and analysing a large-scale number of posts on 
the FDP. It is about confronting the limitations and raising awareness of a way forward 
for AU and Linguistic analyses. The vast amounts of unstructured text and linguistic 
features make data analysis a challenging task. The goal is to combine primarily AI 
(Blei, 2012; Lee and Seung, 1999) approach to DA (Thornbury, 2010) to identify 
salient features in the text. 
Secondly, another contribution is the development of a novel theory of support. 
It is by attending to the high-frequency sophisticated support patterns in the use of, for 
example, primarily voses and nents and targets, emphasising advice with stance-
taking, and appraisal resources. The theory points to the broader use of linguistic forms 
and interactional types but focuses on primarily high-frequency types. It is to pay 
attention to more global patterns of the textual organisation by which for instance 
appraisal values are sequenced and made to interact in order to effect rhetorical 
outcomes. LIFT Psychology argues that people can feel psychologically vulnerable to 
these challenges in their lives NHS (2017). So, finding, for example, the sentiment in 
a post can be useful to gain an understanding of the broader emotional context of the 
support. The theory would need future refinement from its broad approach but is 
falsifiable. My thesis claims that support in social media conversations is the result of 
language-based high-frequency patterns of device-enabled discourse categories of 
purpose ‘voses’ and content ‘nents’. It contains linguistic forms such as advice with 





out by people in their meaningful shared interactions that influence real outcomes 
about people’s concerns and issues. There is remarkably a high-frequency stance-
taking with diverse affective stance and low epistemic stance but not necessarily in 
consecutive posts but rather indirectly in usage across many non-consecutive posts 
about the same target. People can post support at any time and not always in a linear-
consecutive order. The theory may be falsified if counterexamples of such discourses 
in support become available. 
The aim is for a novel theory of support constructs in social media discourse.  
1.6 Thesis structure and objectives  
The chapters are summarised below. 
● Chapter 2 – The Literature Review and Conceptual Overview. This chapter 
presents a review of the relevant literature of the primary research about healthcare 
communications, support, advice, SFL, and the meaning of a text is crucial. It 
contains a cursory look into humour/sarcasm or questioning or hope or charity. Of 
primary importance are AI, automated content analysis and annotation for entity 
recognition, sentiment and dictionaries. The critical linguistic research on language 
patterns about support in social media is also reviewed. The methodological 
approach of using CL with machine learning and automated content analysis and 
annotation for entity recognition and sentiment and dictionaries is carefully 
considered, together with DA via the best available practices.  
● Chapter 3 – The Methodology and Analytical Frameworks. The research questions 
are refined and operationalised for the analysis of the FDUK (2015). The crucial 
understanding of the limitations of an AI and linguistics analysis approach is 





shown together with a particular process as per the OBU Ethics Committee and 
critical research, and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). The data 
analyses are shown along with the use of CL with different tools such as LDA 
machine learning, automated content analysis, the annotation for entity recognition 
and sentiment, and the DA approach.  
The MeaningCloud and LIWC results are used in the mixed-approach analysis. 
The qualitative analyses are carried out on the quantitative results. The quantitative 
results are obtained automatically by the software and aid the manual identification 
of advice, humour/sarcasm, questioning, hope, and charity features. There are 
comparisons of results to the state-of-the-art research in the diabetes domain. LDA 
precision testing is used for validation. A descriptive statistic of the corpus is also 
presented. 
● Chapter 4 – Data Analysis and Findings. This chapter describes the data analysis 
and findings and validation. It addresses each of the research questions in turn by 
answering the research questions about support patterns of the users. Machine 
learning with LDA, automated content analysis, the annotation for entity 
recognition and sentiment and DA are used to deal with the significant social media 
data. LDA is used as a new way of keeping the stopwords and by removing 
stopwords to produce high frequency ‘device-enabled discourse purpose 
categories’ and ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’, respectively. How 
and what people are conversing about in their support of themselves and each other 
is also of importance. Advice with stance-taking, humour/sarcasm, questioning, 
hope, and charity features are identified in the corpus. For a similar stance object 
in a post, people can mostly have different types of affective and similar types of 





purpose categories’ or resources and context of support together with ‘device-
enabled discourse content categories’ or resources and content of support. The 
qualitative analyses are carried out on the quantitative results. 
● Chapter 5 – A Proposed Theory of Support in Social Media Discourse is proposed. 
It will be useful for understanding peer support. The theory is critically evaluated 
with an awareness of its limitations.  
● Chapter 6 – The Conclusion evaluates the findings in terms of answering the 
research questions. It points out the relevance and contributions of this thesis. An 
exploration is made about the impact of the research on healthcare communication, 







2 LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL 
OVERVIEW   
2.1 Introduction  
This chapter reviews the state-of-the-art studies on the high-frequency topics and 
topic-clustering analysis with artificial intelligence (AI) machine learning and topic-
modelling in automating large-scale data analysis. It investigates automated content 
analysis, the annotation for entity recognition and sentiment for advice, stance-taking, 
with a cursory look into humour/sarcasm, questioning, hope, and charity and 
dictionaries. It reviews the well-established fields of discourse analyses (DA), applied 
linguistics for health communication, support, advice, sentiment, stance-taking, SFL, 
and meaning concerning support on social media platforms. 
A seminal study in this area is the work of Harvey and Koteyko (2013, p.185). 
They suggest that peer support is connected to advising, stance-taking and meaning 
(this is explained in detail in the next section). They use the example ‘…instead of 
briefly outlining her position on the topic and giving direct advice through the use of 
imperatives……. participant 15 chooses to state her views indirectly and takes time to 
elaborate on her background and experiences…creating common ground between 
herself and the advice-seeker’. Another excellent example of a linguistic approach can 
be found in an earlier study by Pennebaker and Davison (1997). They looked at the 
use of particular words in similar types of online discourse. More recently, Sidnell and 
Stiver’s (2014) study on social media and healthcare communications has highlighted 





Computational analyses (Blei et al., 2003) can offer a way to analysis high 
frequencies in linguistic data. It is for some timely and online-generated large-scale 
data: of 218,068, anonymised Facebook Diabetes UK (2015) posts and 16,137 
diabetes-related users. AI is a sophisticated approach that includes latent Dirichlet 
allocation (LDA) topic modelling, automated content analysis and annotation for 
entity recognition. The humanities fields, where questions about texts are essential, is 
an ideal place to test AI topic-modelling and can benefit from interdisciplinary 
collaborations from AI and linguistics and DA. 
2.2 Online peer support and advice 
Lehmann (1987) and (Crystal, 1997) consider rightfully that the grammar of a 
language and the architecture of discourse are problematical. Together with the 
continual work of other linguists in this chapter, the thesis explores concepts ranging 
from sentences, topics, discourse grammar to the sociolinguistic view emphasising the 
purpose of discourse. There are potentially many other interactional activities amongst 
peers in online support. However, my thesis focuses on linguistic forms such as the 
advice in order to place potential discourse categories in the context of any potential 
high-frequency support pattern.  However, the field of advice is not easily understood. 
In Locher and Limberg’s (2012) discussion on advice, they criticise how some authors 
have understood support practices. For example, they argue for the firmly embedded 
linguistic form of advice-giving in the study of pragmatics - a study of language in use. 
Previous research by Verschueren (2009) has established that ‘pragmatics is a general 
functional perspective on any aspect of language, i.e. as an approach to language 
which takes into account the full complexity of its cognitive, social, and cultural or 





demonstrated that an understanding of this definition should be as broad as possible. 
In that, it does not preclude a reliable choice of methodology nor a set of questions to 
investigate language use.  
It is now very well established from a variety of studies that advice – a 
seemingly straightforward and everyday act – is significant in people’s lives. It can be 
revealed to be complicated in scope and has versatility and importance for day-to-day 
living (Locher and Limberg, 2012). 
Gumperz (1992) also suggests shortcomings in studies on advice. The lens ‘is 
not only on the speech act of rendering advice but, in an attempt to grasp the practice 
of advice-seeking and advice-giving more globally, the speech activity is crucial. So, 
from an advantage of the studies mentioned above, this thesis can show how the 
interactants orient themselves towards advice-seeking and advice-giving. The data is 
to explore for the constituents of the speech events under analysis.  
2.2.1 Support content and purpose 
A frequent criticism of much of the research on conversations concerns a 
general lack of a solid linguistics definition of ‘what people utter, talk, or converse 
about’. Researchers have not treated the notion of topics in conversations in much 
detail. Reinhart (1981) has proposed that what people converse about is a ‘topic’. Her 
definition is useful to help examine the results gained from data analysis as regards 
this notion of ‘topic’. A broader understanding of what the topic of a given sentence is 
can be determined. It is by its context of utterance (what is it about?) and by its 





She uses this combination of understanding of a topic to build a notion of 
pragmatic about-ness. It connects a sentence to the notion of a topic. It is part of a more 
substantial way of understanding pragmatics, sentences and topics (Grice, 1975).  
There are limits to taking for the concepts used in the research. The use of 
terminology from linguistics shows how challenging everyday notions of language are. 
Any analysis of support and conversations employed it carefully.  
This thesis agrees with Reinhart’s (1981) way of thinking about a topic to help 
counteract the tendency shown above. However, it is too broad for the needs of this 
thesis. 
The established AI and machine-learning LDA (Blei et al., 2003) is used to find 
topics of high-frequency across a corpus. It is still not easy to say what precisely a 
topic is. What is it that LDA data analyses result mean even though Blei calls it a topic? 
The findings need to be further interpreted. From computational linguistics, Blei’s 
(2012) definition of a ‘topic’ can help in how to find a ‘topic’ in the many social media 
posts. He utilises a quantitative stance and tries to offer a more precise definition of a 
topic, which he regards as high frequencies of words or social media posts. It is ‘a 
particular distribution over a fixed vocabulary’. He gives examples of the genetics 
topic, which has words about genetics with high probability versus the evolutionary 
biology topic, which has words about evolutionary biology with high probability. 
However, he uses the term ‘topic’, because terms that frequently occur together tend 
to be about the same subject. 
What is the relationship to the TOPIC or target of a post in the sense of Halliday 
(1967)? I use a TOPIC as content and target as an entity concerning contents in a post. 
It is different from the ‘topic’ in the review mentioned above. How should we visualise 





representations tell the researcher about the texts? The humanities fields, where 
questions about texts are essential, is an ideal place to test topic-modelling and can 
benefit from interdisciplinary collaborations with computer scientists and statisticians. 
A new understanding can fill this gap by combining AI and DA and using it to analyse 
social media text data. 
Therefore, for Blei (2012), the assumption is that LDA can find possibly latent 
words or n-grams. These topics, e.g., high-frequency trigrams that possibly generated 
the corpus and posts. N-grams share terms frequently occurring together. An n-gram 
can be a pattern of a certain number of words that mostly occur together across a 
discourse (Petyko, 2017). Blei considers n-grams in helping to think about posts, 
sentences, and topics of potentially large-scale corpora. Calculating high frequencies 
of topics in large numbers of sentences is difficult and analysing n-grams can shorten 
this computational complexity. An analysis of trigrams in a large-scale corpus may be 
more manageable. However, it would provide more information about the corpus than 
only looking at high-frequency words.  
In considering the issues as mentioned above, the research needs to think about 
the LDA model findings. Does it help identify a way of organising the shared terms 
that are frequently occurring together into a TOPIC?  By a macro organisation? It needs 
to describe the content of the LDA ‘topics’. May it be something different from the 
prevailing notions of the topic? The notion of LDA’s ‘topic’ or Halliday’s (1967) 
‘topic’ is not straightforward for my thesis. 
The notion of conversation, though ubiquitous, can be more challenging to 
define. However, Reinhart (1981) establishes ‘conversation’ to be a way of mediating 
and building relations with others. It can be a way for people to represent or define 





conversation may be unnecessary. It could be difficult to contemplate this aspect while 
conversing. For the research, the question of what precisely constitutes a conversation 
is an important issue when considering posts, topics and online support.  
If individuals do think about what a conversation is, it may be in generically 
vague terms. It may be assumed to be as any other form of spoken discourse (Goffman, 
1981). There could be other helpful norms for defining the conversation. Halliday 
(1978, p.140) refers to conversations as ordinary everyday interactions. Wilson (1989) 
criticises this definition for its lack of specificity, believing that it needs to be made 
more transparent. Even though regarding conversation as an unremarkable 
phenomenon, it is both a widespread and commonplace occurrence. The literature 
suggests that the notion of conversation may gain a more precise definition when 
considered in exceptional cases, potentially in posts, topics and online support.  
2.2.2 Importance of advice and questioning patterns 
Sillence (2013) suggests that the employment of advice strategy while aiming 
to get a response is to its degree of honesty and clearness. He argues that the level of 
directness needs examination because of the tension that exists between showing 
support and appearing to force help on people. The research can benefit from an 
understanding of social relations based on power or solidarity.  
Goldsmith’s (2000) typology of advice asking can make the thesis study more 
accurate and comprehensive. He shows that there are different themes that people use 
to call for advice. He considers the asking for advice to be also related to asking 
questions for advice. Sillence (2013) uses and adds a fifth advice-guidance pattern 
(same boat no.5, e.g., ‘is anyone in the same boat as me?’) to Goldsmith’s typology as 






Table 2-1: Types of advice solicitation: Goldsmith’s (2000) typology  
No. Advice 
pattern 
Description frequency My thesis advice-
asking labelling keys 
1 Request for 
advice 
Explicit solicitation of advice using the following 
phrases: (a) ‘I need your advice’; (b) ‘What should I 
do?’; and (c) ‘Should I do X?’ 
AAR 
2 Request for 
opinion or 
information 
Questions such as ‘What do you think?’ or ‘What do 
you think of X?’ that can often generate advice 
responses even though they may be ambiguous about 
whether the poster wants to solve a problem or 




Also, potentially ambiguous, as it can be interpreted 




nt of a plan 
of action 
The poster may receive advice after announcing their 
intentions. 
AAA 





The poster asks specifically to hear from anyone in 
the same boat as themselves or those who are going 
through the same experience. 
AAB 
 
Sillence (2013) argues that the way of giving advice can be vital if the giver 
must succeed in passing on his or her way of thinking to others. He shows that advice-
giving can be related to the directness of producing their answers.  
There are several developed taxonomies for advice, and different methods to 
classify advice. It is unclear whether general findings are applicable to current social 
media online support.  
Crystal (2001, p.81) uses ‘It wouldn’t hurt if you had your child evaluated’, as 
an example of advice to mothers in responses to vignettes from a US teaching context. 
Advice-givers can frequently attempt to establish a sense of rapport or solidarity with 
the advice-seeker (DeCapua and Dunham, 1993; DeCapua and Huber, 1993, 1995; 
Locher, 2006; Morrow, 2012). Such a rapport expressed through statements of 
empathy, such as ‘I understand your frustration’. The rapport established by 
acknowledging the feelings of the advice-seeker with, for example, ‘I know it is 





Kouper (2010) focuses on showing the patterns that can help to identify advice-
giving. He argues that people searching for or giving advice must make choices about 
how they exchange advice and how this affects the beliefs of the community. He 
suggests the development of social relations through the giving and taking of advice. 
There are different classes of advice reported by Kouper (2010) and discussed by 
Sillence (2013). The different classes are shown below in Table 2-2.  
Table 2-2: Levels of the directness of advice: Kouper’s (2010) categories 
No. Type of 
advice 









Any comment that contained explicit hedges or hedging 




Any comment that lacked explicit or hedged advice but had 
enough information to act upon it, for example, ‘Here’s one 





An account of how the person dealt with the situation the 
advice-seeker had described. 
AGE 
 
People may need to prove legitimacy in order to get a response to advice-
seeking or advice-giving, and they may need to convey authority to give advice. 
However, in doing so, they must overcome the danger of being challenged online 
(Harvey and Koteyko, 2013; Tannen and Trester, 2013; Sidnell and Stivers, 2014). 
Researchers have explained how people influence each other to promote their views 
(Dwyer, 2007; Park et al., 2011). They suggest that the individuals in support networks 
need to work through the risk of asking for, or employing, any advice given to them.  
Considering trust issues in advice, people may be critical in their responses. 
People also need to trust the sensibility and trust that the replies given are correct. 
People may need to employ a core of advice strategies to convince the other users but 





It is not always easy to show which posts are questions or answers in-social-
media. Miles and Winget’s (2010) study explicitly targets finding questions in a 
microblogging type of social media. They utilised some rules that gave up generous 
samples from social media. For example, a tweet from Twitter can be a question if it 
matches some types of patterns. It has a question mark that is not part of an URL. 
2.3 Discourse analysis of online support, e.g., advice, 
humour/sarcasm, questioning, hope, and charity 
Lupton (1992) has defined DA as being composed of two main dimensions: 
textual and contextual. Textual dimensions can account for the structures of discourse. 
In contrast, contextual dimensions relate the structural descriptions to various 
properties of the social, political or cultural context in which they take place. Harvey 
and Koteyko (2013, pp. 165–187) argue that textual is more concerned with such 
microelements of discourse as the use of grammar and rhetorical devices. For example, 
metaphor, syntax, sound forms, the plain meaning and content matter of words, and 
sentences of text or talk. 
There are essential strands of research that have explored how people 
communicate via computers and the internet, such as computer-mediated 
communication (CMC). Theories from social psychology can have their limitations in 
explaining CMC. Sproull and Kiesler’s (1986) article provides a contrary insight into 
online support. It is with their reduced social cues approach. They contend that CMC 
can give participants relative anonymity. People probably engage with each other in 





There is also the social identity de-individuation model of Spears and Lea 
(1994). It is about norms and social perspectives of online behaviour and which can 
be valuable for the understanding of online support.  
Van Dijk (1990b) has used multidisciplinary DA to examine communication 
processes in their social, political, and cultural dimensions, with a particular interest 
in theory formation. It can be a limitation to focus mostly on linguistic features (Van 
Dijk, 1990a; Lupton,1992).  
Irwin (1989) describes the agenda for health communication as including 
action to apply more interpretive models of communication processes to research. The 
agenda exists to supplement or replace quantitative methodologies with more 
humanistic, qualitative methodologies, bringing the field in line with developments in 
mass communication.  
Moreover, it is difficult to separate the notions of, e.g., ‘topics’, ‘TOPICS’, and 
‘conversation’ from particular social practices, discourses and domains. Van Leeuwen 
(2008) suggests that social practices are ‘socially accepted’ models of how people 
should conduct social activities. They are observable by identifying the social actors 
or selected participants within a discourse. Therefore, these ideas applied to the support 
conversations and its discourse as a social practice may see the utilisation of many 
social actors in action. It is to recontextualise meaning by way of the deployment of 
representations through self-expression for a diabetes discourse. It can, in a much 
wider context, signify the perceived cognitions of the intended ‘hearers’ or audience, 
i.e., other peers.  
This thesis agrees with Harvey and Koteyko (2013, pp.165–187). They 





communication. They can also be mechanistic in not allowing for the fluidity and 
dynamism of participant identities. People do have norms of online behaviour.  
Androutsopoulos (2006) explains that the earlier literature on computer-
mediated communication became too focused on prioritising technological means. It 
is as the sole explanatory factor for linguistic practices, which resulted in what he terms 
‘computer determinism’. The research looks at a complementary impact of technology 
on language use. However, it is aware of the technological determinism that is implicit 
in much of the early work. The contributions to this theme extend a growing body of 
research, inspired by sociolinguistics and discourse analysts. They aim at 
demythologising the alleged homogeneity. They highlight the social diversity of 
language use in CMC.  
In studying the actual uses of modern technologies with its large-scale data, the 
research can subscribe to a primarily social view of CMC (Lamrichs and Molder, 2003, 
p. 18). Furthermore, by taking a predominately-linguistic perspective, the research can 
look through a ‘prism of language’ and make the research judgement on observations 
of language use. Herring (2004) terms this perspective as computer-mediated DA. He 
draws on the study of spoken and written communication. These range from 
conversational analysis, pragmatics, discursive psychology, to critical DA. The 
research likewise cannot only look at separate statements by individual participants. It 
considers the interaction with other members of online groups. It can illuminate 
different actions towards which participants’ written descriptions can orientate.  
Antconc (Laurence, 2014) is usable in more extensive analyses for each word 
versus the keyness of that word. It can be compared to its use in other well-known 
corpora, for example, the British National Corpus (BNC). The BNC contains text 





Schiffrin et al. (2003, pp. 197–214) looked at discourse studies and the theories 
of conversations and engaged with a DA that is interdisciplinary. They use a vital study 
of ‘the apology’, a study in pragmatics or conversation analysis, and they consider it 
from a perspective of sociolinguistics. They argue that ‘apology’, more than most 
speech acts, places psychological burdens on its maker. It is less severe on its maker 
than on its recipient. There may be unambiguous forms but rarely so. This thesis will 
use their idea and argue throughout that ‘support’ is similarly complex and places 
psychological burdens on the peer.  
Morrow (2012) finds that assessment and advice can make up the majority of 
discursive moves in a particular practice studied. The salience and importance of 
assessment moves are explained for his example site on divorce as being contributed 
to by peers who share personal experiences.  
The main strength of Halliday’s (1977, 1985, 1992, 2004) work is that he 
focuses on the relative frequencies of choices made in the use of language. It helps to 
explain the paths to be taken by participants given the available resources in a system 
of language. He views language as a system and as functional. He is concerned with 
‘what for’ i.e., how language in some particular social practices, namely systemic 
functional linguistics (SFL). SFL aligns with the functional tradition in linguistics 
manifested in the Prague school (Jakobson, 1971). It arose out of the linguistic school 
known as Firthian systematics (Firth, 1971).  
One criticism of much of the literature on online support can be about the lack 
of investigating pragmatics and discourse semantics. These are essential to 
understanding why people behave with language use in a particular way. Halliday’s 
(1985) interpersonal meta-function of language can help focus on tenor, which is about 





speaker/writer persona can help to focus on the stance of a person in their expressions. 
They are in an attitude that is positive, neutral or negative in their use of language. In 
SFL, tenor refers explicitly to the participants in discourse and their relationships to 
each other and their purposes. 
It is difficult to understand what is meant by the notion of ‘online social support’. 
However, the research can illuminate areas such as advice, sentiment, and stance-
taking. Posting on social media, where people use text to converse with each other, is 
more complicated than perhaps is recognised for ‘support’. For example, researchers 
have looked at electronic health communication in general and peer-to-peer 
interactions and particularly about support practices (Sidnell and Stivers, 2014; Harvey 
and Koteyko, 2013, pp. 165–187; Tannen and Trester, 2013). They follow Mickelson’s 
research (1997, p. 157) and argue that such interactions are typically a locus of social 
support. They define it in the words of Mickelson as a ‘transaction of empathy and 
concern, information and advice, or tangible aid, i.e., goods and services, between two 
or more individuals’. Verbal or nonverbal behaviours to seek or provide help. This 
definition of support is broad enough for the research. However, it can help to identify 
specific salient language features for a particular domain and a particular discourse. 
2.4 Qualitative 
High-frequency stance-taking with affective stance and epistemic stance may 
be available in consecutive and non-consecutive posts of peers supporting each other 
about similar targets. The question it raises is: do peers use the corpus similar to a 
conversation with responses to each other’s turn-taking or not. The other question is, 
do they use the corpus as a way to ‘talk’ to many others and gain responses from many 





taking and appraisal analysis from linguistics can help with the computational and 
artificial intelligence analysis. It can check if peers instead respond indirectly to each 
other across many posts about the same target. 
Aikhenvald (2004) shows that an epistemic stance in languages such as English 
is not grammaticalised in the traditional sense. It can include elements such as the use 
of adverbs and particles: for example, ‘supposedly’. Included are extensions of other 
grammatical categories like mood and modality, such as ‘should’ and ‘if-then’ 
constructs. They may also include reported speech and complement clauses that 
express perception and cognition. Evaluation is through the appraisal system, an 
approach to evaluation based on SFL (Martin and White, 2005). The research can also 
focus on the appraisal subsystem of attitude, which helps the research to see how 
speakers attach an intersubjective value or assessment to participants and processes. 
Following the work of Martin and White (2005), the attitude expressed through affect, 
judgement, and appreciation sub-systems of attitude. 
The SFL showed by Halliday (2004) inform appraisal theory. Epistemic stance-
taking, affective stance-taking and appraisal are informed by the highly relevant 
literature (Biber and Finnigen, 1998; Biber et al., 1999). An epistemic stance can be 
related to the degree of certainty concerning the object of discussion. In contrast, an 
affective stance related to emotions, feelings and sentiment about the object of 
discussion. 
2.4.1 A stance-taking framework for advice 
Stance can derive from social actors with consequences (Du Bois, 2007). 
People’s lives impacted by the stances they and others take. Du Bois established that 





stance taken in prior discourse’. It is important to note that the value of any stance 
utterance tends to be shaped by its framing through the collaborative acts of co-
participants in dialogic interaction.  
Fundamental research from Du Bois (2007) has established that at least three 
things needed in knowing about a given occasion of stance-taking. It is beyond what 
may be overtly present in the words and structures of the stance sentence itself: (1) 
Who is the stance-taker? (2) What is the object of stance? (3) What stance is the stance-
taker responding to most?  
Who is the stance-taker? In conversation, participants can place importance on 
who says what and monitor it accordingly (Du Bois, 2007). A participant can perform 
this monitoring by noting or transcribing an utterance or turn with a label indicating 
the identity of the speaker. In any utterance involving different speakers, the identity 
of the speaker indicated is at the beginning of each turn. 
What is the object of stance can be crucial in making sense of any given stance. 
The other participants or observers may need to know who is speaking. They also need 
to know what others are speaking about (Du Bois, 2007). Emphasis placed, amongst 
other things, on knowing the referential object or target toward which stance. It helps 
in the process of identification of targets. It is applicable to the thesis for healthcare 
studies. It can be about what is claimed by a speaker to be important in the management 
of any healthcare condition. 
Finally, what stance the stance-taker is responding to is vital to the study. It is 
for knowing the identity of the stance-taker and the object of stance, which are 
essential for understanding. Participants or observers may be on the uncertain ground 
until the knowledge of what the previous stance the current stance formulated a 





why any particular stance. It is why at any particular moment in time and why in some 
particular terms. He suggests that in answering these questions, it is necessary to 
monitor the dialogic and sequential shape of the ongoing exchange of stance and 
counter stance.  
What is particularly important is a consideration of the alignment given 
previously (for example I agree, I agree with you). Du Bois argued that any particular 
sentence could be grammatically complete. Incomplete as stances, and so, therefore, 
they are pragmatically incomplete. ‘People do not agree in the abstract; they agree with 
someone about something’. He uses the example that while a sentence containing the 
phrase agree with you foregrounds or profiles the dimension of alignment almost 
exclusively. In terms of its interpretation, it must still indexically incorporate a prior 
stance content, including the relevant object of stance. He suggests that, in general, the 
relevant stance content will be locatable in the prior discourse. It can help to specify 
what specific stance people agreed. 
My thesis has problematised the view of online support, advice, stance-taking, 
certainty and attitudes in online interaction. The chapter now moves on to further 
examine possible frameworks for studying social interaction in online support settings.  
Researchers have not treated advice and stance-taking in much detail for 
SSMD. There are more recent arguments against a one-dimensional view on ‘support’, 
including a study about meaning. This view has been established by Roos (2003), who 
describes the meaning-making process that takes place in a community of practice. 
Wenger’s (1998, p. 45) concept of a community of practice is useful where 





Harvey and Koteyko (2013, pp. 165–187) have adapted Wenger’s ‘community 
of practice’ to explore the phenomena of online groups centred around discussions on 
health and illness-related topics.  
Previous studies of support have not dealt with what Fernback (2007, p. 66) 
proposes and what the research calls a stance. It can be adopted. An internet-based 
discussion forum should be seen and analysed primarily as a ‘mutable construct, 
determined by social actors who create meaning about it’. People negotiate personal 
meaning in this online discursive community. It can also be about unique stance-
taking, but also about support and norms.  
Chiluwa and Ifukor (2015) adopt the appraisal framework and focus on writers’ 
affect and judgement, which reflect in the attitude of those who, for example, tweeted 
about the #BringBackOurGirls campaign and posted comments on Facebook. Peers 
can also use the hashtag # to share common topics and TOPICS and targets to gain 
information and support this way. They may build a community that may achieve a 
particular aim for a particular social media discourse. These studies, however, do not 
entirely attempt to understand how the many participants in that particular online 
community create a purpose or context for that particular discourse. 
Furthermore, an appraisal framework can be adopted from SFL (Halliday, 
1985, 1994) and can focus on the social function of language. Text expressed it. It is 
not only as a means through which the speaker or writer expresses their feelings and 
takes particular stances but also when they engage with socially determined positions 
of value. They can thereby align or dis-align themselves with the social subjects who 





Furthermore, Berman et al. (2002, p. 1) argue that the term STANCE is used 
in the discourse literature in diverse ways. Higgins (2012) provides a conceptual 
framework for attitudes to stance-taking. 
As Du Bois (2007, p. 163) explains, ‘in taking a stance, the stance-taker 1) 
evaluates an object; 2) positions a subject (self and others), and 3) aligns with other 
subjects’. Speakers take positions mainly by evaluating another person’s stance and 
other objects, including language.  
The scope of research on support, stance and advice have been relatively 
narrow, being primarily concerned with advice. However, Hyland (2005) thinks about 
advice and stance together and explains stance as an ‘expression of a textual “voice” 
or a community recognised personality’. It is an attitudinal dimension and includes 
features that refer to the ways writers present themselves and convey their judgements, 
opinions, and commitments. ‘It is the ways that writers intrude to stamp their authority 
onto their arguments or step back and disguise their involvement’.  
Hyland (2005) argues that it is difficult to account for the relatively small 
number of suggestions in written feedback practices. He uses the example of teachers. 
If teachers were seeking to effect change less directly through the speech acts of 
‘praise’ and ‘criticism’. In this example, these acts are not advice, and their different 
illocutionary points mean they are typically understood differently. 
The above sections and other research suggests that the outcome of an utterance 
and its pragmatic meaning developed. It can be by conducting a study of advice with 
stance-taking, but more needs to be done in studying this field. Appraisal systems can 
inform the interpretation of evaluation in the text (Martin and White, 2005, p. 210). 





helpful. It is to develop an account of how, by such interactions, text constructs a model 
of the putative addressee and position the author concerning that addressee.  
Attitude and stance-taking may need to be further related to the field of online 
chronic illness SSMD. Barton and Lee (2013) show that expressing stance in online 
writing spaces are about people expressing their opinions and attitudes about 
something or someone. Martin and White (2005) have done a similar analysis of 
interpersonal, political texts. 
Herring’s (2004) classification of features that characterise an online group as 
a community includes identity, sociability, and support. Their research focuses on 
support, i.e., ‘the demonstration of solidarity and reciprocity and following pre-
existing and emerging social participation guidelines, members can then maintain the 
group’. Stance-taking can be used to achieve these. Harvey and Koteyko (2013, pp. 
165–187) show that people outline their positions. This idea of stance-taking can be 
applied in this thesis and then utilised in the research about understanding ‘topics’ and 
‘TOPIC’. It can include investigations about stance-taking: for example, stance-taking 
can be used together with particular types of advice. Such as direct advice using the 
imperatives ‘do this…but not that…’. These may be a potentially viable action for 
online participants in a non-face-to-face online setting.  
A claim can be checked whether people can work together with each other 
online to achieve such aims. Stommel and Koole (2010) propose that such practical 
applications that are informed by DA can be used to help participants align with the 
expectations of a particular online community. Such a study may help to prevent social 
isolation of people dealing with chronic illness.  
My argument follows that of Zappavigna (2012), in that posting on Facebook 





is essential in understanding posting where people can take a stance. Evaluations in 
the online group can become a domain of interpersonal meaning which can happen 
when language is used to express attitudes and to adopt stances about other text. The 
studies above are part of a significant body of research on CL and evaluation. They 
can influence the direction of the thesis.  
An understanding of emotional language can benefit from sentiment or 
opinion-mining studies (Whitelaw et al., 2005; Gruzd et al., 2011). Martin and White 
(2005) argue that emotional reaction develops earlier as people socialise into culture 
and institutions.  
Feelings become institutionalised as ethics and morality, forming 
JUDGEMENT systems, which people construe as rules and regulations on behaviour. 
‘Feeling’ is also institutionalised as aesthetics and value, forming appreciation systems 
with which people generate assessments based on each other’s reactions to 
phenomena. Simply described, ‘affect’ is about expressing emotion, ‘judgement’ is 
about assessing behaviour, and ‘appreciation’ is about estimating value. This thesis can 
look at the appraisal system of Martin and White (2005). IT IS from the aspect of 
attitude which covers ‘affect’ and its polarity and in the manner of Zappavigna (2012, 
pp. 52–70) who uses several different types of tables in her analysis. 
2.4.2 Objects of advice, events, humour/sarcasm, questioning, 
emotion, hope, and charity in support patterns 
Some of the gaps in support from Section 2.2.2 may be filled by investigating 
linguistic forms of advice with stance-taking humour/sarcasm, events, questioning, 
emotion, hope, and charity. The thesis aims to combine the crucial researchers of 





This view is necessary for this thesis when considering healthcare support discourse. 
Hall (1997) argues that people’s opinions, preferences and facts all play a role in the 
aim of their discourse. Hall views conversations as having the potential to define the 
way individual objects are represented in, for example, for thinking about, practising, 
and for studying around any social practice.  
There is a need to consider the social relations of solidarity about risk and trust 
(Brown and Gilman, 1960; Alter, 2010). Many other aspects of social relations for 
healthcare and their interpretations have been questioned above. The researchers above 
may help inform the research with consideration about solidarity or friendship, which 
is about people’s sense of closeness, and familiarity with each other.  
Jones (2013) suggests that ‘risk’ in healthcare communication is not only about 
managing the risk of getting more severe conditions or declining health. It can be about 
the danger of giving the wrong type of support or advice. He considers that in any 
support practice, the risk of giving advice can be mitigated. It is done by, for instance, 
sharing the advice strategies with others that have more power (e.g., clinical experts).  
Jones (2013) argues that trust in advice is more likely to be gained in social 
relations of solidarity. It can say more about why people use language with ‘topics’ 
and ‘TOPICs’ and targets and for instance, advice with stance-taking devices for ‘the 
what’ of their conversations. It is in ‘how they’ converse with each other. It can help 
this thesis to show thinking, focus on the possible language patterns in support, and 
find explanations for any discoverable patterns. Why are particular patterns 
meaningful on these platforms? 
An explanation for any main patterns can be understood by utilising Suler’s 
(2004) idea. People connect to communities based on their shared interests and that 





help to explain why people trust each other enough to share their direct experiences in 
the first place. Zappavigna (2011) calls this pattern of sharing ‘ambient affiliation’, 
where the users of a platform perform these interactions publicly on social media.  
People may employ mood-related words in their conversations. Fraser (1999) 
argues about pragmatics as being ‘everything else’ a sentence must contain. These 
include mood markers and can be, for instance, about the declarative structure of the 
sentence. It can also be about the varying length and complexity of lexical expressions. 
People are known to receive help from face-to-face and private doctor-patient 
conversations in healthcare support practices (Hunt and Harvey, 2012). Suler (2004) 
argues that people can take advantage of non-face-to-face meetings. There may be 
fewer social restrictions and perceived limited fears of sharing personal information 
with others in a similar predicament. The non-face-to-face community can develop an 
understanding of their conditions and issues with particular linguistic devices, such as 
topics and conversations (Zappavigna, 2011). For her, people tend to develop ‘normal’ 
behaviours or values of the social media group during their regular interactions with 
them. It is worth focusing on trust and solidarity in an analysis of support as people 
can agree as to what is acceptable and what is not suitable for support.  
Biber and Finegan (1989, p. 124) define stance as ‘the lexical and grammatical 
expression of attitudes, feelings, judgements, or commitment concerning the 
propositional content of a message’. It can include adverbs, verbs, and adjectives, 
which mark affect, certainty, doubt, hedges, emphasis, possibility, necessity, and 
prediction. Ihara (2006) argues that in any communication encounter, speakers or 
writers may communicate information in words. They also convey their attitudes, 
emotions, feelings, moods or dispositions. Non-referential information, such as mood 





hearer or reader to interpret the message correctly. It is to find the intention of the 
speaker or writer. It is to evaluate the position and proposition conveyed in the 
message’. She uses the term ‘affect’ rather than emotion when referring to such non-
referential information. She argues that in the ‘course of communication, it is essential 
to understand the affective stance of the speaker. It is also necessary to understand the 
content of the message. It can help the listener to interpret the intention of the speaker 
and to evaluate the proposition conveyed. 
Furthermore, the above can be expressed as epistemic and affective stances. 
The epistemic stance is a ‘socially recognised disposition’. In contrast, the affective 
stance is a ‘socially recognised feeling, attitude, mood or degree of emotional intensity’ 
(Ochs, 1990, p. 2). As a theoretical concept, ‘stance’ has been described as evaluation 
(Hunston, 2002), appraisal (Martin, 2000; Martin and White, 2005) or attitude 
(Halliday, 1985, 1994).  
Besides, lexis, grammar and other meaning-making resources can be used to 
express attitudes, feelings, beliefs, evaluations, judgements, and commitment towards 
a precise target (Biber and Finegan, 1989; Du Bois, 2007; Englebretson, 2007; 
Kiesling, 2011). This target can be the interlocutor, the person represented in discourse, 
or ideas represented in discourse and other texts. Stance components are stance-taker, 
stance object, i.e., the topic under discussion; and resources, e.g., evaluative lexis, 
modal verbs, punctuation, typography, different languages and addressee(s) (Barton 
and Lee, 2013). His ideas of the distinct kinds of stance are as follows: 
● Epistemic stance, i.e., knowledge, beliefs, certainty, doubt, actuality, precision, 
limitation (e.g., definitely, I know, I doubt, in fact, possibly, might, must, it seems 
that). It can include the source of knowledge or perspective from which 





● Attitudinal stance, i.e., feelings, personal perspectives (adverbials such as 
ironically and fortunately, verbs such as fear and love, adjectives such as happy 
and angry). These can include stylistic speaker/writer comments on 
communication itself (e.g., honestly, with all due respect).  
The research focuses on certainty and attitude as people sharing information 
about chronic illness may have to deal with advice-seeking and advice-giving. 
Blei et al. (2003) offer an expansion of these notions by suggesting that people 
can search for shared topics. They can seek to understand and explain the meaning of, 
for example, a single word or n-gram. People express themselves through topics in the 
conversation.  
Support is hard to define, and the notion of support is developed throughout 
this thesis. It can be a single detailed knowledge of a domain of social practice.  
The literature review focuses on language-based advice with stance-taking. It 
is amongst, for example, others such as humour/sarcasm, questioning, emotion, hope, 
and charity of individual. It is to understand how and what people converse about 
(Hall, 1997). People may converse about specific ‘topics’, ‘TOPICs’ and targets using 
specific linguistic devices to support each other. Insights from Hall (1997) and 
Foucault (1980) can help when thinking about ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs’ and targets. The 
organisation or users may employ these. It can help to expand on the general 
conception of the ‘subject’. It is at the core of any sentence or post or topic or discourse.  
From their analysis, the idea of ‘subject’ is an individual who is full of 
awareness. He or she is regarded as a self-ruling and stable ‘something’, the ‘core’ of 
the self, and the independent, real source of action and meaning. For them, an analysis 





Du Gay et al. (1997) can help in showing that there can be many ‘topics’ in a 
conversation. They draw differences between a static, and an energetic or a 
combination of the static and energetic employment of words. There are mostly some 
significant combinations of words about many objects to sustain and to develop in a 
conversation.  
 Key researchers in the field, Harvey and Koteyko (2013); Hunt and Koteyko 
(2015) and Hunt et al. (2015) have suggested some topics and linguistic devices 
concerning online support for healthcare (shown in Table 2-3).  
Table 2-3: Examples of Support categorisations 
Topic Sub-Categories Description 
Organisational Events Duk holds events for a person with diabetes 
Charity Duk holds events to raise charity and also for research  
Advice Duk owners and users offer advice 
Knowledge Topics on Diabetes Posters posts about medical conditions, e.g., blood glucose 
levels 
Emotional Support issues Posters look (for) and gain a desire to do something and may 
feel better 
2.5 Quantitative 
Data from several studies suggest that CL is a much broader concept that can 
be applied to many more aspects of linguistic enquiry (e.g., Koteyko, 2006). 
Furthermore, corpus linguists can include sociolinguistic data in their studies (e.g., 
McEnery and Wilson, 2001, pp. 115–117; Baker, 2010; Gabrielatos et al., 2010; 
Torgersen et al., 2011). The seminal work of Hardt-Mautner (1995) employed critical 
discourse analysis (CDA) and CL to study language usage with insights from 
Fairclough’s (1992) research on DA. He also discovered how particular discourses are 





A significant and growing body of literature shows the many investigations 
with corpora that can be used in many types of research. It is spreading to research in 
other disciplines (e.g., McEnery and Wilson, 2001). It has been demonstrated by 
Zappavigna (2012) that the field of social media referred to with the umbrella term 
CMC encompasses a wide range of perspectives on language. It is across disciplines, 
from information systems to linguistics. He highlights the issues of building social 
media corpora. These can show that web corpora are like traditional corpora. There are 
bound by issues of representativeness, balance, and comparability. These researchers 
offer strategies to counteract the problems mentioned above (e.g., on the cleaning of 
the text). These methods can be applied to the thesis in a careful analysis of the 
Diabetes UK (2015) corpus. 
Zappavigna (2012) uses a methodology for Twitter social media analysis for 
analysing micro-post that is a form of corpus-based DA applying SFL. SFL posits 
language as a meaning-making resource. It is a theory tailored to answering questions 
about how meanings work within some particular contexts in which they are made, 
and in this sense, are ‘functional’. It is distinct among linguistic theories, as SFL can 
help to both develop a theory about the social process and a description of language 
patterns. 
For Baker et al. (2008), CL is not any single method. It employs a collection of 
different methods. They can be related to being performed on large-scale collections 
of electronically stored, naturally occurring texts, or instances of people employing 
language.  
They show that many CL methods are quantitative and make use of statistical 
tests, which are calculated by computer software. However, Baker et al. (2008) 





includes qualitative analysis, such as examining keyness or concordance lines. 
Therefore, Baker et al. (2008) attempt to avoid describing DA and CL as different 
‘methods’ but instead sometimes refer to ‘methods traditionally adopted by DA 
practitioners or by corpus linguists’.  
Pulman (2017) has recently established the importance of n-grams higher than 
one. So, a simple newspaper headline with for example ‘sales fall but profits rise’ 
means something very different from ‘sales rise but profits fall’ (Pulman, 2017). 
Pulman is motivated by a linguistics analysis approach to the text via computational 
means.  
The opposite approach is to treat the text as unstructured bags of words, – 
‘chuck the words in a bag, and ignore the order in which they occur’. The grammatical 
structure can be significant. Pulman (2017) gives an example of a word like ‘kill’. 
Which on its own, is negative, and a word like ‘bacteria’, which again is negative on 
its own. However, ‘killing bacteria’ is positive in most contexts most of the time. If it 
is ‘fail to kill bacteria’ then that becomes negative again. If it is ‘never fail to kill 
bacteria’ then that is positive again. Therefore, this is an example of four words 
(unigram) on their own that are negative, but in combination (4-gram) can give an 
overall positive message. If the analyses do not pay attention to the grammatical 
structure in which words occur, it could be that the analyses may be incorrect. 
The number of iterations can counter the non-deterministic aspect of LDA. It 
is until LDA settles on a suitable number of topics and the words that belong to each 
topic is important. In recent years the LDA approach to text and DA has been 
challenged by the work of some linguistics researchers. The results of topics models 
cannot be taken for granted. This thesis can also challenge any assumptions of what 





The idea of latent ‘topics’, in LDA (Blei et al., 2003) is that each word or n-
gram within a post can be modelled as number-based vectors. These vectors can 
describe the posts’ distribution over the topics, as a vector space model. Their basic 
idea is to describe a post as a mixture of different ‘topics’. For them, a ‘topic’ is merely 
a collection of words that often happen with each other. They suggest that people 
converse about many different issues in each post.  
The LDA model is convenient to calculate posts that are the same as another 
post and then do clustering analysis. It employs matrices as a mathematical calculation 
by the algorithm to work out the clusters. The LDA is a probabilistic and generative 
model. Norvig (2011, 2016) explains that a probabilistic model specifies a probability 
distribution. Blei et al. (2003) suggest that this distribution is over possible values of 
random variables, rather than a strict deterministic relationship. LDA can ‘allow for 
sets of instances of observing topics in posts to be explainable by unseen groups’. His 
algorithm helps to explain why some parts of the dataset are the same. If there are 
instances of observing certain words as collected in different posts, then the model 
guesses that each post is a mixture of specific topics. One of the post’s topics causes 
each word created in the post.  
AI Non-Negative Matrix Factorisation (NMF) (Lee and Seung, 1999) can also 
be used to model a corpus. They suggest that NMF results can look like LDA and argue 
that LDA in comparison is related to the study of how likely or unlikely topics are to 
happen. It is a model capable of expressing doubt about the placement of themes across 
posts and for the assignment of words to topics. However, their NMF is a 
predetermined calculating algorithm, which arrives at a single model of the corpus 





Moreover, LDA (Blei, 2012) and NMF (Lee and Seung, 1999) can help with 
dimension reduction and clustering for topic identification. They both suggest that 
LDA and NMF can arrive in the same way of looking at a corpus of topics. They 
suggest the need for the use of hyperparameters settings to tune the model, e.g., with 
the use of stop words, n-grams, alphas, betas, and validation (Glossary 7-7).   
2.5.1 Artificial intelligence topic-modelling  
Kokkinakis and Malm (2013), for example, have used available topic-
modelling software. They use empirical data from the content of the Swedish literature 
bank. In contrast, distant reading encapsulates quantitative methods, in which the 
reality of the text undergoes a process of deliberate reduction and abstraction (Moretti, 
2005; Jockers, 2013). In the latter view, understanding literature is not carried out by 
studying individual texts, but by aggregating and analysing massive amounts of data. 
This understanding enables experimentation and exploration of new corpora uses and 
development that otherwise would be challenging to conduct. For such purposes, 
several available techniques can be applied, one popular technique being topic-
modelling (Wallach, 2006; Brett, 2012; Graham et al., 2012). 
Schiffrin et al. (2003, pp.197-214) argue for a critical look at the autonomous 
treatment of some aspects of language (e.g., syntax, or phonetics). Discourse cannot 
be satisfactorily analysed without contextual or methodological assertions 
Therefore, machine learning can be used to model a corpus, and it can be done 
with for, example, either NMF (Lee and Seung, 1999; Scikit-learn, 2015) or LDA 
(Blei, 2012). Both methods can help with dimension reduction and clustering for topic 
identification. Blei et al. (2003) argue that probabilistic modelling can give a language 





limits of those assumptions. LDA, which is a probabilistic model of texts, makes two 
assumptions as follows: 
1. There are a fixed number of patterns of word use, groups of terms that tend 
to occur together in documents. They can be known as topics. 
2. Each document in the corpus exhibits topics to varying degrees. 
The exact number of topics to be found in a corpus with LDA is challenging to 
work out but has some mathematical means of estimation. Blei (2012) suggests that in 
LDA, the number of topics can be between 50 and 150; however, the optimal number 
usually depends on the size of the dataset or the researcher’s knowledge of the domain. 
Similarly, the decision is the same for finding too few LDA topics or too many, which 
could lead to some nonsensical results or increase the complexity of human 
interpretation.  
Therefore, topic-modelling is about organising, understanding, and 
summarising text documents, and there can be hidden topical patterns. Blei’s topic is 
a group of words from the collection of text and their respective documents that can 
offer some description of the information in the document collection. 
2.5.2 Automated content analysis and annotation for entity 
recognition and sentiment analysis 
Hanks (2004) argues that evidence from large-scale corpora shows striking 
patterns of word use in natural language. The details of which are only now beginning 
to be adequately recognised and studied. 
LIWC (2016) is used for healthcare studies and also has dictionaries such as a 
health-related dictionary that can help find whether a topic contains words associated 





topics. LIWC is used as a linguistic analysis tool to reveal thoughts, feelings, 
personality, and motivations in a corpus, as discussed by Karami and Zhou (2014a, 
2014b, 2015). Karyotis et al. (2017) argue that ‘understanding and classifying 
emotions is a very complex and delicate task, still under debate among psychologists’.  
Karami et al.’s (2018) article provide a valuable insight where they have used 
LDA and LIWC together to show that from 4.5 million tweets, the LDA found 425 
topics. They then used LIWC to filter the detected 425 LDA topics and found 222 
health-related topics. They then used topic content analysis and aimed at an objective 
interpretative approach before using a lexicon-based approach to analyse the content 
of the topics. The lexicon-based approach uses dictionaries to disclose the semantic 
orientation of words in-a-topic.  
Pennebaker and Davison (1997) have indicated that illness representations can 
be a central issue for health psychologists because patient’s lay models may direct 
particular attitudes. Patients may develop attitudes and expectations by talking with 
others, hearing their stories, and comparing them with their own experiences. Patients 
can seek out from others how to comprehend dealing with a chronic illness.  
Pennebaker and Davison (1997), in their seminal study, used LIWC to study the 
chronic illness of diabetes, capturing emotion words and cognitive words in people’s 
online postings. They found that diabetes patients carry a ‘strident tone. Their many 
exchanges could indicate an extensive understanding of their disorder, sensitivity to 
criticism or disagreement and occasionally outright hostile tones, towards each other’. 
They found that ‘there is an undercurrent of emotional volatility’. Other LIWC studies 
making use of the automated nature of the software tools have investigated the 






Abdallah et al. (2016) have highlighted the difficulties with extracting 
structured information from unstructured text. An understanding of the difficulties is 
vital for qualitative data analysis. Leveraging natural language processing (NLP) 
techniques for qualitative data analysis can speed up the annotation process. It may 
allow for large-scale analysis and provide more insights into the text. A crucial step in 
gaining insights from the text is Named Entity Recognition (NER). These are the target 
words in the text. A significant challenge of the NLP and NER process is the domain 
diversity in qualitative data. The represented text varies according to its domain in 
numerous aspects, including taxonomies, length, formality, and format. Many 
approaches and systems have been developed for the NER task. Abdallah et al. (2016) 
have looked into MeaningCloud (2017). It gives an advanced opinion mining 
functionality. It extracts both a globally aggregated polarity of the text and more in-
depth analysis. It gives a sentence-level breakdown of the polarity, extracting entities 
and concepts and the sentiment associated to each of them. It can also be used in a 
hybrid manner, with machine learning and dictionaries for entity extractions. There is 
a range of studies that have used and evaluated MeaningCloud (e.g., Dale, 2015; 
Segura-Bedmar et al., 2015). 
Rodrigues et al. (2016) have shown that sentiment analysis methods can be used 
to automatically detect the positive, neutral, or negative mood of cancer patients. It is 
done by analysing their messages in online communities. It is not easy to develop or 
use existing sentiment analysis tools for text analytics or, as argued for earlier, advice 
or stance-taking.  
Rodrigues et al. (2016) have compared different tools and have also developed 
their own. They obtained different collections of posts from two cancer communities 





identifies the target of the sentiment and the theme of the text. Segura-Bedmar et al. 
(2015) have used MeaningCloud in their methods as a system for detecting drug effects 
from user posts extracted from a Spanish health forum. 
With AI and machine learning (Lee and Seung, 1999; Blei, 2012), an AI-based 
automatic unsupervised modelling of large amounts of text-based data can be inferred 
into topics. LIWC uses dictionaries based on studies from psychology. LIWC (2016) 
has employed this type of ‘sentiment feeling’ analysis. They count particular words 
and identify them as part of predefined mood categories. They suggest that this 
approach can identify the mood in any text. MeaningCloud (2017) can use the given 
dictionaries or user-made dictionaries and ontologies in the English language. There 
are two types of sentiment analysis: global sentiment analysis, topics sentiment 
analysis, and aspect-based sentiment analysis. MeaningCloud’s (2017) core engine 
with sentiment information, allows it to extract a sentiment analysis at every level. 
MeaningCloud (2017) can obtain a global polarity of the text, or it can go in deeper 
and see the polarity expressed in each one of the sentences that make up the text. 
MeaningCloud also offers the possibility of combining this analysis with the topics 
extraction feature, allowing analysts to obtain the polarity associated with the entities 
and the concepts in the text. This approach is usually referred to as aspect-level 
sentiment analysis. 
2.5.3 Ethics for online research 
It was frustrating to present the anonymised text data in the thesis and not the 
actual text data as collected, but ethics is crucial. The data is presented after the 
analysis. For instance, with removed identifiers from a much smaller sample that can 





post and wrote that text. Narayanan and Shmatikov (2008, 2009) demonstrate that 
when working with social media data, anonymising data is complicated. They show 
that anonymisation procedures are still evolving for aggregated or Big Data. It is 
difficult to anonymise units of data extracts, for example, for tweets from Twitter, 
when these are reproduced in publications and during presentations. ‘Related to 
concerns over identity breaches is the risk of harm that researchers potentially place 
on their research subjects’ (Association of Internet Research, 2012) 
Facebook’s (2017) mission statement is ‘to give people the power to share and 
make the world more open and connected’. Facebook has its standard terms of service, 
but the issues of privacy, anonymity and confidentiality are problematic, even within 
the network of Facebook users (Grimmelman, 2009; Zimmer, 2010). 
This research adopts amongst others, the essential ethics work of social media 
researchers as suggested by Oxford Brookes University Ethics Committee (UREC) 
(Appendix 7-6). It is together with UREC’s ethical expectations. It also includes the 
ethics reference paper (Townsend and Wallace, 2016) as recommended by Diabetes 
UK (Appendix Figure 7-1).  
Townsend and Wallace’s (2016) framework is widely used in this research. It 
has also helped develop my understanding of ethics for research in a dynamic and 
technologically challenging environment like social media.  
The use of ethics in this thesis covers adult subjects and their openly available 
online information, as described by the British Psychological Association (BPA, 2013, 
2015). The issues, as mentioned earlier, profoundly influence the thesis. As an 
example, it can make sure there is no direct contact with the people (online posters) on 





2.6 Conclusion  
This section has reviewed the critical aspects of online support. These are 
topics, TOPICS, targets, linguistic forms such as advice with stance-taking, events, 
humour/sarcasm, questioning, emotion, hope, and charity. These can be made through 
the employment of text, e.g., sentences in posts, topics and social media discourse. 
This text or sentences may have sophisticated linguistic devices in need of further 
study. The conversations that make up the support can be about the advice with stance-
taking advice. It is amongst many others from events, humour/sarcasm, questioning, 
emotion, hope, to charity, of the people taking part. They can concern the 
‘topic’/purpose and ‘TOPIC’/content of the discourses. This thesis has elaborated on 
the concept of device-enabled discourse category. 
The pragmatic meanings are as important as the semantic meanings in the 
discourse. The task is to find the salient elements that help construct the meanings in 
support practice. The support patterns may be constructed by a significant amount of 
people taking part.  
These patterns can be related to social relations of power, and solidarity. For 
example, it makes overcoming the risk of bad advice. It contributes towards building 
trust in giving advice and asking for advice whenever possible.  
The research suggests that SFL and the Appraisal model can contribute a 
theoretical framework towards developing research questions and filling the gap in the 
literature. A theory is needed to help describe and from the evidence, salient and of 
non-obvious linguistic patterns of support. It can become a theory of peer support in 
social media discourse. 
A combined approach to DA is explored to fill the gaps in the literature. Corpus 





entity recognition and sentiment for advice with the stance-taking approach is 
explored. The literature shows that both pattern and purpose/content is needed to 
understand what is going on in a corpus. It means that the gap in the knowledge may 
be filled.  
An approach can take advantage of primarily employing AI machine learning 
to go about automatically analysing the large-scale corpora for language-based 
features. LIWC and MeaningCloud can also be employed as contrastive methods but 
more importantly, to help identify the elements of any sophisticated linguistic devices. 
The literature shows that there is not a readily available AI that can identify 
sophisticated linguistic devices like stance-taking. Elements of stance-taking may be 
identified. These may be integrated and could lead to identifying trends of advice with 
stance-taking.  
CL-based approaches - a multi-dimensional approach can also help to confirm 
the findings. Qualitative analysis can be carried out on the quantitative results. The 
quantitative results are obtained automatically by AI software and enable automatic 
annotation on large-scale text data. They can also aid the manual identification of, for 
example, advice features. The comparisons of results are made to state-of-the-art 
research in the diabetes domain.  
AI and software-automated analysis have limitations for the identification of 
sophisticated linguistic features. Discourse analysis can benefit from AI and software-
automated analysis. 
The use of an ethics process in collecting, anonymising, processing and 
reporting on findings for online data research is prioritised very highly in this thesis. 






3 METHODOLOGY AND ANALYTICAL 
FRAMEWORKS 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the specific aspects of the multi-method approaches to 
conducting the research and analysis. It consists of CL with quantitative approaches 
that concern high posts and topic frequencies. The qualitative approaches can help to 
give context and meaning to the findings. The multi-method approaches include 
predominantly AI with machine-learning LDA topic-modelling, automated entity 
recognition and sentiment analyses. Linguistic approaches that guide the thesis include 
DA with systemic functional linguistics (SFL) and appraisal model analyses. It is to 
identify device-enabled discourse categories of purpose and content and linguistic 
forms such as advice with stance-taking, events, humour/sarcasm, questioning, 
emotion, hope, and charity in Facebook posts and many other interactional activities 
amongst peers. For example, to investigate high-frequency stance-taking, affective 
stance and epistemic stance. It is crucial whether they exist in consecutive or non-
consecutive posts. Is support somewhat indirectly in usage across many posts about 
the same target throughout the corpus rather than primarily in a linear conversational 
manner? 
These multi-methods can provide a systematic analyses approach, but there are 
limitations to the study’s exploratory methodology. It includes the difficulty of 
employing features of Advice or APPRAISAL theory in automated analyses. As an 
example, in manual coding of the data into broad categories of advice-seeking and 





development of my theory of support involves using high-frequency potential 
linguistic patterns. It involves bringing a large-scale corpus of text into a small random 
number of topics and posts. They may best represent social media, diabetes UK 
Facebook corpus. 
The quantitative approaches include some of the most popular tools used to 
assess text data. They include AI LDA, entity recognition and sentiment analysis with 
dictionaries via the MeaningCloud and LIWC software applications. Quantitative 
research is generally associated with the positivist paradigm, used to gather high-
frequency data that contains potential patterns.  
Mixed CL methods are to find elements of linguistic features that frequently 
used.  
An advantage of using automated computer analysis is that it allows for the 
identification of stance-related features in the text that is part of rich data. It can also 
identify many items from lexis and grammar to other meaning-making resources in the 
text. These resources can express attitudes, feelings, beliefs, evaluations, judgements 
and commitments.  
The thesis is guided overall by the idea of stance components: stance-taker, 
stance object or ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’ and target. These may be found in the support 
conversations and can be understood in the broader context and pertain to specific 
resources. They can include (for example) evaluative lexis, modal verbs, punctuation, 
typography or different languages, and addressees (Barton and Lee, 2013). 
3.2 A description of the research methods 
Analysis of discourse is a complex undertaking. The process of evaluation in 





of annotating a discourse is not straightforward (Fuoli, 2018). It is achievable by 
applying a broad set of categories, which can include an appraisal framework. It means 
obtaining a process that can use concrete instances of text. It to obtain information that 
can develop and renew a model of what a corpus is about, but progressively. Fuoli 
(2018) argues that manual annotation is an essential part of the process of building 
theory. However, Fuoli and Hommerberg (2015) argue that manual annotation should 
facilitate comprehensive and detailed corpus analysis that would not be possible with 
only automated techniques.  
For example, Mohammad et al. (2016) have shown that a dataset consisting of 
the tweet target consecutive posts annotated for both stance and sentiment. However, 
they show that ‘while knowing the sentiment expressed by a tweet is beneficial for 
stance classification, it alone is not sufficient’. To automatically detect stance-taking 
has its problems. Is the author of the text in favour of, against, or neutral towards a 
proposition or ‘target’. The target may, for example, be a person, an organisation, a 
government policy, a movement or a product.  
Mohammad et al. (2016) look critically at the concept of stance-taking in any 
discourse. They argue that ‘we can often detect from a person’s utterances whether 
he/she is in favour of or against a given target entity – their stance towards the target’. 
It does not preclude a person who may express both stances towards a target by using 
both negative and positive language.  
The thesis uses insights from the research steps and procedures of critical 
researchers to weave together quantitative and qualitative approaches (Miles and 
Huberman, 1994; Hardt-Mautner, 1995; Blankenship, 2010). They suggest not only 
the use of quantitative but also combined approaches that involve qualitative data 





a cyclical process. Looking at anything found about a corpus may be seen against other 
more extensive patterns inherent in a corpus. The thesis’s study of language with CL 
and DA is conducted under the philosophical positivistic umbrella (e.g., Miles and 
Huberman, 1994). It sets up a quantitative high-frequency analysis. These analyses are 
part of the CL approach, which is a study of language approach since the data are of a 
linguistic type.  
Primarily AI machine learning is used to develop a topic model of corpora. An 
automatic machine-based analysis can deal with the vital data much better than a long 
manual human-based approach. LDA for topic detection is conducted over the entire 
corpora. It offers an unsupervised way of finding latent patterns. Topic-modelling 
needs to be evaluated against claims of linguistic pattern discovery. There is a 
significance in the usage of factors such as topics. There is cross-checking of topics 
found against the posts clustered within those topics. It suggests a need for a further 
DA of the topics and constituent posts found by the process.  
The high-frequency LDA topics are validated with many iterations and 
precision measures and compared to the academic research on the specific domain of 
Diabetes Support. Summaries of the research mixed-methods steps are given in 































1. Research questions and 
answers and claims
2. Ethics, data selection,  
collection and cleaning
3. Data annotation: using 3 types of 
automatic software analysis in order of LDA 
for 218,068 posts, MeaningCloud and LIWC, 
to find consecutive paired posts and non-
consective post with similar targets, 
containing potential advice with stance-
taking features, amoungst many others 
linguistc forms and targets from diabetes, 
pumps, events, humour, questioning, 
emotion, hope, to charity  together with 
qualitative identification via usage of the 
state-of-the-art research
4. Quantitative: primacy and 
limitations of topic modelling with 
LDA, automated content analysis and 
annotation for entity recognition and 
sentiment for advice with stance-
taking among consecutive and non-
consecutive post, amongst many 
others from diabetes, pump, blood, 
events, humour, questioning, 
emotion, hope, to charity  with 
MeaningCloud (targets and global 
sentiment of posts) and LIWC 
(certainty in posts and emotion) and 
qualitative identification of advice 
comparisons to the diabetes domain 
state-of-the-art research
Stop 
5. Qualitative: focus on 
SFL for APPRAISAL, 
broad categories of 
advice with stance-
taking and targets of 
diabetes, pumps, 
blood, amoungst many 




hope, and charity in 








Figure 3-2: A step-by-step diagrammatic summary of the overall methods. 
 
1. The factors involved in collecting a corpus of diabetes posts are initially 
considered. The difficulties involved in doing so on a large-scale corpus are 
made clear together with its inherent limitations. The ethical implications are 
also crucial and are stated and followed with state-of-the-art ethical 
processes for online research. The novel DA method begins with a focus on 
the research questions. The corpus, therefore, needs to be suitable for 
answering them. It contains about 96% peer posting of the total post, in a top 
social media, in a Facebook Diabetes UK support group page. 
2. The corpus needs to be annotated. Since it is a large corpus of 218,068 posts, 
6,960,998 tokens and 64,904-word types, automatic software procedures are 
preferable to using purely manual annotation. The annotation is also done in 
cycles. Fuoli (2018) describes the methodological rigour in annotating data 
for APPRAISAL. These procedures are used to determine salient features in 
the corpus and with an awareness of its limitations. It is further explained in 
points 3–9. 
3. Artificial Intelligence LDA topic-modelling is predominantly used to 
automatically identify the high-frequency top topic trigram patterns and 
features of the vast corpus of 218,068 posts and 6,960,998 tokens and 
64,904-word types a Facebook Diabetes UK corpus data (FDUK). All posts, 
both consecutive and non-consecutive, are analysed. The results are 
critically considered so that the quantitative analysis of patterns needs to fit 





The AI machine-learning results need to be looked into and not merely to be 
gathered. LDA helps to identify the top ‘topics’ with their top trigram words. A 
novel approach in the research is to include stopwords at this stage of analysis. 
The resulting LDA topic model is suggested to have discourse purpose words. 
My thesis calls this ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories’ or ‘topics’. 
The posts that were clustered into these ‘topics’ of high-frequency totalled 
92,254. The remaining 133,106 posts were not clustered into these topics of high 
frequency.  It suggests that they may be more crucial and are used across the 
corpus by participants to construct support. The devices are possible purposes 
of and resources for support constructs. 
4. Typical AI LDA topic-modelling is also used, and for identifying high-
frequency top topic trigram patterns and the stopwords are removed in the 
analysis. State-of-the-art research suggests that this approach ultimately 
provides ‘content’ related words. However, this thesis is critical of this 
approach as it defines the discourse content words as ‘device-enabled 
discourse content categories’ or TOPICs. This approach within the novel DA 
method provides the familiar category related LDA topic model of the 
discourse. It covers the salient content words (discourse content words) used 
across the corpus by participants. They represent possible content and 
objects in the support constructs. 
5. The process involves a research choice in line with artificial intelligence text 
analysis processes of bringing the large corpus down in size as the analyses 
process to one of the potential high-frequency patterns. After the LDA 
analysis shown above and the creation of the 2 LDA Probalistic models, 





34, 13 and 33 are selected randomly for further analysis and gives 92,254 
posts. The ones with consecutive post numbers are then selected and put into 
a table (see Appendix 7-1) for further analysis. It results in 73 posts and their 
substantial quantity of text, consecutive posts numbers. The smaller analysis 
sample will ultimately have consecutive posts and non-consecutive posts 
that could exhibit similar behaviours.  
6. The decision to study the predominant and salient features meant using 
conservative 500 topic features. The posts that were thus clustered into these 
‘topics’ of high-frequency totalled 92,254. The remaining 133,106 posts 
were not clustered into these topics of high frequency. It is essential to 
consider what is left out of the analysis and what is included. LDA models 
are approached critically in my thesis. 
7. These randomly selected topic numbers in point 5 also have the LDA 
‘device-enabled discourse content categories’ TOPICs assigned to each post 
from the above analysis. They are also put in the table next to each post 
identified in point 5. 
8. MeaningCloud (2017) automated software is used to find the nouns/entities 
(targets), and this is assigned to the posts from point 5 in the table. The thesis 
focuses mainly on domain-specific targets of diabetes, blood, pumps and 
medication from many others ranging from targets of usernames, places, 
time, to years. It results in a sample of 73 consecutive posts with these targets 
from the LDA random five topics and 92, 254 posts. So, a new sample of 
posts for analysis will be about the target and contain ultimately potentially 
similar posts that are both consecutive and non-consecutive posts. The idea 





that may have people/peers in a ‘conversation’ or as closely related posts to 
each other. It is in keeping with the AI analysis of all posts for patterns. 
9. The MeaningCloud automated software is used to find global positive and 
negative sentiments for each post. It is assigned to the post from point 5 in 
the table. 
10. A Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) (2016) is used to find values 
for healthcare, positive emotion, negative emotion, and certainty. The values 
are assigned to the posts from point 5 in the table.  
11. Linguistic forms ranging from Advice, Humour/sarcasm to Questioning 
categories are identified by a manual comparison to labels in the well-
established literature and assigned manually in each of the posts from point 
5. This analysis is done in comparison to state-of-the-art-research. LDA 
topics and the posts in the table are used to help make sense of each other in 
the analysis. Other discourses and ways that peers interact are also identified. 
12. The analyses, as mentioned earlier, are then integrated to help identify the 
stance for each advice-related post in the table. Crucially the stance can 
relate to a noun/entity (target). The ‘device-enabled discourse purpose 
category’ and the ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’ are also 
shown to be resources for advice with stance-taking. There are many other 
linguistic forms such as humour/sarcasm or questioning or hope or raising 
charity funds. They are also shown to be related to the entity of healthcare. 
The stance is shown to be made up of an affective stance which can be related 
to a positive or negative emotion. They are shown to have a global positive 





up of an epistemic stance. It can be shown to be related to Certainty values 
in the posts. 
13. The above steps (1–11) are then integrated into a complete analysis of the 
discourse. The novel DA method shows sophisticated linguistic features such 
as advice with stance-taking. It is essential, for example, in the analysis to 
concentrate on who is involved, the resources, ‘topics’ (purposes), TOPICs 
(content), objects (targets), relationships (peer-to-peer), and the history of 
the stance. 
14. The above analyses help to show patterns of support. They are evaluated 
further with DA, which is informed by SFL appraisal analysis. For example, 
they can suggest elements of solidarity and risk mitigation in the giving and 
receiving of advice.  
15. Precision testing is used to help validate the results of the LDA. A table is 
created to offer comparisons of the LDA, MeaningCloud and LIWC results. 
It is in order to see if the integrated analyses of different individual 
procedures make sense. 
 
3.3 Research questions and operationalised questions 
In developing the general research questions into operationalised ones, the use 
of algorithms and coding, e.g., Python programming to carry out the analysis, are 
essential considerations. For example, the use of topic-modelling and Blei’s (2012) 
LDA algorithm may lead to identification and testing of potential latent patterns in a 
corpus. The idea is to find and identify a potential language-based pattern of support.  
The general research questions are operationalised with insights from the literature and 





communications, CMC, and a potential DA of the corpora. They can be employed to 
show possible patterns of support.  
The research questions, as mentioned earlier, are as follows. 
RQ1: What attitudes, opinions, and sentiments are people expressing, about 
their conditions and issues in Facebook Diabetes UK posts? 
RQ2: How do people express their attitudes, opinions, and sentiments about 
their conditions and issues in Facebook Diabetes UK posts? 
The literature review and the methodology inform the operationalised research 
questions. They are developed throughout this chapter and are set out below: 
OQ 1.1: What are the discourse purposes? What are the particular word 
trigram choices used by people, often together, to express what the discourse purposes 
are in their posts on social media for supporting people with chronic illness?  
This question considers, for example, the advice, events, humour/sarcasm, 
questioning, emotion, hope, and charity in a post, topic and discourses. They may 
contain stance-taker and stance-taking resources that have been drawn upon but to 
what discourse purposes, or, as the thesis calls them: for what ‘topics’. 
OQ 1.2: About what is the discourse? What frequently used content word 
trigrams relate to the discourse contents?  
This question considers, for example, the advice, events, humour/sarcasm, 
questioning, emotion, hope, and charity in a post, topic and the discourses. They may 
contain stance-taking, and related content words for support concerning other posts, 
or, as the thesis calls them: for what ‘TOPICs’. 






This question considers the stance-taking and related target (noun/entity) 
object being discussed ranging from diabetes, advice, events, humour/sarcasm, 
questioning, emotion, hope, to charity, across consecutive and non-consecutive posts. 
OQ 2.1: What is the poster’s stance about the certainty of their information? 
How certain is the person in these posts and do people express these directly to each 
other in consecutive or in non-consecutive posts? 
 This question considers the epistemic stance (certainty) in the giving of 
information in the speech acts of, for example, advice-seeking and advice-giving in 
consecutive and non-consecutive posts. 
OQ 2.2: What is the poster’s stance concerning their feelings about the 
information and how do they feel in these posts and do people express these directly 
to each other in consecutive or in non-consecutive posts? 
This question considers the affective stance (attitude) in consecutive and non-
consecutive posts. 
3.4 Ethics 
1. OEQ1. How best can a Facebook post or large numbers of posts be 
collected, processed, saved and shared in academic writing without 
breaching online ethical guidelines? 
A focus of this thesis is to make sure that the data processing used in this 
research is lawful. The UREC research organisation do specify a statutory basis for 
data processing (Appendix 7-6). For example, for NHS data, a researcher should also 
know this basis because approval bodies like NHS Digital (2018) will ask researchers 
to specify it. The data involved in this research is social media and FDP data about 





organisation’s permission (Appendix 7-6). However, even so, it needs careful handling 
in order to ensure adequate anonymisation of this online, ‘public’ freely shared health-
related data.  
Generally, safeguards apply widely to research with personal data. They need 
to include obtaining UREC ‘research ethics committee’ (Appendix 7.6) approval, and 
only for processing personal data that is deemed necessary. This process is known as 
data minimisation.  
The ethics process of this thesis draws on the theoretical framework provided 
by Townsend and Wallace (2016) and also insights from other prominent researchers. 
The framework is used as a guideline rather than as fixed rules in the research. 
Principles need to remain flexible. It is in order to respond to the varied contexts in 
which social media data is found. It considers the platform used, the target population, 
the topic, the methodology used, and the type of data collected (e.g., text, images or 
video). 
Facebook (2017) says about their data policy: ‘We transfer information to 
vendors, service providers, and other partners who globally support our business, such 
as providing technical infrastructure services, analysing how our Services are used, 
measuring the effectiveness of ads and services, providing customer service, 
facilitating payments, or conducting academic research and surveys. These partners 
must adhere to strict confidentiality obligations in a way that is consistent with this 
Data Policy and the agreements we enter into with them’ (Appendix 7.5). 
The next task involved working through the framework and in determining 
whether the data the research needs to access is public. It was decided that it is public. 





1). The data is about people sharing their personal experiences about their illness with 
others on a social media page. These need to be addressed to proceed. 
UREC ethics have insisted that the research must consider the anonymisation 
of posts and content versus research that shows content. It is also to cite other studies 
and good practice and must be subject to data protection law. The study presented in 
this thesis, having been checked by the UREC committee, has been shown to involve 
the automated, non-consensual collection of identifiable, non-anonymous data from 
participants discussing physical and emotional difficulties arising from a long-term 
illness on a publicly accessible webpage. A clear statement of UREC’s ethical position 
and that of the Information Officer is provided in the Appendix (Table 7-24). The 
Information Officer at OBU also investigated whether the GDPR applied to this thesis. 
It was highlighted that two key areas where needed, and these are covered in my 
research ethics process: 
1) There needs to be a ‘Lawful Basis’ to process the FDP data. Although there 
are currently concerns how social media data is processed, the thesis ‘is for genuine 
scientific research under Article 89 of the GDPR’. The thesis has taken the necessary 
steps to anonymise and apply the principle of data minimisation. The thesis has taken 
the necessary steps to safeguard the rights and freedoms of subjects by contacting 
Diabetes UK and seeking their consent and advice. This process means that the thesis 
has a lawful basis to proceed. 
2) Transparency of processing: ‘Under normal circumstances, you would have 
to display a privacy notice to your participants. However, as you are anonymising the 
quotes and to locate and provide such notice via social media would take 
“disproportionate effort” for your scientific research (Article 14(5) (b)), you are 





3) The rest of the GDPR principles are pretty much covered in the ethics 
approval. ‘Therefore, the study’s institutional ethics panel and the examples of state-
of-the-art research to support the statement, and existing studies do provide a precedent 
for this type of research.’ 
2. OEQ2. How can Facebook posts or large numbers of posts be adequately 
anonymised so that they do not match the original post and therefore cannot 
be used to identify the individual or individuals who created the posts 
quickly? 
In light of the above, I have gone through the data and have ensured that the 
posters are anonymised. The content has been ‘rearranged’ into trends, ‘topics’, 
‘TOPICs’, targets and for example, linguistic forms such as advice with stance-taking. 
It is in order to ensure that the data reported on in the thesis cannot be easily traced 
through search engines or via algorithms back to the individuals who posted them on 
Facebook. Therefore, in my research context, the broader trends of the actual data that 
exist on the platform are reported. Samples of specific evidence for the arguments in 
the thesis are provided. ICO’s (2018) key anonymisation techniques are used. It is with 
data masking, partial data removal and data quarantining, pseudonymisation, 
aggregation, derived data items and banding. LDA analysis results in the form of 
patterns from the 218,068 posts are presented in my thesis. I have used parts of 73 
posts and their substantial quantity of text samples of consecutive and non-consecutive 
posts. It is with anonymisation of the parts of the postings. It is for presenting them in 
the thesis and did this once the analysis of the actual text had been carried out and 
correctly saved. The trends and patterns and sampled anonymised posts can now be 





Anonymisation so that it can be used as examples in the thesis and future 
publications. 
This process means that an exact match to a post may not be made back to the 
original posts in the data on the Facebook webpage. Also, a systematic process is 
needed to change the posts into an acceptable form for sharing in the thesis and future 
publications. Therefore, all individual names were removed from the posts. Besides 
all instances referring to gender identification were removed as this information was 
not needed in the research: for example, concerning marriage ‘he’, ‘she’ was replaced 
with ‘partner’.  
Particular items that could identify an individual such as addresses, where a 
person works, where they may be going on holiday were removed from the posts. Also, 
spelling mistakes, for example, ‘dieing of kidney failier’ becomes ‘dying of kidney 
failure’, so they were corrected in the parts of the posts. They can therefore also make 
it more challenging to find the posts on the webpage. ‘Blood sugar’ was changed to 
‘blood glucose levels’. Words that could be represented by a single word were changed 
to a single word, e.g., ‘hes got to see the diabetic doctor’ becomes ‘appointment with 
a diabetes doctor’. Acronyms or abbreviations or incomplete aspects of words are 
changed to full words, e.g., ‘net’ becomes ‘internet’, ‘carbs’ becomes ‘carbohydrates’. 
Where numbers had been used, they were changed to words and approximated so ‘48 
years’ would be changed to ‘about fifty years’. ‘My daughter’ or ‘my son’ was replaced 
with ‘my child’. Where a sentence is shortened, the full sentence is written out. An 
emoji is replaced with the ‘emotion word’. The text was changed to small letters.  
After these steps were carried out on a post, the different parts that represent the 
salient linguistic features were further separated by using ‘…’ ‘And’ to represent ‘and’ 





and find a matching post on any internet webpage. Therefore, an example post would 
look something like: 86, ‘...just came out of hospital…developed keto-acidosis and 
kidney infection…my blood glucose level was approximately fifty…. great...happy…’  
Seventy-three posts and their substantial quantity of text were randomly 
selected for further analysis from a total of 218,068 posts that were utilised in the 
research. This anonymisation would also mean that data usage is minimised and is 
only for scientific purposes (GDPR, 2018).  
Parts of the 73 randomly sampled full posts is shown in the thesis. Two hundred 
eighteen thousand sixty-eight posts were used in the entirety of the research. They are 
not shown in my thesis except for their topics, trends and patterns. The parts are used 
to show trends of linguistic features in this thesis. Spelling mistakes were corrected to 
make the posts non-searchable back to the Facebook Diabetes UK webpage. The clear 
statement on this thesis’s ethical position is given above, with details from the UREC 
(Appendix 7.5). Existing studies in this section provide a precedent for the thesis. 
3.5 Data collection 
As per Blankenship’s (2010) research process, Step 7: Collect Data, the data 
for the investigation was collected from the FDP. The data collected ranges from 
February 2008 to July 2015. A total of 226,385 posts were obtained for analysis (as 











Table 3-1: Total posts and poster types 
Total posts and poster types 
Raw data 226,385 posts  
Cleaned data 225,360 posts  
Unique user/peer persons 16,137  
Unique user/peer person total posts 218,068 96% 
Owner/organisation/duk person 1   
Owner/organisation/duk person posts 8,317 4% 
Total cleaned posts for all persons  226,385   
Total person tokens 16,138  
  
These posts are made up of initial posts, and comments or replies (referred to 
as just posts in the research) and they form the central part of the discourse organisation 
on Facebook. The text exists within the posts form the corpus, and it is these that are 
used in the analysis. A data decision is about finding a useful corpus and comparing 
different corpora. For example, the research corpus selected here contains posts, 
comments, and replies to many people about online support.  
The software used for collecting the data and for the analysis includes R 
Programming and Python with Anaconda and Spyder. These are employed together 
with text-mining algorithm-computer codes for topic extraction, e.g., LDA, in this 
study. Secondary software such as LIWC, MeaningCloud, and MS Excel is used for 
automated content analysis and automated annotation, as well as for entity recognition. 
The primary and secondary software are used together for linguistic forms such as 
questioning, advice and sentiment, certainty and stance-taking analysis.  
This thesis uses the study of language approach (e.g., Biber, 1991; Hyland, 
2005; Hood, 2011; Harvey and Koteyko, 2013). Corpus selection in the thesis is also 





The FDUK selected for the research is the current latest corpus and procedures. These 
steps for data analysis have decisions about defining what data must be gathered and 
why the data are essential. Principal researcher’s works play a part in my decisions on 
how to go about finding, selecting, and cleaning the data.  
3.5.1 Descriptive statistics 
The descriptive statistics about the FDUK are provided in this section. More 
details about the process are given in order for the reader to understand why the 
particular reference corpus has been chosen. A description of the corpus is shown in 
Table 3-1. There are total 16,137 users/peers who posted 218,068 posts, 96% of the 
total. There is just one ‘owner’, who is referred to in this thesis as an organisation, 
owner, duk or expert team and they were responsible for the remaining 4% of the posts 
– 8,317 in total. The duk poster can consist of different professionals and charities who 
post under the duk label. Therefore, it is vital to find out what 96% of posts (users) 
support practices are about, and for them to be related to the thesis and research 
question.  
LIWC is another software program that is employed to compare the findings 
with the stopwords that are not used. An LIWC count of the non-cleansed data gives 
6,960,998 tokens. LIWC shows 64,904-word types and 36,151 critical words. 
Antconc (Laurence, 2014) can also be utilised to check the frequencies. The 
linguistics analysis software program (Laurence, 2014) gave 69,304-word types and 
35,413 keywords with no stopwords being used. For the non-cleansed corpus, there 
are 64,904-word types and 36,151 keywords. The total number of word tokens for the 





The thesis’s usage of software, (Python, R Programming, MeaningCloud and 
LIWC as multiple uses of software types) can help in confirming close sets of number 
descriptors about the utilisation of words in the corpus. The software is utilised for the 
n-grams, keyness and colocation. The n-gram, keyness and colocation are considered 
about the study conducted by Petyko, (2017). The multiple uses of software can help 
with an overall analysis of the data, as shown in Chapter 4. Different software is needed 
for various types of language-based questions, but each use of the software is 
understood by its capabilities (e.g., for entity recognition or ‘topics’).  
3.5.2 Data cleaning 
Another not so easy decision is that of cleaning the corpus data (Caren, 2015), 
such as removing punctuation. Punctuation is relevant in any discourse but is removed 
from the process of topic-modelling, unlike LIWC and MeaningCloud, where it is 
retained. Researchers like Caren (2015) use widely known procedures that can be 
employed in machine learning and the analysis of cleansed data through R 
Programming and Python. A comparison of the cleansed and non-cleansed data must 
be employed to help to make sense of the differences between the two datasets.  
Widely used software such as Spyder, with Anaconda and Python, MS Excel 
and R programming is used to collect, clean and analyse the data. All the information 
that has been gathered from Facebook with R programming is cleaned and stored in 
chronological order into an MS Excel file. The data includes the posts and its text.  
The posts are cleaned with R programming in this thesis, which is used to 
remove, for instance, URLs. Another example is to change the text into lower-case 
letters. It can also be used to keep the question marks (?) by changing all question 





of text that was also cleansed (for example, removing vacant posts). However, the 
stopwords were kept for finding ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories. It is to 
find the content word and operative type words in the corpus (e.g., about questioning, 
possessive nouns, wh question-related words, and ‘I’, and ‘you’). A comparison is 
provided for when stop words are used to analyse the post.  
Stopwords from R programming ‘English’ are employed. Particular stopwords 
are taken out from the ‘English’ list that relates to the patterns of questioning and 
advice as documented by key researchers (See literature review). So that these 
stopwords are kept ‘ask’, ‘asking’, ‘help’, ‘would’, ‘wonder’, ‘think’, ‘what’, ‘when’, 
‘where’, ‘which’, ‘who’, ‘whom’, ‘whose’, ‘why’, ‘how’, ‘can’, ‘cannot’, ‘cant’, ‘do’, 
‘donot’, ‘if’, and ‘so’. This type of LDA analysis can yield trigrams that have more 
content words from the domain and possible trigrams related to questioning or advice 
requests. These stopwords also kept for finding ‘device-enabled discourse content 
categories’, and so we are left with mostly context words. 
3.5.3 Data annotation 
 Fuoli and Hommerberg (2015); and Fuoli (2018) show that annotation is 
iterative and progressive. The thesis applies sets of broad categories included in the 
appraisal framework to the annotation of concrete instances of text. The research can 
obtain information that can be used to develop and refine a model. This process is used 
for collecting data, and then to go through the phases of corpus expansion, 
transcription, mark-up and annotation iteratively, until the final annotation. Categories 
of interest are decided on and checked in the data.  
Endres and Whitlock (2017) have shown some limitations to the coding 





for this process of data collection. There are large-scale data and information on these 
forums, and researchers cannot obtain it very rapidly. To sift through this large-scale 
data and code it using a manual scheme can be a very lengthy process. However, it is 
also a lengthy process even for a small amount of data. There is a considerable time 
involved in coding and analysing any form of data in order to arrive at any meaningful 
conclusions. Computer software can quickly and automatically code text information, 
such as using the software program LIWC (Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010). However, 
using software to code has its own set of limitations too. These types of software can 
automatically categorise words and classify text. For example, it may categorise words 
and code for the emotional tone of a post. Tausczik and Pennebaker (2010) also make 
the point that coding is a nuanced process. A computer program for text analysis, while 
very good for some things, cannot always handle complexity as competently as a 
human coder. By their natures, human coders take a fundamentally different approach 
to coding than computer software.  
Even among multiple human coders, there can still be expectations for some 
variation and disagreement. ‘Interrater reliability needs to be high enough to declare 
specific rules and requirements for putting each specific code in a specific case’. The 
idea is to create a coding manual for coding the data. However, there is still a degree 
of subjectivity in coding that cannot always be addressed. 
Abdallah et al. (2016) also provide a way to use software to carry out 
annotation in an ‘automatic way’. The first step for the qualitative analysis of the 
unstructured text is often to annotate the data to identify ‘named entities’ NER (Nadeau 
and Sekine, 2007). It is one of the primary tasks in NLP. It refers to techniques that are 





the names of persons, organisations, locations or expressions of time (Beheshti et al., 
2013).  
Data annotation is not easy, and approaches from Fuoli (2015, 2018) are used to 
annotate the post iteratively but in a broad manner with an awareness of the limitations. 
Consideration is given to potential key elements in sophisticated linguistics forms: 
1. The shared communication acts in consecutive and non-consecutive 
posts;  
2. The context and purpose sharing words amongst posts (‘topics’);  
3. The content or TOPIC (taken according to Halliday) may be about ‘what 
is talked about’.  
4. The targets/nouns/entities in the posts may be the objects of that talk; 
5. The certainty in the posts; 
6. The positive and negative emotions and global sentiment available in 
posts.  
In the sections that follow, it will be argued that quantitative and qualitative 
approaches and the use of primarily machine learning to analyse the corpus can help 
to answer the research questions.  
3.6 Quantitative and qualitative analysis 
Data annotation is not easy. Approaches from Fuoli (2015, 2018) are used to 
annotate the posts iteratively. Software processes help in discovering, e.g., ‘topics’ or 
entities to focus on in many posts versus looking at the individual posts within a 
‘topic’. As an example, the annotation is done by LDA ‘topics’ by it given top trigram 





same trigrams since the trigram may contain some easily identifiable aspects of the 
diabetes domain.  
The next step is to find out the content of the posts, and LDA is used, again 
without stopwords, to reveal the high-frequency ‘TOPICS’. These are groups of 
content words that together may form, for instance, a trigram, i.e., ‘device-enabled 
discourse content categories’.  
In keeping with AI topic modelling and data and dimension reduction from Big 
Data to sensibly sized samples for further human analyses are selected. Out of the fifty 
high-frequency topics, five high-frequency LDA device-enabled discourse purpose 
category ‘topics’ are then randomly selected for further analysis. These give topics 0, 
13, 24, 31 and 34 are they are analysed further. They contain together 92,254 out of 
the total 218,068 posts. Their LDA ‘TOPIC’ ‘device-enabled discourse content 
categories’ is also utilised in a comprehensive analysis.  
The next stage is the gathering of the randomly selected ‘device-enabled 
discourse purpose categories’ threads. This process was done by selecting only posts 
that are closely related to the post-id-number and time order of the randomly selected 
posts in the ‘topics’ mentioned above. This combined analysis yielded seventy-three 
posts and their substantial quantity of text for further analysis (Appendix 7.1., Table 7-
6).  
These seventy-three posts and their substantial quantity of text are then analysed 
using MeaningCloud with ‘TOPICs’ extraction for extracting the different elements 
present in them. The focus was to get the objects of any advice and stance-taking so 






MeaningCloud provides sentiment analysis, and as the 73 posts contain text, they 
are analysed to determine if they express positive or negative or neutral sentiment. The 
local polarity of the different sentences in the text is identified, and the relationship 
between them is evaluated, resulting in a global polarity value for the whole text. This 
analysis gives a negative, neutral or positive global sentiment value towards the many 
entities or targets that are mentioned in the posts. 
These seventy-three posts and their substantial quantity of text are then assigned 
healthcare, certainty and emotion values from the analysis by LIWC. LIWC is a 
dictionary-based tool with input from the field of psychology. Behaviour is related to 
classes of words for that behaviour. Since the study is interested in emotions, the 
positive or neutral or negative emotion values for the posts are used. These values are 
guidelines to be used carefully with further qualitative analysis. Since the study was 
interested in the healthcare, certainty and emotion displayed in a post, the healthcare, 
certainty and emotion values are used, and the values can be zero, low or high. 
The approaches are validated with LDA validation strategies. They are 
validated by comparing the findings of the quantitative and qualitative LDA and DA 
language-based investigation to those of the LIWC (2012, 2016) and MeaningCloud 
(2018). LIWC (2012, 2016) is a type of software where dictionaries of terms are 
employed to compare against words utilised in a corpus. LIWC can offer some insights 
from psychology. Groups of words found in a corpus can be related to behavioural 
patterns in people. As an example, the use of the word ‘cried’ can belong to the set of 
five-word categories that include sadness: a negative emotion with a feeling of love, 
hate and guilt; an overall affect; a verb; and a past-tense verb LIWC (LIWC.net, 





LIWC has an internal validation strategy. So if, for example, the word ‘cried’ 
is found in the Facebook corpora posts, there is an increment of each of these five sub-
dictionary scale scores. It can be compared to a base standard for general text. These 
different checks are then used to compare the findings of the corpora. 
 Therefore, this thesis suggests that LDA, LIWC and MeaningCloud can be used 
to interpret posts for advice-seeking, advice-giving, affective stance and epistemic 
stance. For example, particular words used for epistemic stance can show how ‘certain’ 
people are about the advice they are sharing in the posts. LIWC can be used to help 
interpret the epistemic stance. The LIWC ‘certainty’ behaviour considers words such 
as ‘always’ (Appendix 7.4).  
In this section, the quantitative and qualitative literature is further examined by 
combining both LDA, LIWC, MeaningCloud and DA (SFL). These are approaches to 
implement a combined approach that responds to the research questions. 
Krishnamurthy (1996) suggests that analysts need to guard against looking at the 
corpus compared to looking for the things expected to be found or compared to looking 
for things not supposedly discoverable in the corpus.  
Norvig (2011, 2016) suggests that for researchers in AI with machine learning 
(using statistical approaches) that try to produce behaviour that mimics something in 
the world, they need to understand the meaning of that behaviour. Norvig reconciles 
Chomsky’s (1969) doubts about patterns as he suggests that having a context can 
counteract the problems about the sense of language patterns versus a general theory 
of language use.  
For example, if CDA (Fairclough, 1995; Baker, 2006) is only used, then it can 





However, the usage of SFL can also help to show the stance-taking in seeking or giving 
advice systems.  
However, the use of machine learning from AI is part of the more extensive 
debate about finding patterns automatically in large-scale corpora with AI versus 
finding the core truths about language and meaning (Chomsky, 1969, Norvig, 2011 
2016). Applying Norvig’s way of thinking, for example, machine learning can help to 
find instances of 4gram words used mostly in some large-scale corpora of text. For 
example, a 4gram ‘how can I find’ may be found and is used by most people in some 
corpora. However, Norvig cites Chomsky and argues that there is no explanation given 
as to why that pattern should be employed rather than any other pattern. He argues that 
patterns should also reveal the context of the employment of language by people for 
some specific social activity.  
The thesis proposes that Blei et al.’s (2003) LDA model may be applied to the 
diabetes corpora to model the posts and their ‘topics’ or ‘TOPICs’. It can indicate 
‘about how and what’ people converse about and the possible links to for, example, 
linguistic forms of advice, stance-taking and support. It uses AI machine-learning and 
employs topic-modelling as well as a computational-math-based model that is related 
to the computational linguistics study of language. Blei et al.’s (2003) machine 
learning with LDA topic model is about the employment of a probabilistic model of 
language. It is to automatically find topic patterns of common usage (see Chapter 2 – 
Literature Review) in corpora. The LDA approach gives an entry point into a large-
scale corpus and can be used to begin analysis.  
In applying Blei’s (2012) way of thinking, a quantitative LDA model can make 
sure that the research will report on the features that have high frequency across all the 





term for LDA analysis. People converse with each other about many things at once, 
although mostly about one topic.  
Quantitative approaches also need to show, to what extent, the corpus did or 
did not confirm the researchers’ expectations (Lee and Seung, 1999; Kireyev et al., 
2009; Ramage et al., 2010; Blei, 2012; Caren, 2015; Srinivasan, 2015). Different 
quantitative approaches can help remove researcher bias. 
A probabilistic LDA model (Blei, 2012) can be compared to a deterministic 
NMF model (Lee and Seung, 1999). Lee and Seung describe NMF as about finding 
two non-negative matrices (W and H). Its product approximates the non-negative 
matrix X. They use this factorisation for dimensionality reduction or topic extraction. 
Topic-modelling with LDA versus NMF is about the utilisation of a generative model 
(Blei et al., 2003). Blei et al.’s model type allows for sets of instances to be made 
explainable. For them, it is why some parts of the dataset are the same. It is applied to 
this research. In cases of observations (that are about words collected into posts), then 
the model guesses that each post is a mixture of a few topics. Each word created is 
about one of the post’s topics. Lee and Seung (1999) argue that NMF results can look 
like LDA. In keeping with Blei et al. (2003), LDA is related to the study of how likely 
or unlikely it is that things are to happen about a model. It can express doubt about the 
placement of topics across the posts’ texts and for the assignment of words to topics.  
LDA is an unsupervised algorithmic approach. NMF uses a predetermined 
algorithm. It can arrive at a single representation of the corpus (Dariah, 2015, 2016).  
LDA (Blei, 2012) and NMF approaches can help with dimension reduction. 
They both provide clustering for topic identification. The researchers above 
demonstrate that both LDA and NMF can arrive at a representation of a corpus related 





different topics and make use of LDA. For him, a topic is merely a collection of words 
that often happen with each other.  
Therefore, by applying Blei’s unsupervised learning, the grouping of Facebook 
posts can be done such that each member of each group can have the same meaning. 
Blei suggests that training a topic model with unsupervised learning saves the effort 
needed for creating labelled data and training classifiers using such labelled data for a 
corpus. His guidelines in the model are useful in the discovery of topics. Topic models 
help identify hidden relationships in the data as topic models or as n-gram models 
(Steyver and Griffiths, 2004, 2007).  
The use of LDA validation processes is needed. The confusion matrix, together 
with precision-quality, f1-score, and recall, is used to validate the model (Scikit-learn, 
2011; Grimmer and Stewart, 2013; Scikit, 2015). These tools are used to measure the 
relevance of the model for an understanding of support. LDA results are validated with 
a confusion matrix from Scikit-learn (2015). It uses a logistic regression model, and 
the validation model includes metrics of accuracy, recall, and precision scores. They 
define recall as the ability of the classifier to find all the positive samples. The 
precision is about the capacity of the classifier – not to label as positive a sample that 
is negative.  
The accuracy score is where this function computes subset accuracy for the set 
of labels. These sets are predicted for a sample that accurately matches the 
corresponding round of accurate labels. These ways of modelling and validating the 
model of corpora follows the convention from Scikit-learn (2015) machine learning 
for Python programming and that of Caren (2015).  
To, label the LDA model ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICS’, relevant linguistic research is 





Features with high-frequency on, for example, advice-seeking, advice-giving, are 
further used to help categorise the posts (see Section 2.2).  
The aim of those as mentioned earlier multi-quantitative and qualitative 
approach is checking the results from the LDA machine-learning model against 
fundamental language-based research processes and patterns. The CL study of 
language ultimately offers a way to collect suitable data and, for example, to focus on 
the keyness of parts of the data. The corpus is robust because of the 226,385 posts that 
have been collected.  
The CL mixed approaches can be used to test for language patterns. These are 
suggested by the above linguistic researchers, to discover, for example, advice-
seeking, advice-giving and stance-taking patterns. It can help to see new things in a 
particular corpus. The identification of notable features in the discourses is made in an 
automatic, quantitative manner. However, a qualitative DA analysis helps to make 
sense of why these quantitative analysis results matter.  
DA is used to analyse the corpus (Hyland, 2005; Hood, 2004, 2007, 20101, 
2011; Harvey and Koteyko, 2013) and is also used to formulate the research questions 
and a process for answering the research questions about the particular diabetes corpus.  
The DA qualitative approach is used to analyse the LDA trigrams, ‘topics 
further’ and ‘TOPICS’, targets and its text. The analyses are carried out and presented 
in Chapter 4. In applying DA analysis, it may also allow for further validation of the 
quantitative findings against the qualitative findings. It may be able to consider the 
social relations that play a part in creating such salient features in a corpus (Fairclough, 
1995; Baker, 2006).  
In considering the research of Hashmi (2012), DA may allow for the broader 





social relations about frequent types of ‘topic’ or pragmatic meaning, i.e., meaning in 
context usage as examined in the posts. Fairclough (1995) and Baker (2006) offer 
established ways to use corpora and DA to analyse language for features to deal with 
questions on the social relations of people. DA views language as a form of social 
practice (Fairclough, 1995).  
3.7 The approaches to analysis 
The approaches are used to find a support pattern, and the thesis suggests that 
this is a powerfully analytic and detailed thinking tool. The steps to analyse the data 
are listed in Figure 3-2. 
3.7.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation LDA 
A primary approach to using LDA is to relate the research question to what can 
be achieved by the algorithm, i.e., the computer code, regarding the data analysis. A 
query to analyse the data is called an operationalised research question in this thesis. 
Furthermore, the decision-making process of the data analysis includes employing 
sensible guidelines for running the LDA. It is an algorithm that uses hyperparameters, 
and they are discussed later in this section. The process mentioned above is employed 
in helping to answer the research questions. It is shown later in this chapter as well as 
Chapters 4 and 5 about the FDUK.  
The employment of machine learning is used to analyse large-scale, significant 
data within a reasonable timeframe instead of performing laborious manual analysis 
and findings, of many items across the data over longer human days. However, the 
assumptions of the model must be thought through and made explicit, as the use of 





Previously established research informed the LDA analysis (e.g., Blei et al., 
2003; Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004). The main idea is of assigning documents in a 
corpus (set of documents) to latent (hidden) topics based on a vector of words, and this 
idea can help to understand the LDA model. In sampling-based algorithms, Gibbs 
sampling is the most commonly used and is about approximating the posterior with 
samples. Collapsed Gibbs sampling is an estimation for LDA. The process of using 
collapsed Gibbs sampling is described in this section. A description is given later for 
how the analysis is done.  
A typical evaluation of LDA models involves the calculation of perplexity (Blei 
et al., 2003). An understanding of the fields of human conversation, diabetes discourse 
and AI may allow an intelligent guess as to a suitable number of LDA topics (k). 
Perplexity is a statistical measure of how well a probability model predicts a sample. 
It can be applied to LDA, for a given value of k, or an estimate of an LDA model. 
Then, given the theoretical word distributions represented by the topics, it can be 
compared to the actual topic mixtures or distribution of words in the documents. 
However, the statistic is somewhat meaningless on its own. However, the benefit of 
this statistic comes when comparing perplexity across different models with varying 
values of k. The model with the lowest perplexity is generally considered to be the 
‘best’. Perplexity measures modelling power. It is by calculating the inverse log-
likelihood of unobserved documents as a decreasing function with higher likelihood, 
meaning a better model. Better models tend towards lower perplexity. They can 
suggest fewer uncertainties about the unobserved document. LDA is a widely used 
topic-modelling approach and has different algorithms for carrying out the analysis. 
Moreover, as the number of topics increases, the LDA model becomes better, 





in thinking about a suitable number of topics, or to try different values of k when 
interpreting the results. Perplexity can be used as one data point in the research 
decision process. This thesis considers investigating the topics and posts themselves 
and the highest probability of words associated with each one to determine whether 
the structure makes sense for the particular domain. The ground truth, or having a 
known trigram ‘topic’ or ‘TOPIC’ structure that it can be compared to, maybe useful 
but is not very evident in the literature. 
The issue of stopwords is as crucial as the issue of punctuation when removing 
these to carry out LDA analysis. The set of ‘English’ stops words can be removed. 
After checking the results, some words that may be still shown in the corpus due to the 
‘cleaning’ of the data can be the remnants of usernames or other items like HTTP 
addresses. Another list of ‘words’ was my_words = set([‘au’, ‘bd’, ‘ed’, ‘re’, ‘bu’]) 
that had to be removed.  
The big problem is that LDA parameters and corpus may generate different 
topics every time (e.g., Scikit-learn, 2015). The researcher, therefore, needs to stabilise 
topic generation. The aforementioned research scientists in topic-modelling have 
demonstrated that the use of parameters is essential (e.g., alpha=0.01, eta=0.01, 
n_iter=200, random_state=1). An issue that is under discussion both in AI and 
linguistics is that topic-modelling in experiments can be used to produce models that 
vary in performance. It can be when the random state of the algorithm is changed. The 
difficulty is about using, for example, random state as a hyperparameter. It is not 
critiqued enough as to what these hyperparameters are. If a model outperforms others 
with a different random state, it should be considered that this particular model has 
overfitted a particular random state. However, hyperparameters are shown to be 





suggested, therefore, that, as opposed to normal parameters, hyperparameters cannot 
be automatically learned from the training data by the algorithm itself. 
For this reason, a researcher can select an appropriate value based on his/her 
domain knowledge. It is for the semantic meaning of the hyperparameter (if any). This 
thesis uses different hyperparameters to get going but similar to the established 
research on topic-modelling. The bias in selecting hyperparameters must be 
counteracted. The random state is used in many randomised algorithms in Sklearn 
(2015) to determine the random seed passed to the pseudo-random number generator. 
Therefore, it does not govern any aspect of the algorithm’s behaviour.  
Consequently, random state values which performed well in some validation 
sets may not correspond to those that would perform well in a new, unseen test set. 
Indeed, depending on the algorithm, it might give completely different results just by 
changing the ordering of training samples. This thesis uses random state values but 
uses the same set for all of the experiments. An alternative method is to take the 
average accuracy of the models over a random set of random states. The thesis tries 
not to optimise random states, as this can produce optimistically biased performance 
measures. 
The alpha has default 0.1, and it is the Dirichlet parameter for distribution over 
topics. The eta has a default of 0.01 and is the Dirichlet parameter for distribution over 
words. The random state can be an integer or a RandomState and is the generator used 
for the initial topics. A way of achieving the same training and model results is by 
setting the random state parameter. It can be set to the same state each time. For, 






The collapsed Gibbs sampler runs for 200 iterations (a slightly conservative 
number in order to ensure convergence). A visual inspection of log-likelihood shows 
that the algorithm has converged after 200 iterations with decreasing loglikelihoods 
given later in this section. The Python code takes about 12 minutes per run on a laptop 
using a multicore i7 2.5 GHz processor and 16 GB RAM. Code and physical 
computing must also be considered. It can limit or enhance an aspect of doing large-
scale text analysis. More computing power and better code can make the process 
quicker. It can make large-scale text analyses possible in the first instance. 
Validating the LDA model, involved a confusion matrix, and 96.2% of the data 
were correctly classified. 
 This thesis has to consider what the topics mean. It is an assumption in the 
literature that, generally, topic-modelling can find human-readable structures in 
unstructured textual data.  
Firstly, the thesis uses ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories’ analysis, 
i.e., the usage of LDA and removing the stopwords was carried out for 25, 50 and 100 
topics. Initialising and a fit for the LDA model involved a choice of the number of 
topics. It is an unsupervised training model. However, after assuming a number, the 
log-likelihood can be checked against other topic number choices. The higher the log-
likelihood can be, the better the model. The 25 topics had a log-likelihood of -1325757, 
and the number of documents was 225,360. The vocab_size or max features was 500. 
There were 202,137 words due to the ‘cleaning’ process and keeping the stopwords. 
The number of iterations per run was a conservative 200, but this meant that the LDA 
could converge statistically and fit a model to the corpus.  
These descriptions were similar for 50, but with the lower log-likelihood of -





for 100 topics but with a log-likelihood of -1322230. A total of 50 topics were run ten 
different times (similar to 10-fold validation in the research) and gave the same results 
for ten runs and with same precision matrix scores. This result is due to the 
hyperparameter sets and to the 200 iterations required for the model to converge.  
Secondly, the thesis uses ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’ 
analysis, i.e., the usage of LDA and removing the stopwords was carried out for 25, 50 
and 100 topics. For initialise and fit the LDA model, a choice of the number of topics 
is made as it is an unsupervised training model. However, after assuming a number, 
the log-likelihood can be checked against other topic number choices. The higher the 
log-likelihood can be, the better the model. The 25 topics had a log-likelihood of -
213803, and the number of documents was 225,360. The vocab_size or max amount 
features for the study was a conservative 500. There were 37,824 words due to the 
‘cleaning’ process and removal of stopwords. The number of iterations per run was a 
conservative 200, but this meant that the LDA could converge statistically and fit a 
model to the corpus. These descriptions were similar for 100 topics but with a log-
likelihood of -225196. These descriptions were also similar for 50 topics, but the 50-
topic model gave a log-likelihood of -216796. The log-likelihood result is lower than 
the 100-topic model, and this was used in the thesis for further analysis even though it 
is slightly higher than the 25-topic model. The thesis assumes that people talk about 
many topics. In a large-scale corpus with many users, there would be many topics. A 
significant but moderate fifty topics were used.  
Ten different runs were done for the 50 topics due to an issue of the possibility 
of getting a different LDA model for each run. Even though the same results of 
trigrams and topics were gained for the ten runs, it is worth noting that the parameters 





Details about the LDA approach are given, as to how the LDA was 
configured, leading to the topics.  
The use of stopwords and no stopwords in the analysis is a different way of 
looking at the purpose and content of the diabetes corpus. 
The LDA algorithm is run for the parameters with conservative features (500), 
the number of topics (50) and the number of top words (10). These yield practical 
results (shown in Appendix Table 7-2) from having tried for smaller amounts of topics 
or having tried with more massive amounts of topics. This process is for 
dimensionality reduction. The knowledge of the domain helps to find topics that make 
sense. The LDA used collapsed Gibbs sampling. It is explained in Blei et al.’s paper 
(2003). LDA is concerned with generative probabilistic semantics. Inference using 
collapsed Gibbs sampling is explained in the paper by Griffiths and Steyvers (2004).  
Topics and posts are selected randomly for further comparison from the LDA 
results and are shown in Appendix 7-1. The LDA labelling summaries are presented in 
the tables in Appendix 7-1. A random sample of ‘device-enabled discourse purpose 
categories’ or ‘topics’ gives ‘topics’ 0, 24, 13, 31 and 34 for analysis from a total of 50 
‘topics’. ‘Topic’ 0 has 2,941 posts, ‘topic’ 24 has 1,789, ‘topic’ 13 has 1,966, ‘topic’ 
31 has 1,904, and ‘topic’ 34 has 2,332 posts (see Appendix Table 7-8). Added together, 
these give 10,932 posts in the sample from a total of 225,360 posts for LDA analysis.  
The decision to study the predominant and salient features meant using 
conservative 500 features. The posts that were thus clustered into these ‘topics’ of high 
frequency totalled 92,254. The remaining 133,106 posts were not clustered into these 
topics of high frequency. The research could, therefore, focus on highly used features 
across the corpus, ‘topics’ and posts. The total random sample consists of 10,932 posts 





down further into consecutive posts or threads. These posts have consecutive post-id-
numbers, so it meant they linearly and chronologically followed each other in the 
corpus. These posts could then be studied further for the potential posting of advice 
with stance-taking features. This above analysis then gives seventy-three posts and 
their substantial quantity of text for further analysis (see Section 4.2.1 and 4.4.). Table 
7-6 in Appendix 7.1.6 displays the post-id-numbers from the entire corpus in Column 
1, the post-id-numbers in Column 2, the original posts in Column 3, the LDA with 
stopwords in Column 8 and the LDA without stopwords in Column 7. 
It is not easy to label trigrams or n-grams in connection with a ‘topic’. The 
researcher’s knowledge of the domain can help, so trigrams, ‘topics’ and posts can tend 
towards suitable labels. It is best left the way the LDA presents the trigrams. CL allows 
for this iterative way of analysing corpora til several ways tend to give almost 
comparable results (Baker et al., 2008). Similar posts also tend to fall together in the 
LDA model (Blei et al., 2003). 
For the validation of the LDA results, a confusion matrix from Scikit-learn 
(2015) is used with a logistic regression model (see Appendix 7.2.4 and 7.2.6). 
3.7.2 Automated entity recognition and sentiment analysis 
Segura-Bedmar et al. (2015) have used MeaningCloud when exploring health 
in social media groups and for detecting drug effects. MeaningCloud can be used to 
find the nouns/entities (targets) of each post and the global sentiment and is carried out 
in the research (MeaningCloud, 2017). The values are assigned to the 73 posts (see 
Appendix 7.1.6, Table 7-6). They can be positive, neutral or negative sentiment values, 
targets or entities. As well as offering a topics extraction feature, MeaningCloud allows 





text. A sentiment model in MeaningCloud is composed of a collection of entries 
(Appendix 7.3). Entries are defined by a word or multiword, i.e., a group of words that 
can appear together in the text. Entries consist of their definition and the sentiment 
behaviour associated with them. They are a simple way of studying a very complex 
phenomenon.  
The research thus uses the aforementioned automatic annotation strategies to 
select nouns for further analysis. The approach above is usually referred to as aspect-
level sentiment analysis (MeaningCloud, 2017). This detection process is not easy to 
automate. The software combines NLP techniques and uses ‘TOPIC’ extraction for 
extracting the different elements that can be present in sources of information. The 
TOPIC detection process is also not straightforward. It is carried out by combining 
sophisticated NLP techniques that can allow obtaining a morphological, syntactic and 
semantic analysis of a text.  
It can then use them to identify different types of significant elements. These 
can be classified according to predefined categories: entities, people, organisations, 
places, phone numbers, concepts, significant keywords in the text, time expressions, 
money expressions, quantity expressions [beta], any other expressions, alphanumeric 
patterns, quotations and relations. 
Therefore, the global sentiment analysis that is possible to do involves 
providing a text and using it to determine whether it expresses a positive, negative or 
neutral sentiment. In order to do this, the local polarity of the different sentences in the 
text needs to be identified. The relationship between them is evaluated and results in a 
global polarity value for the whole text, or this case, the individual posts that can 
consist of many sentences. Besides polarity at the sentence and global level, sentiment 





entities and the concepts within the text. It can provide a reference in the relevant 
sentence. It can give a list of elements. It is detected with the aggregated polarity 
derived from all of their appearances. It takes into account the grammatical structures 
in which they are contained.  
LIWC is used in a range of studies (e.g., Pennebaker and Davison, 1997) for 
chronic illness support. LIWC (2016) uses dictionaries from classes of terms related 
to research on psychology. An example of its use is for terms that can be related to 
positive or negative emotions. Positive emotion, negative emotion, certainty and health 
are all LIWC categories that are relevant to the thesis. These are identified through the 
research annotation strategies of using LIWC as automated software capable of finding 
terms related to these concepts. It is carried out on the seventy-three posts, and their 
substantial quantity of text and the values and categories are added to the individual 
posts (see Appendix 7.1.6, Table 7-6). 
The LDA, MeaningCloud and LIWC findings are used together, in 
combination with the thesis to identify and understand advice, stance-taking and 
support amongst the peers in the FDUK. The literature review and the data analyses 
suggest that the advice and stance of the post can be shown to be related to the 
noun/entity (target). It is also related to the ‘device-enabled discourse category’ as 
resources, ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’ as objects. It covers the entity 
of healthcare. It is with affective stance related to positive/Negative Emotion, and 
global positive/Negative sentiment. It is with an epistemic stance related to Certainty. 
This means, therefore, that the research can identify the elements of advice 
with stance-taking. The concern is who is involved, the resources, objects, and 
relationships over time in the posts. These are proposed in the thesis to be elements of 





Precision testing is used to validate the findings and the results of the LDA. 
Comparisons of LDA, MeaningCloud and LIWC are made in the further analysis in 
Chapter 4, Section 4.2. 
3.7.3 Linguistics forms, advice, ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs.’ and targets 
Partial manual work is needed to document and further label the support-data 
(see Table 7-7). The vast majority analysis is automated. It includes LDA ‘topics’ and 
‘TOPICs’ as well as their corresponding trigrams, and targets. They may be matched 
to other relevant state-of-the-art research on advice and support in the diabetes domain 
(see Chapter 2 – Literature Review, and Appendix 7.2).  
It includes the selection of targets in the seventy-three posts and their 
substantial quantity of text. The thesis focuses mainly on domain-specific targets of 
diabetes, blood, and pumps from many others ranging from targets of usernames, 
places, time, to years and is used in further analysis.  
The trigrams, topics and posts were then labelled according to the types of 
advice-seeking, advice-giving identified in them (see Table 7-7 and Section 2.4.2). An 
example of advice type from state-of-the-art research (see Table 2-1) is ‘problem 
disclosure’ (AAP). In contrast, another example (see Table 2-2) is ‘description of 
personal experience’ (AGE), which gives an account of how the advice-giver 
approached the situation that the advice-seeker had described. These manual analyses 
and identification must be made carefully. Also, it is worth considering that ‘problem 
disclosure’ can be potentially ambiguous, as it can be interpreted as a request for 
advice, sympathy or solidarity 
In this thesis, instances of the best available research design are employed and 





explanations of what this thesis refers to as ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs’ and targets. It is 
together with a knowledge of the diabetes domain (Pennebaker and Davison, 1997; 
Brownson and Heisler, 2009; Harvey and Koteyko, 2013, p. 185; Hunt and Koteyko, 
2015; Hunt et al., 2015). For instance, the use of examples from state-of-the-art 
research are shown in Table 2-3. They may help to identify the LDA content words 
that people use in their conversations (e.g., the word ‘diabetes’).  
The keys used to label the features in the text for each post are provided in 
Appendix 7.1. These keys also help with the DA analysis in the next section. They 
contribute to identifying where and how in posts, the ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs’ (i.e., the 
participant’s plans and content) are employed by the different peers to achieve their 
healthcare support aims.  
Automated analysis, annotation, partial manual analysis and labelling are LL 
essential for discerning evidence of potential patterns in a corpus. However, the aim, 
as detailed in the next section, is to try and explain these possible patterns.  
3.8 Threats to validity  
This section examines the threats to the utilisation of the aforementioned mixed 
approaches of data analysis.  
The data used, along with other data, is freely available on the internet but is 
also governed by strict ethical guidelines in its usage for research. It is also part of an 
extensive amount of big online data. The large-scale data could provide examples of 
language used by people in natural conversations. The study must make sensible 
choices for data and uses state-of-the-art research for data selection. It also develops 
an adapted process for carrying out the strict ethical guidelines associated with it. 





data for research. The examples of data collected from FDUK can determine a lot about 
the behaviour of people regarding their diabetes care. 
All the processes can be more challenging and tire without first understanding 
the benefits and limitations of the individual approaches. In the end, the results of the 
use of the mixed approaches are shown to compare with each other (e.g., LIWC 
findings versus LDA findings). The issues are considered when using this multi-
method way for conducting the data analysis. The employment of a quantitative and 
qualitative approach could mean that the strengths of each other may improve the 
strengths of each one. 
The corpus is vast and rich, and a methodical approach to data analysis and the 
formulation of appropriate research questions are essential. In considering the different 
ways of doing analysis gives an approach to collect the data and begin the analysis 
with LDA. An approach to beginning the analysis of a dataset is an issue that is 
important for beginning any type of analysis, and Blei et al. (2003) offers just such an 
approach. The process of how to begin the analysis needs to be carefully thought. It is 
such an entry point, and the use of different software for analysis can begin. Various 
approaches from a quantitative analysis viewpoint can help with finding an entry point. 
LDA is such an approach. However, at various points in the analysis, there need to be 
various sensitive measurements of the data management process and analysis (Miles 
and Huberman, 1994). An approach to formulating research questions and a process 
for answering them does benefit from the use of DA, as it can link the right questions 
with the right corpora. 
The use of LDA for linguistics analysis must be approached with caution. 
Hence, a novel way of understanding the resulting topics from LDA and by not taking 





These are, respectively, called ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories’ or 
resources and context of support; and ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’ or 
resources and content of support. It is also not easy to assume what the number of LDA 
topics could be, but log-likelihood can help with the number of topics. A researcher’s 
knowledge of the domain can also help to determine what the number of ‘topics’ and 
‘TOPICs’ should be, and that they make sense. The same goes for the choice of n-
grams. In this case, the choice was set on using trigrams.  
The labelling of trigrams and ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs’ and posts within them can 
tend towards a suitable label. Nevertheless, only after comparisons to the existing 
research of the domain, so it is best left the way the LDA provides them. CL does allow 
for this iterative way of analysing corpora until several ways tend to give almost 
comparable results. The assumption is similar to the LDA method, where posts are 
assumed to eventually cluster together under sensible ‘topics’ or ‘TOPICs’.  
There are different procedures used for different software and analytical tools. 
Python, R programming, LDA algorithms, MeaningCloud and MS Excel are used in 
this research. For example, text-mining researchers like Blei et al. (2003) use LDA, 
and it proves useful for the analysis of the diabetes corpora. Comparisons of results 
are from different software. They are used all together in a CL approach, and in 
answering questions that may produce comparable results. It can help a researcher to 
validate result (Stubbs, 1994; Krishnamurthy, 1996; Baker et al., 2008).  
This thesis can use the LIWC (2016) results and compare them to the LDA and 
DA results for validation if they arrive at similar results. DA qualitative results help to 
make sense of the quantitative findings and vice versa. In the end, quantitative and 





Software-aided partial manual analysis can complement the lack of appropriate 
AI and automated software analysis. It is of the large-scale and complex linguistic 
features, thereby creating a combined process for conducting CL. The concern is the 
wide range used to identify linguistic concepts like ‘advice’ manually and automated 
identification of concepts like stance-taking but by breaking it into its elements, then 
identifying each element and combining them. More work on AI and Linguistic 
analysis is needed for the future; the limitations of the mixed method are critiqued in 
the next section. 
3.9 Limitations  
AI and topic modelling alone can produce too broad base categorisations of 
text data. What are the potential sophisticated linguistic concepts that underly these 
topic modelling patterns? However, AI can help reduce the big data and large scale 
text corpus from many potential linguistic dimensions to a few high-frequency ones. 
In counteracting these potential platforms, analytic tools and their difficulties, the 
thesis will bring artificial intelligence and a necessary linguistic analysis together. Such 
an approach may help to resolve these challenges but primarily help to develop a 
greater awareness of the inherent limitations. In overcoming the challenges, such an 
approach may firstly find a place in corpus linguistics and secondly a useful theory of 
support. Searching for an ‘architecture’ of these types of discourses is analogous to the 
search for an architecture of sentences. Linguistic forms and language are highly 
sophisticated. It is done to make large-scale text data analyses possible in less time and 
effort. It is not, therefore, a fully developed field of endeavour as yet. The study’s 
methodology is limited but tackles the difficulty of employing features of 





broad categories of advice-seeking and advice-giving with stance-taking. It uses an 
identification of potential elements of stance-taking in the posts. It combines them to 
show that postees (persons who post on social media) produce such a sophisticated 
linguistic concept. The development of the theory is based on only a small number of 
the topic number of posts and ‘topics by the very nature of using primarily AI and a 
Linguistic analysis to guide the process. AI offers to reduce big data which has a 
potential for many dimensions into a few high-frequency clusters.  
Even though topic-modelling can produce clusters or groups, the identification 
of topics can be dependent on the knowledge that the researcher has of the domain 
under study. Knowledge of the field of study was used to overcome issues with the 
automated analysis of ‘topics’. It is in using existing research that identifies the types 
of ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs’ that people with diabetes could potentially utilise. 
A methodological challenge that the research faced concerned the immense 
amount of data available for analysis and the unstructured text data or the non-
consecutive postings of peers. People can post at any time and comment or reply 
anywhere in the social media Diabetes UK page. Posts do have a linear number order 
based on time, but people may not follow linear comment postings all of the time. My 
thesis calls ‘comments, replies and post’, posts. 
It was necessary to determine where, in the data, the analysis should start. The 
LDA topic-modelling approach helped with entry points into the data. It had been used 
in this manner in another similar research. LDA is a way of using analyses related to 
the study of how likely or unlikely things are to happen, and with algorithm-computer 
codes to analyse the data. The ideas thought to be true of algorithms/computer codes 
for language-based questions need a comprehensive listing of their proper usage. 





patterns that have been discovered. Automated content analysis, an annotation for 
entity recognition and sentiment for advice and stance-taking are used to help to 
identify aspects of support. A mixed-method quantitative methodology helped to 
overcome the limits of any single method.  
The qualitative DA approach can be used to analyse the randomly selected 
topics and posts from an SFL perspective. This thesis used both quantitative and 
qualitative analysis in order to analyse the data in a broader and more in-depth way. 
Qualitative analyses are carried out on the quantitative results. The quantitative results 
are gained automatically by software; and also, aided manually for the identification 
of advice features, and comparisons of results to the state-of-the-art research in the 
diabetes domain. Corpus linguistics deals with such approaches to analysis. AI and 
software-automated analysis are shown to have limitations for the identification of 
sophisticated linguistic features. DAs are shown to benefit from AI and software-
automated analysis. 
LIWC does word counts but uses dictionaries to help find concepts within the 
data and is developed through research in the psychological field (e.g., words about 
mood and certainty).  
Qualitative analysis needs samples of posts from within identified topics. 
These are labelled broadly by the researcher. These posts are selected randomly, so 
that posts selected may deal with other essential language features that can either 
substantiate or not substantiate the claims.  
Random numbers in MS Excel are used to select random topics and posts, and 
other random number selections (for example, from Python) may result in other posts 





The use of different approaches (e.g., AI LDA topic-modelling, and DA 
qualitative analysis, and MeaningCloud and LIWC) can help with cross-checking to 
guard against the issues presented above.  
No single software package offers a multiple, language-based analysis of 
corpora, especially for finding the advice and stance-taking features. The future 
development of a periodic table of language-based research types with comparisons to 
the capabilities and algorithms of existing software types will, therefore, be 
instrumental. It could be used for integrated analytical capabilities, such as for stance-
taking. It may also help to reduce the need for any manual qualitative analysis. It may 
not be sufficient as qualitative analysis could always be necessary. 
3.10 Conclusion  
The thesis demonstrates a novel DA method to analysing the data, and a 
suitable corpus and analysis for the particular research questions.  
Definitions of what is analysable must be considered in any approach. The 
annotation process can help in this regard. It can be used for sifting out concepts 
relevant to the analyses, which are mainly done automatically with AI software. It can 
also aid manual qualitative analysis.  
Ethics, data collection and cleaning of the data is also of great consequence as 
the research considers what to leave out and on what to focus. In this case, for example, 
it considers the use of stopwords or otherwise in the AI LDA topic-modelling analysis. 
The thesis presents descriptive statistics of the corpus under analysis. 
A quantitative CL method is integrated in order to analyse the high-frequencies 
of linguistic forms such as advice with stance-taking, questioning, humour/sarcasm 





MeaningCloud, which can ease the identification of possible elements of advice and 
stance-taking patterns. 
A qualitative DA approach is taken to analyse the quantitative high-frequency 
language features found in the corpus. The framework used is based on the SFL and 
appraisal theory.  
A research approach that helps to operationalise the research questions and 
collect useful data for analysis is shown to be from a CL study of language that includes 
DA.  
Machine learning can be employed together with CL to analyse the vast 
diabetes corpora quantitatively.  
Critical linguistic research is further employed to identify the LDA ‘topics’ and 
their posts, as well as ‘TOPICs’ and advice and stance-taking patterns. These analyses 
help to discover any support categorisations and devices that people utilise to converse 
for support.  
DA helps to place the ‘topics’, ‘TOPICs’, targets and advice with stance-taking 
and posts of the topic model in the context of people’s social relationships. It is a 
holistic way of explaining why particular categories and devices are crucial for some 





4 DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS  
4.1 Introduction  
LDA and DA are used together and are of primary importance to the analysis. 
These analyses are done on the many and varied user/peer posts as one entity and then 
also via a random selection of topics, TOPICS, targets and individual posts with 
substantial text. Primarily LDA, MeaningCloud and LIWC are used together for topic-
modelling, automated content analysis and annotation, entity recognition, sentiment 
analysis with dictionaries, and software-aided manual DA. These processes can 
ultimately help to identify, for example, advice with stance-taking and many other 
interactional activities amongst peers. A later section of this thesis will show the 
combined analyses concerning targets in posts. It is done in table form. It is in order to 
compare the results from the different analyses. It is to see whether the trends found 
from each one all make sense when taken together. The thesis focuses mainly on 
domain-specific targets of diabetes, blood, and pumps from many others ranging from 
targets of usernames, places, time, to years. The LDA is tested with a precision 
measure, and a brief overview of the process involving the mixed methods that are 
used for the data analysis is given in Table 4-1. Other sections explain each of the 
multi-methods analysis processes. Together, these make up the overall analysis of the 
FDUK.  
The research questions are restated, and evidence from the data is provided that 
will assist in answering the research questions. The LDA model helps to find linguistic 
patterns identified in random samples of topic/TOPIC posts. DA and SFL analyses 





A summary of the results shows in the sections that follow. The analyses are 
carried out with CL that involves mixed quantitative and qualitative approaches. A 
section on the DA is provided to help make sense of the quantitative patterns identified 
in the corpus.  
This chapter demonstrates how the analyses proceed and details the findings. 
The significant findings are summarised with different examples of the analysis and 
results from the data. 
A summary of the analysis steps is given in Table 4-1. The analysis and results 
are presented throughout this chapter (Appendix 7-1). It concerns potential answers to 






Table 4-1: A summary of the data analysis approach 
1. Selecting and collecting the posts (a corpus of text) 
A suitable large corpus of 218,068 posts and about 16,137 users were selected 
for analysis. A process for keeping to ethical standards, informed by other prominent 
ethics researchers was applied in this thesis (e.g., for how the data was collected and 
stored as a corpus). These processes are crucial decisions in CL (see Sections 2.5.3, 
3.4, 3.4.1 and 3.5). 
2. Cleaning the text in the posts  
 This cleaning process involved the removal of punctuation, whitespace and 
stopwords (or not). These are all crucial steps in analysing any corpus (see Section 
3.5.4). 
3. Automatic annotation 
The evolving automatic annotation of the data was carried out through the use of 
different software to select salient language features. This step is vital in analysing any 
corpus (see Section 3.5.5). 
4. LDA with stopwords  
LDA with stopwords was used on the large 218,068 posts and their constituent 
text data corpus with 500 features and 50 topics to form a trigram model (device-
enabled discourse purpose categories) – ‘topics’ (see Sections 3.7.1 and 4.2.1). 
5. LDA without stopwords  
LDA without stopwords was used on the corpus with 500 features and 50 topics 
to form a trigram model (device-enabled discourse content categories) – ‘TOPICs’ (see 
Sections 3.7.1 and 4.2.1). 





Random samples of topics and posts were identified for further analysis (see the 
tables in Appendix 7.1, Section 3.7.1 and 4.2.1). 
7. Discourses analysis: Focus on advice, but many more: events, 
humour/sarcasm, questioning, emotion, hope, and charity and many other 
interactional activities amongst peers 
 Potential advice and others, for example, events, humour/sarcasm, questioning, 
emotion, hope, and charity patterns are matched to posts text data. It is suggested in 
the literature. It is carried out with minimal aided manual DA (see Section 3.7.2 and 
Column 4 in Appendix 7.1. tables). 
8. LIWC analysis 
The LIWC analysis was carried out for healthcare, positive emotion, negative 
emotion and certainty (see Sections 4.2.4 and 4.4 and Column 5 in Appendix 7.1. 
tables). 
9. MeaningCloud Analysis 
The MeaningCloud analysis was carried out for the global sentiment and 
crucial entities/targets such as Diabetes, Blood, Pump, Medication. The thesis focuses 
mainly on domain-specific targets of diabetes, blood, and pumps from many others 
ranging from targets of usernames, places, time, to years. (see Sections 4.2.3 and 4.4 
and Columns 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 in Appendix 7.1. tables). 
10. Discourse analysis of potential advice with stance-taking but many more: 
events, humour/sarcasm, questioning, emotion, hope, and charity within 
consecutive and non-consecutive posts 
DA was used to understand and observe the instances of primarily advice and 





taking from a DA SFL perspective (see Sections 4.3 and 4.4 and Tables 4-3 to 4-7) but 
as a guide for the discovery of other patterns. 
 
4.2 Quantitative Analyses 
This section 4.2 provides a summary of each quantitative analysis for all posts. 
It also gives a summary of the findings of the diabetes corpora.  
The next section gives a summary of each target, and it gives a combined 
overall sampled non-consecutive and consecutive post quantitative analysis and the 
findings from the corpus. The combined sampled quantitative and qualitative analysis 
is presented in Section 4.4. for all posts in each target. 
4.2.1 AI LDA: Primary findings of device-enabled discourse purpose 
categories and content categories 
Careful consideration must be given to the LDA process and the findings. The 
exciting thing for my thesis is that LDA clusters similar posts under a set of top 
trigrams. In effect, the highest frequency top trigram maybe what all those posts are 
inherently about, even though the human eye would not see the posts as immediately 
similar. As discussed in Section 3.1, different numbers of LDA topics numbering 25, 
50 and 100 were tried out. It was before a decision was made to use 50 topics, in line 
with the log-likelihood calculations and comparison, to the state-of-the-art research 
findings. The results of ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs’ compared with what is expected of them 
from healthcare communication studies and other researchers’ work concerning 
diabetes, such as the results shown in Table 2-3. 
Similarly, a smaller and larger number of n-grams was tried out. A total of ten 





trigrams given per topic number, and the results were seen to be similar. This thesis 
considered trigram frequencies for use, as it can have a combination of words that may 
be interpretable in context. Unigrams and bigrams would not provide enough context, 
but trigrams could be optimal without exhaustive computing (see Section 2.5.1). The 
model produces the most common combinations of trigrams. These are three words 
that mostly follow each other. So, it is not only looking at finding clusters of single 
words. Nor any other number of combinations or more massive n-grams.  
Stopwords also play a crucial role in this thesis. They are deemed to be relevant 
to the overall understanding of the corpus. It suggests that they should not be left out 
of the analysis, as can often be the case.  
Therefore, trigrams and the (use stopwords) may make sense. It is to more 
easily recognise what the corpora are for and in a similar manner trigram and the 
(remove stopwords) to help with identifying what the corpus is all about.  
Data cleaning must be engaged with for the LDA analysis (Appendix 7-2). The 
data needed careful cleaning as the data consists of a mixture of words, numbers, and 
punctuation, and the focus is on analysing the text as a whole. Keeping the stopwords 
(for example how and can) and question marks (?) in for instance ‘how can I find?’ 
were as crucial as keeping the content words (such as ‘diabetes’) in ‘good diabetes 
blood glucose level is about seven’. This thesis considers the stopwords to be just as 
important as the content words as they are shown to be significant in understanding 
diabetes discourse. For example, stopwords and the question mark ‘?’ may be utilised 
in the advice with stance-taking strategies. It may help people converse with each 
other, such as ‘how can I find out about good diabetes blood glucose levels?’ to be 





analysis in my thesis. What must be considered is that many other types of analyses 
are possible for any Discourse.  
The original posts with punctuation that are shown to cluster in the LDA are 
once again used for further analysis. The study of other factors, such as emoji’s in 
social media, is also widely known for its emotional or sentiment connotations. Data 
cleaning is essential for the analysis of the extensive text data with current software. 
The research decision was mainly to focus on the words in the posts for LDA analysis, 
but this is rectified later when other analyses are undertaken.  
In the LDA model, a single post from the FDUK can belong to many different 
topics. However, it can be related more to a single one than many others. The LDA 
algorithm groups different posts into related topics and assigns topic numbers to the 
posts. Posts can belong to different topic numbers with various percentages of 
frequencies for each one. The use of LDA helps to compare posts that were made by 
peers. It includes precision testing in automatically allocating topics to the different 
user’s postings. Postings can be an original post made by a peer, a comment on that 
post or a reply to the comment. The analysis then groups these postings under the term 
‘post’. The thesis focused on using the highest LDA topic frequency of the many 
different posts. It grouped those posts under that topic and its respective allocated 
number. This identification gives a single topic number for a group of posts. For 
example, a random selection gave Topic 24 (with stopwords) which has 1,789 posts, 
and these posts may be linked more closely to its similar themes (see Tables 7-2 and 
7-3 in the Appendix).  
There are diverse types of support ‘topics’, and LDA seems to be capable of 
finding them. However, as mentioned in the discussion in Chapter 2, the LDA ‘topic’ 





what mostly used trigrams exists across similar posts which are called a ‘topic’. The 
thesis suggests that the high-frequency trigrams with stopwords found in each topic 
can be used to help identify the ‘topic’ (purpose) ‘device-enabled discourse purpose 
categories’. It is similar for the high-frequency trigrams without stopwords found in 
each TOPIC can help identify the ‘TOPIC’ (content) ‘device-enabled discourse content 
categories’ of the corpus. LDA is customarily used without stopwords to give 
particular grams. The top trigram is used to give labels to LDA topics and TOPICS 
(see Table 2-3). 
For my analyses, five topics (i.e., 0, 24, 13, 31, and 34) were randomly selected. 
The posts within them were then selected for consecutive linear posts, and these are 
examined later. Large-scale text data can be examined by bringing down the scale to 
basic high-frequency patterns. It then becomes sensible to use AI and topic modelling 
for analysis. 
Therefore, for Step 4 and Step 6 shown in Table 4-1, topic numbers were 
randomly selected, as mentioned above, and were then further analysed concerning 
their posts. Blei et al. (2003), describes a post as containing many different subjects. 
Posts are related to corpora subjects/topics. All my thesis 50 ‘topics’ and 50 ‘TOPICS’ 
categories are shown in Appendix 7.2.3 and 7.2.5 and are discussed later in this 
chapter.  
The posts inside the LDA topics 0, 24, 13, 31 and 34 can tend to be about some 
aspect of the ‘topic’ ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories’ and the ‘TOPIC’ 
‘device-enabled discourse content categories’ (see Appendix 7.1).  
My broad approach to exploratory research and hence to the LDA analysis can 
help to engage with the data systematically. It is wherein the broad purposes of the 





‘topics’ and their posts. This strategy can meet the expectation of AI machine learning 
and topic modelling from the newer sub-field of computing. These are further 
investigated to identify linguistic features of support within the well-established field 
of linguistic analyses.  
The randomly selected posts from LDA topics 0, 24, 13, 31 and 34 are also 
assigned the ‘TOPICs’ to their respective posts. So, two types of similar LDA models 
are developed for the discourse. This process provides a sample of posts, high-
frequency trigrams, topics and TOPICS that can provide trends from wherein features 
of support may be identified. 
‘Device-enabled discourse purpose categories’ – ‘topic’ patterns: 
Table 7-5 shows the LDA trigrams with stopwords Model, i.e., ‘device-enabled 
discourse purpose categories’ for 50 topics. A random sample of 5 topics is taken, and 
they are shown next with their ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories.’   
topic 0: do you think 
topic 13: questionmark questionmark questionmark  
topic 24: you so much  
topic 31: diagnosed with type  
topic 34: you will get  
Posts were then taken from ‘topic’ 0, 24, 13, 31, and 34, where they were part 
of consecutive post identification numbers (ids), so they form part of a pair or a thread 
of a possible conversation. They could, thus, perhaps contain advice-seeking, advice-
giving that may be related to similar targets and conversations. These analyses resulted 
in seventy-three posts and their substantial quantity of text for further analysis. The 





stance-taking on the similar support issues, and therefore may also contain similar 
stance-taking features. These posts are shown in Appendix 7.1 
‘Device-enabled discourse content categories’ – TOPIC’ patterns: 
The first three ‘TOPICS’ of 50 ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’ 
from Table 7-6 are given below. However, the posts contain many different top 
frequency TOPICS: 
TOPIC 0: feels better soon  
TOPIC 1: hope sorted soon 
TOPIC 2: long acting insulin 
The seventy-three posts and their substantial quantity of text were then 
assigned their respective ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’ or top TOPIC 
(Appendix 7.1.) They each contain one of the following TOPICS. 
TOPIC 27: feel better soon 
TOPIC 43: good morning hope  
TOPIC 28: questionmark good luck 
TOPIC 38: high blood sugars 
TOPIC 19: happy new year 
TOPIC 12: message add friend 
TOPIC 47: feel free add 
TOPIC  28: questionmark good luck 
TOPIC 4: fast acting insulin 
TOPIC 11: questionmark questionmark questionmark 
TOPIC  21: hope comes soon  
TOPIC  40: ha ha ha 





TOPIC 31: diagnosed type years 
A striking observation to emerge from the data analysis of the device-enabled 
discourse content categories is they suggest for example discourses about advice, 
humour/sarcasm, questioning, emotion, hope, and charity and many other interactional 
activities amongst peers. They compare to the findings in the academic literature with 
similarities to well-established research (see Table 2-3 and Appendix 7.1.) 
4.2.2 MeaningCloud: Findings of targets and global sentiment 
The seventy-three posts and their substantial quantity of text that were 
randomly selected from the LDA ‘topics’ were then individually analysed using 
MeaningCloud. This is to find the target elements in a post, such as the concepts, time 
expression and quantity. The targets found in the data include, for example, diabetes, 
pump, and blood. The thesis focuses mainly on domain-specific targets of diabetes, 
blood, and pumps from many others ranging from targets of usernames, places, time, 
to years. 
The posts that are selected for further analysis contain targets that are 
mentioned in the literature studies of the domain. The ones that are used relate to blood, 
diabetes/diabetic, and pump. These targets are found in the posts (see Table 7-1 and 
Section 4.4). These targets are also seen and are suggested to be related to the LDA 
‘POSTs’.  
MeaningCloud is also used to assign values to the seventy-three posts and their 
substantial quantity of text. It is for global sentiment. All the words used together in a 
post are related to the sentiment of the entire post and not only just one single word or 






Targets and global sentiment pattern 
MeaningCloud gives targets of blood amongst other targets for example place, 
guy, kind, blood, for the following original post: 86 anonymised as ‘...just came out of 
hospital…developed keto-acidosis and kidney infection…my blood glucose level was 
approximately fifty…. great...happy…’ The global sentiment is also given for each post 
as positive, neutral or negative. For example, the aforementioned original post is given 
a positive global sentiment. 
4.2.3 LIWC: findings of emotion, certainty and healthcare 
The seventy-three posts and their substantial quantity of text mentioned above 
from the randomly selected LDA ‘topics’ were then analysed individually with LIWC 
(see Appendix Table 7.14). LIWC gave values of either positive, neutral or negative 
for healthcare, emotion and certainty, and an example is provided below.  
Emotion and certainty and healthcare pattern 
For example: 86, ‘...just came out of hospital…developed keto-acidosis and 
kidney infection…my blood glucose level was approximately fifty…. great...happy…’ 
LIWC gives high positive emotion and zeroes certainty and high healthcare values for 
the original post. 
4.2.4 Manual identification of advice features amongst the many 
targets and other potential linguistics features 
The seventy-three posts and their substantial quantity of text from the LDA 
model were also manually examined. For example, it is for advice patterns, as per the 
critical literature on similar work (see Tables 2.1, 2.2 and Appendix 7.1). A broad 





to-one match. There can be many other interactional activities amongst peers. For, 
example, for AAOI; the text may suggest a question without a question mark when a 
person who posts askes for advice about information. A closer inspection of all the text 
in the entire posts can help to make a broad fit without losing the gist of the established 
literature on the matter. Other targets and linguistic features are also looked into, but 
with a focus on Advice as a potentially crucial element for support patterns. 
A post can be made up of different sentences, and different targets, discourses 
content and purposes. These can be tackled in a single post by the person or across 
other posts by many different people. For example, there are targets of novomix, 
Levemir, lantus, blood, school, diabetes, and fourteen years, and they cover the 
diversity of posts by peers. The post can contain many discourse contents. For 
example, TOPIC 43: good morning hope potentially about Hope and Greetings, and 
TOPIC  28: questionmark good luck potentially about Questioning, Good Luck. The 
discourse can have many purposes for example topic 24: you so much potentially 
focusing lots on the other person; and topic 13: questionmark questionmark 
questionmark potentially about Questioning 
The posts also tend to be about advice (section 4.3 and Appendix 7). Different 
types of ‘Advice’ features are identified which tend to match those in the established 
literature. The posts may contain more than one type of advice feature because a post 
can contain more than one sentence; it may seek advice in one sentence and advise in 
another. Thus, it was not easy to assign advice types to an entire post but rather to the 
different parts of the post. However, the post may tend towards an overall advice 
pattern from its inherent advice related features. This systematic way of doing this can 
help with the possible bias of trying to find only what one is trying to find in a corpus, 
and thus that expectation may be counteracted. What is not found in a corpus may be 
just as important as what is found in a corpus. It is a criticism in the literature. 
The advice patterns that are found are comparable to those found by other 





There tends to be, for example (AAP) advice-asking by problem disclosure. 
This can be potentially ambiguous, as it can be interpreted as a request for advice, 
sympathy or solidarity. Advice-asking pattern types 62, 189527,…i am on novomix 
approximately three times a day…most people taking this seems to inject 
approximately twice a day… i find it ok for routine days…. but when i do anything 
different during holidays…doing more activity…eating out…find that my blood 
sugars go all over the place…. am considering changing to levemir and lantus AAP … 
would appreciate any comments on the pros and cons AAR , TOPIC 43: good morning 
hope,  topic 24: you so much, Targets: novomix, Levemir, lantus, blood 
There also tends to be, for example (AGE) advice-giving with a description of 
personal experience (see Table 2-2 and Appendix 7.1). It is an account of how the 
person dealt with the situation that the advice-seeker had described. Advice-giving 
pattern types. 56, 178116, ‘…when i was diagnosed at approximately fourteen years 
old…to say the least puberty was not fun!..potential partners would not kiss me in 
school…because they thought they could catch diabetes!!!...’ AGE, TOPIC  28: 
questionmark good luck, topic 13: questionmark questionmark questionmark;  
 Targets: school, diabetes, fourteen years 
4.3 Combining quantitative results 
The aim is to see if the research arrives at high-frequency topics, TOPICS, and 
targets for consecutive and non-consecutive posts. It is in for example, advice with 
stance-taking around key targets amongst many diverse targets and discourses; for 
consecutive and non-consecutive posts. This section gives the combined analysis of 
the random samples of the above ‘topics’ and the seventy-three posts and their 





uses the individual mixed methods that result from Section 4.2 and combines them. It 
then attempts to give an analysis of any device-enabled discourse purpose and content 
categories and linguistics forms such as advice with stance-taking found in the corpus 
and broadly and amongst many other interactional activities between peers. It is about 
combining the individual patterns described above. It is with, for instance, examples 
that can provide evidence for advice with stance-taking in any given post where peers 
seek to help each other. For example, the targets that are found may be ‘word/s’, which 
are the central part of a post. Posts are shown to contain many different targets and are 
of high frequency. They do relate mostly to Diabetes support as would be expected but 
show intricate patterns. 
These targets displayed in the posts are about participants’ concerns and issues 
that people with diabetes deal with during their lives (see Chapter 2). These can range 
from dealing with concerns about diabetes, blood glucose levels, and the use of insulin 
pumps to the use of medication. Three of these well-known targets from the literature 
are selected for further analysis (see Appendix 7.1).  
Examples of consecutive posts are shown to contain similar targets with a 
variation on sentiment and with low certainty. At least three things need to be known 
for a given occasion of stance-taking beyond what may be overtly present in the words 
and structures of the stance sentence itself: (1) Who is the stance taker? (2) What is the 
object of stance? (3) What stance is the stance-taker responding to most? Each question 
points to one component of the process of interpreting stance. These are identified in 
the data analysis of my thesis. 
The tables in Appendix 7.1 show the seventy-three posts and their substantial 
quantity of text with ‘posts’, ‘POSTs’, a target, a certainty value, a global sentiment 





from the 73 posts, any individual posts that have the same target. Consecutive posts 
that pertain to one target were further analysed, for instance, advice, and stance-taking 
was ‘blood’, ‘diabetes’, and ‘pump’. The stance-taking in the posts may relate to the 
target and consecutive posts. The use of consecutive posts is to check the flow of 
advice-seeking and advice-giving with stance-taking. 
The most striking observations to emerge from the data analysis provide 
evidence (see examples provided in the next section) that peers tend to utilise many 
patterns of advice-seeking and advice-giving with stance taking. The stances are varied 
for affective stance and can mostly contain low epistemic stance. Peers can employ 
differing but specific (and of primary importance in my thesis) ‘device-enabled 
discourse purpose categories’ and ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’ in 
closely related posts. Advice types, stance-taking types and LDA ‘topics’ can vary 
between posts from similar threads. There tends to be no affective stance alignment 
except for an epistemic stance alignment. These types of stance are also observed in 
posts with different targets across the sample. 
There are striking observations to emerge from the data analysis. It gives 
evidence that, for a similar stance object in a post, people can mostly have different 
types of affective or similar types of epistemic stance. They can employ some 
particular ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories’ and ‘device-enabled 
discourse content categories’, or resources within the many different contexts of 
support. There are also stances on different targets or ‘TOPICs’ in a single post, as well 
as similar stances across different posts not necessarily related to consecutive post 





4.3.1 Target Blood glucose levels for consecutive and non-consecutive 
posts 
Non-consecutive posts 
The individual patterns are combined and shown with the respective post's 
examples. They can give evidence for advice with stance-taking in posts concerning 
the target word, ‘blood’ and many other interactional activities amongst peers. There 
is remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking with diverse affective stance and low 
epistemic stance but not necessarily in consecutive posts but rather indirectly in usage 
across many posts about the same target. 
The evidence (see Appendix Table 7-1) from this study suggests that the stance 
of the users may have some alignment on ‘certainty’. They can tend to take up 
occasionally similar emotion positions or diverging global sentiment positions. These 
targets are part of the components of the stances, and the participants are responding 
to a stance on ‘blood’ about blood glucose levels. 
They can share particular ‘device-enabled discourse content categories.’  
topic 24: you so much, and topic 34: you will get.  
They also tend to share different ‘device-enabled discourse content 
categories’. TOPIC 27: feel better soon, TOPIC 38: high blood sugars, TOPIC 43: 
good morning hope and TOPIC 28: questionmark good luck. 
They can use advice giving features of AGE (potential advice-giving in the 
social group via problem disclosure), AGD(imperative), AGH  and advice asking 
features AAP (problem disclosure) and  AAR ( Explicit solicitation of advice) 
They tend to share Targets of:  
Targets: place, guy, kind, blood 





Targets: novomix, Levemir, lantus, blood 
Targets: child, blood, sugars, insulin 
Consecutive posts 
Post 86 and 87: 
1, 86, ‘...just came out of hospital…developed keto-acidosis and kidney 
infection…my blood glucose level was approximately fifty AGE …. great…happy…’ 
, High positive emotion and positive global sentiment and affective stance; and zero 
certainty and high tentative and zero insight and epistemic stance for high healthcare, 
TOPIC 27: feel better soon,  topic 24: you so much, targets: place, guy, kind, blood 
2, 87, ...living with type 1 diabetes….about ten years……inject twice a day 
with humalin i - a long lasting insulin….fun!! …blood sugars are generally pretty good 
AGE …. if anybody on here wants to chat about type 1 diabetes just drop me a message 
AGD …, High positive emotion and global neutral sentiment affective stance; and high 
certainty and high tentative and zero insight and epistemic stance for high healthcare, 
TOPIC 38: high blood sugars, topic 24: you so much, Targets: username, long, 
Humalog, blood 
The consecutive posts are similar for the way support is offered in the non-
consecutive posts. They are about similar targets and similar stance-taking. They are 
not always direct consecutive support posts to persons in the thread. 
4.3.2 Target Diabetes for consecutive and non-consecutive posts 
Non-consecutive posts 
The individual patterns from Section 4.2 are combined and shown with several 
examples (Appendix Table 7-2). In this section that provides evidence for advice with 
stance-taking in posts concerning the target word, ‘diabetes’ and many other 





taking with diverse affective stance and low epistemic stance but not necessarily in 
consecutive posts but rather indirectly in usage across many posts about the same 
target. 
The advice with stance object ‘diabetes’ samples provide different consecutive 
posts from the overall selection of the target word, ‘diabetes’. The surprising aspect of 
the data is in that the stance object ‘diabetes’. It suggests the stance of the users may 
have an alignment on ‘certainty’ with similar zero certainty positions. Where one is 
low, then the other can sometimes be high certainty. They can tend to occasionally take 
up similar emotional positions or diverging global sentiment positions on similar 
TOPICs. 
 They can share particular ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories.’  
topic 24: you so much, topic 31: diagnosed with type, topic 34: you will get, 
and topic 13: questionmark questionmark questionmark  
They tend to share different ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’.  
TOPIC 38: high blood sugars, TOPIC 31: diagnosed type years, TOPIC 21: hope 
comes soon, TOPIC 11: questionmark questionmark questionmark, TOPIC 19: happy 
new year, TOPIC 8: Monday Friday pm, TOPIC 12: message add friend, TOPIC 47: 
feel free add, TOPIC  28: questionmark good luck, and TOPIC 4: fast acting insulin 
They tend to utilise many advice asking features: AAB, AAP, AAOI, AAA, ATP, 
AAR, and advice-giving features: AGE, AGD, AGH, and AGI 
They tend to share Targets of:  
Targets: username, long, Humalog, diabetes 
Targets: username, diabetes, type, wood 
Targets: type, Diabetes, lifestyle, medication 





Targets: type, diabetic, november-94 
Targets: username, type, Diabetes, pill 
Targets: type, diabetes, tablets, sugar 
Targets: username, type, Diabetes, insulin 
Targets: hiya, username, insulin, diabetes 
Targets: username, place, type, diabetes 
Targets: username, diabetes, ailment, fatty 
Targets: username, type, Diabetes, seven 
Targets: type, married, highs, diabetic 
Targets: username, course, diabetic, baby 
Targets: niece, type, diabetes, couple 
Targets: child, type, diabetes, honeymoon 
Targets: diary, child, diabetes, thirteen-year-old 
Targets: diabetic, results, injection, check 
Targets: school, diabetes, fourteen years 
Targets: username, diabetes, childhood, parents 
Targets: blood, injections, people, diabetes 
Targets: insulin, family, type, diabetes 
Consecutive posts 
Post 296 and 297: 
4,  296, ‘…hi…i was diagnosed with type 2 diabetes just last year... still finding 
it difficult to make small changes…in my lifestyle…getting used to the medication 
AAP…so if anyone has any tips AAOI …stories AAB… send me a message AAR 
…thank you…’, High positive emotion and global negative sentiment and Affective 





high healthcare, TOPIC 31: diagnosed type years, topic 34: you will get, Targets: type, 
diabetes, lifestyle, medication 
5, 297, ‘…i was diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes approximately november 2008 
AAP…’, Zero positive and negative emotion and global high negative sentiment and 
Affective stance; and zero certainties and zero tentative and high insight and epistemic 
stance; for high healthcare, TOPIC 31: diagnosed type years, topic, 34: you will get, 
Targets: type, diabetes, Tuesday, 12/09/2008 
The consecutive posts are similar for the way support is offered in the non-
consecutive posts. They are about similar targets and similar stance-taking. They are 
not always direct consecutive support posts to persons in the thread. 
4.3.3 Target Insulin pump for consecutive and non-consecutive 
posts 
Non-consecutive posts 
The individual patterns are combined. They are shown with several examples 
that provide evidence for advice and stance-taking in posts concerning the target word, 
‘pump’ and many other interactional activities amongst peers. The posts suggest the 
use of advice patterns, and that advice includes a stance-taking element. There is 
remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking with diverse affective stance and low 
epistemic stance but not necessarily in consecutive posts but rather indirectly in usage 
across many posts about the same target. 
The advice and stance object ‘pump’ samples provide different posts from the 
overall selection on the target word, ‘pump’. The surprising aspect of the data is in that 
the stance object ‘pump’ suggests that the stance of the users may have an alignment 





can sometimes be high. They tend to take up occasionally similar emotional positions 
or diverging global sentiment positions on similar TOPICs.  
These are the components of the stances and are the stances that the participants 
are responding to most. They may not always precisely match each other’s levels of 
the stance of uncertainty, emotion or sentiment. They do have a stance-taking that both 
incorporates uncertainty and sentiment towards a similar target in this case ‘pump’.  
They can share particular ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories.’  
topic 34: you will get, topic 31: diagnosed with type, and topic 13: 
questionmark questionmark questionmark  
They tend to share different ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’. 
TOPIC 31: diagnosed type years, TOPIC 11: questionmark questionmark 
questionmark, TOPIC  21: hope comes soon, TOPIC  28: questionmark good luck, 
TOPIC  40 ha ha ha, and TOPIC 8: Monday Friday pm  
They can use features of advice- asking and advice-giving with stance-taking: 
AGE, AAP, AAI, AAB, AAA, AGI, AAR, and AAOI 
They tend to share Targets of: 
Targets: username, type, diabetes, pump 
Targets: hiya, username, insulin, pump 
Targets: username, Pumps, general practitioner, type 
Targets: username, lotto, pump, child 
Targets: pump, work, three year 
Targets: place, diabetes, type, pump 
Targets: pumps, type, school, eleven years 







Post-1029, and 1030: 
9, 1029, ‘…hey everyone!....i was diagnosed with type 1 diabetes at ap-
proximately age eleven…i am now approximately age sixteen…i have an accu-chek 
insulin pump...which honestly is amazing!!. AGE..add me if you are diabetic…plus if 
you want to talk AGD…laugh…happy…’, High positive emotion and neutral global 
sentiment and affective stance; and high certainty and low tentative and zero insight 
and epistemic stance; for high healthcare, TOPIC 31: diagnosed type years, topic 34: 
you will get, Targets: username, type, Diabetes, insulin 
10, 1030, ‘…hiya…i was diagnosed approximately thirty-five years ago… just 
before approximately my fourth birthday…my diabetic consultant wants to put me on 
an insulin pump… i am having an approximately seventy-three-hour glucose 
monitor…in approximately september…waiting to go on a carbohydrate counting 
course AAA …before i can go on the pump… I am hoping to be on it by christmas AAI 
… i am having loads a hypo’s…when i reduce the insulin it goes high..i cannot win!!. 
AAP ..hope it has the same impact on my life as yours obviously has AAB …’, High 
positive emotion and global positive sentiment and affective stance; and low certainty 
low tentative and low insight and epistemic stance for high healthcare, TOPIC 11: 
questionmark questionmark questionmark, topic 31: diagnosed with type, Targets: 
hiya, username, insulin, diabetes 
The consecutive posts are similar for the way support is offered in the non-
consecutive posts. They are about similar targets and similar stance-taking. They are 





4.4 Qualitative analysis 
DA helps to give a context to the analysis of top posts frequencies and 
clusterings and topics of the corpus (section 4.2 and 4.3). The above sections gave the 
individual quantitative analysis and the results of the combined qualitative analysis. 
This section gives a qualitative analysis of the quantitative patterns found in the 
consecutive and non-consecutive posts, together with examples. It is where combined 
quantitative language patterns and their respective examples may provide evidence for 
device-enabled discourse categories. And potentially advice with stance-taking in 
posts. It is identified in a broad way and amongst many other interactional activities 
amongst peers. The consecutive posts are similar to the support offered in the non-
consecutive posts. They are also not always direct consecutive support posts to persons 
in a thread.  The support seems to be given or asked of the entire group or everyone, 
so the entirety of the ‘Social Media Diabetes Discourse’. The ‘Social Media Diabetes 
Discourse’ acts as another peer, but as the main peer. People can talk about targets 
anywhere in the discourse. It is at any other postings. They may take a point of view 
about those targets. 
Firstly, we will consider the full results of the analyses. Then we will look at 
the ‘what’ and ‘how’ on people’s expressions in the Facebook Diabetes UK posts. The 
sharing of information is suggested to be more about people’s attitudes, opinions, and 
sentiments and people can respond to any post or create their post at any time. My 
thesis place importance on these for an online system of support.  
The underlying meanings can be revealed with discourse analysis of the 
sampled 73 posts and their substantial quantity of text. It can give context to the 
Facebook Diabetes UK post, corpus and any patterns that emerge in the data analysis. 





chosen high-frequency targets of support, for example, ‘blood’, ‘diabetes’, and 
‘pump’. The thesis focuses mainly on domain-specific targets of diabetes, blood, and 
pumps from many others ranging from targets of usernames, places, time, to years. 
The text in the posts contains discursive properties of emotive language. There is 
general uncertainty and peers tend to construct posts in this manner to seek and give 
advice. They emphasize descriptions of their targets and do take a stance towards those 
targets. The peers tend to utilise of primary importance device-enabled discourse 
categories of purpose and content to frame the disease. It is framed as relentless for 
example TOPIC 8: Monday Friday pm, with long descriptions of how they are coping, 
yet somehow managing for example topic 24: you so much and topic 13: questionmark 
questionmark questionmark. It is even though their health is also in an inevitable 
decline for example with topic 34: you will get, and TOPIC 27: feel better soon, but 
these devices can be about solidarity and having power over the problematic disease. 
These meanings tend to be imbued in the quantitative patterns. They are essential in 
representing online chronic illness support in a certain way by peers. 
The most striking observations to emerge from the data analysis is that the 
high-frequency device-enabled discourse categories tend to relate to linguistic 
patterns. Thes can be advice with stance-taking about several and diverse targets of the 
domain. The FDP postings have examples of high levels of self-positioning that are 
expressed through both affective and epistemic stances. There are high levels of 
uncertainty for epistemic stance. There tend to be some elements of a depersonalised 
stance. They can position some peers as passive recipients of the targets that they 
converse about in the text. They can frequently express zero epistemic stance about 
how certain they are about their advice for targets such as ‘diabetes’ or ‘medication’. 





such as topic 0: ‘do you think’. They can utilise a passive voice, but their epistemic 
stance can include topic 1: ‘should be able’, which can mitigate their fluency in the 
support.  
Their usage of positivity, for example, Post 86: ‘great…happy’, is also a 
positive form of appreciation. However, they may not always ascribe it to themselves 
in an agentive manner. Others presented their language in matter of fact, epistemic 
stances. Peers who had similar targets, for example ‘blood’, expressed clear 
uncertainties about the target as a controllable entity in their daily lives.  
The sentiment and emotion that are expressed can vary. Therefore, there are 
broader viewpoints available on dealing with the concerns and issues in a community 
of support. It means that part of the attitudes towards the targets mentioned above 
shows variation. It is not only one type of sentiment. Opinions which may be 
considered in the literature to be based on people’s sentiments and emotions still differ 
without a need to have a complete agreement on any target. People are shown to 
express their own diverse personal experiences about their conditions and issues in the 
Diabetes UK posts rather than stating facts. This sharing of ‘information’ is not done 
with high certainty. Support discourses of for example advice with stance-taking, 
events, humour/sarcasm, questioning, emotion, hope, and charity is not only about 
sharing ‘information’ as a fact-based system of knowledge but about finding 
information and support. There is more going on in ‘support’, and the thesis considers 
it to be about topics and TOPICS with, for example, advising with stance-taking. A 
possible suggestion is that it allows the objective medical facts and the subjective 
experience to come under the scrutiny of the public gaze. Participants are seen to be 





An example is given by post 987: ‘…hi…i was diagnosed with type 2 
diabetes… approximately eighteen months ago... i am afraid i largely ignore it…just 
pop the pills and get on with life…i do not like to feel I have an illness… never had 
any symptoms… thirst…great weight loss or anything... it runs in our family in later 
life…i am approximately sixty years old… so just accepted that I might get it one 
day…’AAP; TOPIC 31: diagnosed type years, topic 34: you will get; Targets: username, 
type, Diabetes, pill. They are capable of taking on contrasting roles with varying 
emotions and sentiments and for advice-seeking and giving. 
The discourse also contains TOPIC 31: diagnosed type years, which is 
potentially about discourse content of Diagnosis, Diabetes Type and Years. The 
discourse also contains topic 34: you will get, which is potentially about the other 
person and they are getting something.  Other Targets of username, type, Diabetes, pill, 
exist and shows the richness and diversity of posts and discourses. 
A single message of positivity is not the only narrative in the discourses. 
Differing sentiments and emotional stances towards the same targets can act as 
counterbalances and negotiation, and for influencing each other. Park et al. (2011) and 
Dwyer (2007) define influence to be ‘on others’ perceptions about a person, object, or 
event by controlling or managing the exchange of information in social interaction’. 
People can influence each other to be well while facing chronic illness. The posts are 
constructed to be about power and solidarity relations for engaging with the illness and 
building a network of support. There is an attempt to build friendships with people 
having similar issues.  
The influence is also about getting others to trust the advice. People mitigate 
the risk among themselves. This counterbalance in the support helps when discussing 





events and undergoing surgery. The next sections bring the analyses mentioned above 
together to answer the research questions, and I will present the principal findings of 
the current investigation. 
4.5 Answering the research questions  
RQ1: What attitudes, opinions, and sentiments are people expressing about 
their conditions and issues in Facebook Diabetes UK posts? 
The results suggest that people take a variety of attitudes, and their stances for 
the same targets can include a negative to neutral to positive sentiment and one of 
uncertainty. They can have a variety of sentiments and zero certainty about the 
information they are sharing. They can converse about, for instance, many diverse 
opinions on conditions and issues ranging from their glucose levels (blood), their 
diabetes, the use of an insulin pump, school, place, username, events, children, 
greetings, and insulin  
RQ2: How do people express their attitudes, opinions, and sentiments about 
their conditions and issues in Facebook Diabetes UK posts? 
The results indicate that they share information through advice-seeking and 
advice-giving with stance-taking strategies. It is amongst many other linguistic forms 
from humour/sarcasm to greetings and many other interactional activities amongst 
peers.  
Listed below are the operationalised research questions and claims about the 
users:  
OQ 1.1: What are the discourse purposes? What are the particular word 
trigram choices used by people, often together, to express what the discourse purposes 





This question considers, for example, high-frequencies, consecutive and 
related post. These may contain advice with stance-taker and stance-taking resources. 
They have been drawn upon, but to what discourse purposes, or, as the thesis calls 
them: for what ‘topics’. 
What emerges from the results is they use and of primary importance in my 
thesis of device-enabled discourse purpose categories of for, example: 
topic 0: do you think 
topic 13: questionmark questionmark questionmark  
topic 24: you so much  
topic 31: diagnosed with type  
topic 34: you will get  
OQ 1.2: About what is the discourse? What frequently used content word 
trigrams relate to the discourse contents?  
This question considers, for example, the advice in a post that may then contain 
stance-taking and related content words for support, concerning other posts, or, as the 
thesis calls them: for what ‘TOPICs’. 
What emerges from the results is that they use and of primary importance in 
my thesis of device-enabled discourse content categories of, for example: 
TOPIC 27: feel better soon 
TOPIC 43: good morning hope  
TOPIC 28: questionmark good luck 
TOPIC 38: high blood sugars 
TOPIC 19: happy new year 
TOPIC 12: message add friend 





TOPIC  28: questionmark good luck 
TOPIC 4: fast acting insulin 
TOPIC 11: questionmark questionmark questionmark 
TOPIC  21: hope comes soon  
TOPIC  40: ha ha ha 
TOPIC 8: Monday Friday pm 
TOPIC 31: diagnosed type years 
OQ 1.3: What is its primary target? What nouns/entities are discussed in these 
posts?  
This question considers the stance-taking and related target (noun/entity) 
object being discussed ranging from diabetes, advice, events, humour/sarcasm, 
questioning, emotion, hope, to charity, across consecutive and non-consecutive posts. 
The results that emerge together with the analysis provide essential insights. It 
is into crucial domain-specific targets such as ‘blood glucose level’, ‘diabetes’, 
‘children with diabetes’, ‘insulin pumps’ and ‘medication’. They show the diversity of 
the corpus ranging from these targets to, for example, school, children, username, 
events, and greetings. These are available in consecutive and non-consecutive posts. 
OQ 2.1: What is the poster’s stance about the certainty of their information? 
What is the poster’s stance about the certainty of their information? How certain is the 
person in these posts and do people express these directly to each other in consecutive 
or in non-consecutive posts? 
This question focuses on and considers the epistemic stance (certainty) in the 






In summary, these results show that there is mostly an alignment of zero 
certainties about ‘blood glucose level’, ‘diabetes’, ‘children with diabetes’, ‘insulin 
pumps’ and ‘medication’. 
There is remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking with low epistemic stance 
but not necessarily in consecutive posts but rather indirectly in usage across many 
posts about the same target. 
OQ 2.2: What is the poster’s stance concerning their feelings about the 
information and how do they feel in these posts and do people express these directly 
to each other in consecutive or in non-consecutive posts? 
This question considers the affective stance (attitude) in consecutive and non-
consecutive posts. 
In summary, these results show that there is a varied stance. It is based on the 
differing sentiment towards the same objects for example ‘blood glucose level’, 
‘diabetes’, ‘children with diabetes’, ‘insulin pumps’ and ‘medication’. There is 
remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking with diverse affective stance but not 
necessarily in consecutive posts but rather indirectly in usage across many more non-
consecutive posts about the same target. 
4.6 Validation and an Awareness of Limitations 
First of all, quality measures were used for the validation of the LDA topic-
clustering of posts. The precision measure results suggest a good fit for the overall 
FDP posts and are a better fit for the users/peers’ posts. These precision measure results 
can be attributed to the smaller number of organisation total posts of 4% when 
compared to user/peer total posts of 96% (see Table 4.2 and Appendix 7.2). Therefore, 





the data. It involved selecting the right topic-modelling test statistic. It is the confusion 
matrix with precision, f1-score, recall and support. It gave high scores for ‘topics’ and 
‘TOPICs’ and particularly for peer person posts.  
Secondly, the choice of topic numbers for the LDA was decided with the use 
of log-likelihood calculations and the researcher’s knowledge of the domain. The 
trigrams of the ‘topics’ for the LDA are shown in Appendix 7-2.  
Researchers employ the LDA model for finding familiar topics (Blei, 2012), 
which is more commonly used compared with NMF. One of its advantages is that LDA 
is unsupervised, and helps to remove researcher bias.  
LDA topics and posts were further randomly selected for analysis and to 
remove researcher bias.  
Thirdly, the top trigrams, ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs’ were checked against critical 
linguistic research categories and devices. It is to make sure that their interpretations 
were sensible (see Appendix 7-2 LDA Computational Topic Model). The results are 
compared with each other and with examples from critical linguistic research papers. 
It is also done for the results on the posts within the LDA topic categories. It is carried 
out for the automated content analysis and annotation for entity recognition as well as 
sentiment analysis and potential linguistics forms such as advice with stance-taking 
features.  
Fourthly, the qualitative DA analysis helped with seeing the context of the 
patterns and the sensibility of finding any such patterns in the posts and corpus and 
many other interactional activities amongst peers. The CL way of using LDA and DA 







Table 4-2: Validation of LDA Topics with stopwords 
Validation of LDA Topics 
LDA precision recall f1-score support 
Diabetesuk 0.666667  0.001414  0.002821      8,489 
peer 0.962382   0.999972   0.980817     216,871 
avg/total 0.951242   0.962358   0.943977     225,360 
 
Finally, the LDA, automated content analysis, the annotation for entity 
recognition and sentiment for linguistic forms such as advice with stance-taking 
linguistic research approaches, as well as the DA approaches of the thesis were all 
checked against each other.  
The LIWC model showed that the posts concerned healthcare. The LIWC gives 
an overview of the corpus of meta-data categories coded of the organisation and user 
posts. The LIWC classes are checked against the use of word types in the corpus. 
However, they are also compared to the prevalence of such words, and hence, classes 
in general corpora. The combined analytical approaches remove the possible self-
selection of individual posts to confirm any potential claims.  
These results would seem to suggest that the process of collecting and 
analysing a large-scale dataset from FDP meant that this thesis could try to make the 
claims exact but with limitations. The AI LDA model is a probabilistic model and 
therefore shows posts as together under ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICS’ that may be as close a 
fit as possible under statistical distributions. There are many different linguistic 
features in a post, and linguist may find other ways of identifying and looking at posts. 
The overall guiding aims are to find out exactly what this type of data and corpus 
mostly produce in terms of potential posts. These posts become the sophisticated high-





It is a particular type of corpus under investigation, and caution must be 
applied. The findings might not be generalisable to all online support corpora covering 
many different domains. 
4.7 Summary  
The results suggest that a mixed approach with primarily LDA, automated 
content analysis and annotation for entity recognition, and sentiment analysis. These 
are for potential linguistic forms such as advice with stance-taking. Essential language-
based approaches and DA guide it. These can be used to analyse and help in answering 
the research questions. LDA can be used for topic and TOPIC identification and is 
validated with precision measures. An example of another element of the analysis is 
the use of ‘certainty’ measures from LIWC.  
These initial results are suggestive of evidence of a support pattern, for 
example, support that may be given with advice with stance-taking patterns and many 
other interactional activities amongst peers. Participants can employ device-enabled 
discourse purpose categories or topics and device-enabled discourse content 
categories or TOPICS. It is where people express their attitudes, opinions, and 
sentiment about their conditions and issues in FDP posts. It can also be about their 
personal experiences and concerns about the issues of, for example, blood glucose 
level, diabetes, children with diabetes, insulin pumps and medication.  
There are potential broader issues hinted at in the discourse. These can be about 
influence, acting in opposition to the sometimes-dire peer conditions and issues. Peers 
may strive to maintain complete social solidarity and power relationships. The 
influence can be about wellness while facing chronic illness, low power and the need 





trust and mitigation of risk in advice-giving and advice-seeking. The peers’ 
commitments to each other on social media platforms are shown to be essential. They 
may employ primarily voses and nents with forms such as advice with stance-taking 





5 A NOVEL THEORY OF SUPPORT IN SOCIAL 
MEDIA DISCOURSE  
5.1 Introduction  
This chapter examines the novel theory of support. It considers how its 
production and its limitations. It looks at the evidence which is primarily an AI LDA 
probabilistic model of high-frequency patterns of support from the data. This high-
frequencies help to categorise posts and text under topics (voses) and TOPICS (nents) 
and targets and linguistic forms such as advice with stance-taking in a broad manner. 
They would need refinement in future research. It uses real-life examples from the data 
of consecutive and non-consecutive posts to describe and explain this support. It is 
thus a close enough fit of the posts to potential identifiable and similar features from 
the linguistic literature and automated analyses models. The thesis suggests that the 
combined different software analyses and guidance from linguistic theory such as the 
SFL framework can help to reach some consensus. This thesis gives an interpretation 
of the Facebook Diabetes discourses brought together under a proposed novel theory 
but highlights its limitations. The thesis uses data analyses and findings to develop 
novel theoretical constructs to explain the observations and findings. The novel theory 
may be fragmented and incomplete as it is. It will undoubtedly need revision in some 
of its details for future research.  
5.2 Support  
The current study found that there is a higher alignment of uncertainty and 
lower alignment of emotion and sentiment. People try to engage with each other about 





targets of diabetes, blood, and pumps from many others ranging from targets of 
usernames, places, time, to years. Their stance is that they have something to contribute 
to the care of diabetes. However, their emotions and sentiments are at varying levels, 
and types exist from positive, neutral to negative. Emotion and sentiment are of a 
variety. One unexpected finding was the extent to which people attempt to self-manage 
their chronic illness. Therefore, peers can have different or similar stances but can take 
on non-agentive mannerisms.  
Previous research showed that people self-select, for instance, by speaking in 
turn, and they are active. Crook et al. (2010) apply this idea to conversational agents, 
discussed in the implications section of the concluding chapter.  However, the thesis 
finds that ‘conversation’ in the support discourse is not only linear-consecutive but also 
non-linear consecutive. People can post whenever, at any time and anywhere in the 
corpus, perhaps about common targets. However, they do take a viewpoint about their 
care. 
One of the main difficulties with this line of reasoning is that these findings are 
somewhat limited by the use of a particular discourse on how people might employ 
salient language patterns. However, in the Facebook Diabetes discourses, people are 
shown to utilise sophisticated support patterns on social media discourse. It is to help 
each other through various conditions and issues of chronic illness in their lives. 
5.2.1 Discussion 
What do people usually say to each other on Facebook? How do they say it 
when giving or receiving support is problematic on open Facebook groups such as 
Diabetes UK?  The posts are diverse and similar and can contain many topics from 





in consecutive linear order. There is remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking with 
diverse affective stance and low epistemic stance but not necessarily in consecutive 
posts but rather indirectly in usage across many posts about the same target. The thesis 
tries to bring consecutive linear post together from random selection for the analysis 
of advice with stance-taking and of many more for example events, humour/sarcasm, 
questioning, emotion, hope, and charity and the primacy of device-enabled discourse 
categories of purpose and content. The automated AI and computer analyses are about 
a ‘quick’ analysis and the trimming down of large-scale text data to see what remains. 
It is essential always to consider the removed aspects of analysis when arriving at the 
smallest number of ‘identical’ posts to analyse, e.g., stopwords.  
The minimal manual labelling and analyses of the remaining posts from the 
machine learning is fraught with difficulty. For example, a post could potentially offer 
advice and ask for advice at the same time or offer these to another poster or all postees. 
So, Facebook group posts are both a linear fashioned support system and a database 
of information that people may search for answers to at any given time. A theory from 
this approach offers future study. It is of my thesis discovered (and of primary 
importance in my thesis) device-enabled discourse categories and their analyses 
together with that of Advice with stance-taking amongst many other discourses and 
many other interactional activities amongst peers.  
There is potential for a finer-grained analysis of, for instance, the potential for 
many more categories of ‘Advice’ and device-enabled discourse categories. The broad 
grouping together of Facebook posts under the labels from other research and 
discovered in my work opens the door for future research. 
The results suggest a possibility of device-enabled discourse purpose 





support. The combination of these devices, (as well as advice and stance-taking 
features) are about patterns of language. It is in employment for support via 
conversations.  
People can utilise these instances of natural support/conversation. Thus an 
answer suggests itself to the research question about language patterns that are in use. 
Individuals utilise them. The advice and stance-taking patterns point to a super-
category of ‘Support’. In Figure 5-1, the target studied is ‘diabetes’ and ‘blood’, and 






Figure 5-1: Support illustrative with the target words, ‘diabetes’ and ‘blood’: Evidence of advice 
with stance-taking combinations. 
72, 216361, ‘…people do not see the hard work that goes into trying to manage blood 
sugar levels AGI …to try to keep healthy…after approximately twenty-six years since 
my child was diagnosed at approximately five years old with type 1 diabetes… you 
would have thought we would have something else to manage the condition… instead 
of relentless invasive blood testing and injections AGE …how i wish for a day that my 
child was free from injections…’, Low positive and zero negative emotion and global 
positive sentiment and affective stance; and zero certainty and high tentative and high 
insight and epistemic stance; for high healthcare, TOPIC  28: questionmark good luck, 
topic 13: questionmark questionmark questionmark, Targets: blood, injections, people, 
diabetes 
73, 216362,‘…i have type 1…was diagnosed approximately four years ago…after 
feeling unwell for approximately six months… having hypos and not realising 
it!...finally getting admitted to hospital as blood glucose levels were really high…after 
tests…being hooked up to an insulin pump…glucose drip overnight…the consultant 
came round the following morning… with the obligatory students…just announced 
this person has type 1 diabetes and will control it with insulin injections…needless to 
say I was shocked, stunned and devastated…i cannot express my gratitude to the 
staff…the continuing care I receive from my local hospital..It has been a hard learning 
curve for me and my family...control was difficult at the start but has been on a 
course…i can now count carbohydrates…it has stopped being so scary.. at times it is 
frightening…i have had huge problems with work… at times they just do not 
understand that I have to rest through illness AGE , … until I was diagnosed I did not 
know anything about it... let us get the in-formation out there!.. AGD .all my friends 





global negative sentiment and affective stance; and zero certainty and low tentative 
and high insight and epistemic stance; for high healthcare, TOPIC  31: diagnosed type 
years, topic 24: you so much; Targets: insulin, family, type, diabetes 
 
The entity of healthcare features significantly in the corpus. The affective 
stance can be related to positive/negative emotions and global positive/negative 
sentiments. The epistemic stance can be related to ‘certainty’ about the information 
shared. Therefore, the research provides an understanding of support for advice and 
about the stance-taking. It concerns who is involved; the resources used, the objects 
targeted and their relationships with each other.  
These are to the components of the stances that the participants are responding. 
They do not always precisely match each other’s stance of uncertainty, emotion or 
sentiment. However, They do have stance-taking that incorporates both the uncertainty 
and sentiment towards a target. These patterns of support are evaluated in more detail 
later on in the chapter. 
Furthermore, a pattern may be the best practice as most other users use it. 
Alternatively, the best pattern may include having a good memory of conversing online 
or who can process the information and reply more quickly. Then again, any single 
user may be the only one that is using the best pattern. However, this pattern may not 
be a typical ‘best pattern’. The assumption is that people are naturally and continuously 
learning; they are continually engaging in patterns that everyone else is employing to 
seek and give support.  
Therefore, the use of CL (with machine learning LDA, entity recognition, 
sentiment analysis and DA) has helped to identify and compare ‘topics’, ‘TOPICs’, 





The results shown above are from an approach of using LDA with nuclear 
language-based research and DA. This blended approach shows to benefit from an 
LIWC and MeaningCloud analysis of the corpora in the ways of conducting the 
analysis (see Chapter 3). The above evidence contributes to developing a novel theory 
of SSMD. In past years, however, these individual approaches have been challenged 
by the work of some prominent linguists. The thesis uses the combined strengths of 
the mixed approach to data analysis. 
The machine learning LDA model, together with the primary language-based 
research and DA gives observations that can be a pattern for a new theory of support. 
Support shows to be a super-category that consists of patterns of the primary device -
enabled discourse categories. It can contain advice with stance-taking and many other 
interactional activities amongst peers. 
A machine-learning model, together with DA and LIWC and MeaningCloud, 
are employed to find and back up the evidence.  
This evidence shows central linguistic devices. The users employ the devices 
repeatedly. People look for support during their online management of a disease where 
blood glucose levels can fluctuate wildly, as well as for their conditions and issues. 
People’s concerns about their lives play a role in getting them to take part in the 
conversation.  
A DA analysis of the individual posts further demonstrates the existence of the 
high frequency ‘topics’, TOPICS, targets and linguistic forms such as advice with 
stance-taking devices. The context can be about healthcare. Support is a more 
extensive influence that is acting into the conditions and issues and broader patterns in 
the discourse. People take action in accomplishing or completing the challenging 





have desires to reach goals as individuals involved in, for example, their long-lasting 
illness support. The influence can be about wellness while facing chronic illness. It is 
for power and solidarity to build friendship, trust, and mitigation of risk in advice-
giving as well as about organisations’ and users’ commitment to each other on social 
media platforms. The pattern of support can play a role in helping the advice and 
stance-taking of people with chronic illnesses and can allow them to get the support 
they need.  
What has been discovered in the data analysis and findings? The chapter shows 
that, firstly, people tend to converse about subjects in a purposeful way when the 
conversation concerns issues affecting their lives. They want to improve the handling 
of these matters by way of their interactions with their online conversations about 
support. People also use central language-based devices to construct their support and 
allow them to belong to the online community.  
Furthermore, from the interactions between different people, the research also 
shows observations that prove a broader counterbalancing influence pattern of support. 
It can be related to community solidarity, friendship and power relations; and there is 
no tendency for alignment of affective stance but more for epistemic stance. Goldsmith 
(2000) looks at advice-seeking and personal disclosure, and this is found in the data of 
the research as, possibly, advice-seeking, seeking sympathy or solidarity. This thesis 
can broaden a definition of support to include advice, certainty, sentiment, solidarity 
and stance-taking. Kouper (2010) looks at advice-giving that is done by sharing details 
of personal experience. It is found in my thesis data. Different people can supply 
different sentiments about similar targets. It can be in order to help each other, but not 
necessarily by having the same sentiment at any given time. The influence can be about 





to build friendships, increase trust, and deal with the mitigation of risk in advice-
giving. The peers’ commitment to each other on social media platforms is essential.  
The findings presented in Chapter 4 are the analysis of the Diabetes UK corpus. 
What has observed in this corpus are examples that prove the use, in general terms, of 
leading purpose categories, content categories, and targets. These form part of for 
example linguistic forms. It is for example advice with stance-taking amongst many 
other discourses ranging from humour/sarcasm to charity. People incorporate these in 
how they go about supporting themselves and each other for long-lasting illness care. 
These examples are from the analysis section of the thesis. In the examples, 
posts for peers are examined. The keys used to label the posts are shown in the 
Appendix in Table 7.1. The examples give a summary of the main features of both 
advice and stance-taking. The actual post with the analysis of the significant features 
and topic numbers are provided as well.  
DA analysis of the post reveals the lack of power in the certainty of the 
information and great solidarity in trusting others to mitigate the risk, but a 
commitment to share personal experiences. In this thesis, these combinations of 
features can be about the influence that peers can have on each other – there is a need 
for self-expression. They are thought of as the motivation for advice-giving, together 
with offering stance-taking in the ongoing support conversations.  
The posts can have different combinations of the content and purpose 
categories related to the target. These are considered in the thesis as support, advice, 
and stance-taking resources. The categories tend to be about some of the conditions or 
issues that people face in their lives.  
These conditions or issues can be the same as that of the other individuals in a 





and types of ‘topics’, ‘TOPICs’ and target categories that people can manage to talk 
about with each other.  
The conversations also sometimes have professional input from medical 
experts from Diabetes UK. The corpus used in the thesis is, therefore, about healthcare. 
It is a critical medical area. The support cannot, therefore, be without professional 
input even though the thesis focuses on the peers. Thus, there is a broader context and 
content that may influence the peers and their conversations. The categories are about 
a broader issue and concern about a disease where blood glucose levels can fluctuate 
wildly (NHS, 2018).  
These devices can exist in different combinations within the posts. In analysing 
the posts with DA and appraisal analysis from SFL, they are about trust in the peers 
about each other to help the community support itself. Power and solidarity can also 
be about the power that illness has over people and hence a low uncertainty in 
epistemic stance. Solidarity can be about the human condition that many people share 
and therefore has various levels of affective stance.  
The approaches also lead to limitations in the research, which are then used to 
inform suggestions for future research, as detailed later in the concluding chapter.  
During the research, random samples of topics and posts were analysed for 
advice with stance-taking strategy. Each strategy had different sub patterns. For 
example, advice-asking included the announcement of a plan of action, ‘anyone in the 
same boat’, persons to support oneself, requests for opinion or information, and 
problem disclosure, as suggested by Goldsmith (2000).  
All of the salient ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’ categories and advice with stance-taking 





suggested by prominent researchers, and those added on as found in this thesis. A more 
detailed account of a novel theory of support is given in the following section. 
5.2.2 A proposed novel theory of support 
The present study raises the possibility that this thesis can develop the resulting 
evidence into a novel theory of support for SSMD. The findings suggest that there are 
particular ways of doing constructs for support. It is with, for example, advice with 
stance-taking. It suggests emotive support and solidarity exchanges between peers. 
There are many other interactional activities amongst peers. The advice can be 
constructed for problem disclosures and sharing of experiences. It may help mitigate 
the risk of advising and the sharing of influential positions of knowledge, even if they 
are peer opinions, sentiments and attitudes.  
This evidence (as discussed in the next section) consists of advice and stance-
taking patterns. People and potential machines (see future research in Chapter 6) can 
use intricate patterns to construct support more quickly. From the analysis of the online 
chronic illness discourse, it shows high-frequency patterns. These can include stance-
taking expressions connected with advice, sentiment and certainty. They are with 
device-enabled discourse purpose categories (voses) and device-enabled discourse 
content categories (nents). There is remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking with 
diverse affective stance and low epistemic stance but not necessarily in consecutive 
posts but rather indirectly in usage across many posts about the same target. 
Suler’s (2004) disinhibition effect and the ambient affiliations of Zappavigna 
(2011, 2012) help to explain why people may converse with each other in the first 
instance. Therefore, peers may use types of ‘topic’, ‘TOPIC’, targets and linguistic 





Stahl (2006) argues that the practices of meaning-making in acts of 
conversation be about interaction. It is to propose, negotiate or work to reach an 
agreement or to display and define what are to count as the essential features of the 
setting, the occasion, and the typical social behaviours. Stahl argues that the context, 
the meanings, facts, and opinions are not made in advance but are formed by the people 
working as a group in many conversations. Stahl goes further to suggest that meaning 
is built by (and exists as) those very same activities.  
In a similar, yet compelling manner, Hiss’s (2013) study explores language 
attitudes towards ‘Sámi’ through analysing letters sent to the editor about a proposal 
to give the language co-official status with Norwegian in the town of Tromsø. In 
focusing on the discursive mechanisms of evaluation and stance-taking in these letters, 
Hiss makes use of the appraisal framework (Martin and White, 2005). He uses it to 
demonstrate how letter writers invoked and referred to shared values towards the issue. 
It is how they expressed affect, judgement and appreciation differently in their efforts 
to express authority over the proposed changes. 
Stance allows us to reconceptualise what a ‘diabetes support attitude’ is and 
how it becomes instantiated over time, not only by individual speakers but also across 
speakers. As individuals express and enact stances toward diabetes and their speakers, 
they discursively create their subject positions (‘identities’). Their interpersonal and 
social relations are constructed in connection with diabetes. Individuals can repeatedly 
express stances toward diabetes support or challenge the stances of others. This thesis 
can argue that these social roles and relations help ‘re-entextualize’ ideologies of 
diabetes support, and can articulate attitudes towards diabetes support and speakers.  
The thesis data that I examined comes from FDP. It concerns participants’ 





‘diabetes support attitudes’ and ideologies more widely. It can be helpful to consider, 
however, that people express their stances towards chronic illness support and 
speakers. They may do this regularly in various other domains on social media support 
groups.  
An analysis of the postings can help to look at stance more carefully. It is to 
consider how stance is a matter of relational design through evaluation, positioning 
and alignment, as proposed by Du Bois (2007, p. 168).  
The conjecture in the thesis is that support in social media conversations is the 
result of language-based high-frequency sophisticated patterns. Of primary 
importance are device-enabled discourse categories of purpose and content. It can 
include linguistic forms such as advice with stance-taking. There are many other 
interactional activities amongst peers. It is carried out by people in their meaningful, 
shared interactions. Together they influence real outcomes about people’s concerns 
and issues. There is remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking with diverse affective 
stance and low epistemic stance but not necessarily in consecutive posts but rather 
indirectly in usage across many non-consecutive posts about the same target. People 
can post support at any time and not always in a linear-consecutive order. The theory 
may be falsified if counterexamples of such patterns in support become available. 
One of the ways to go about understanding the ‘more’ about support is to find 
patterns of behaviour. It can be where many people are conversing together or posting 
at any time in any posting order. The increasing power of ‘knowing’ by engaging with 
others on the platform, of seeing solidarity in taking particular actions, of decreasing 
risks of harmful advice and increasing trust, can all be central themes for helping users. 
The thesis regards these ‘topics’ as part of the broader influencing (Park et al., 2011; 





This thesis finds that people can use many ‘topics’, ‘TOPICs’, targets and for 
instance, advice with stance-taking to build and influence support in SSMD. There are 
many primary TOPICs. For example, posts can be about blood glucose levels and 
medication. A theory of support, for instance, can be used to help people with diabetes, 
to highlight their use of devices concerning advice with stance-taking, and to improve 
their support practice.  
This theoretical model shows in table 5.1 with a consideration that attempts to 
clearly and fully capture the theory and explain how the components relate to each 
other. Diagrammatic detail is given, and the Level 1 high-frequency device enables 
support enabled discourse purposes and content. The representation of the theory in 
Table 5-1 can be utilised and applied to online support discourses by understanding 
the different levels. There are different levels for the components with an expanding 
representation in the diagram so that it is clearer how the components relate to each 
other in theory. The diagram also shows that the theory is falsifiable. It is if low-
frequency patterns of the device-enabled discourse categories of purpose and content 
are not available in any similar online social media discourse. The high-frequency 
tendency is towards the primacy of device-enabled discourse categories of purpose and 
content. Other linguistics forms, for example, advice with stance-taking, events, 
humour/sarcasm, questioning, emotion, hope, and charity exist. The focus in my theory 
is on advice with stance-taking, but ultimately all the support patterns when all the 
elements are combined should be available. In applying this approach, advice with 
stance-taking helps to place the device-enabled categories into context and remarkably 
brings up the diverse linguistic patterns of support. The limitation of the theory is in 
its focus on crucial discourse aspects and targets such as diabetes, blood, pump, 





mainly on domain-specific targets of diabetes, blood, and pumps from many others 
ranging from targets of usernames, places, time, to years. The theory may need more 
exceptional detail from individual future research on each component. 
Table 5-1: The concise points of the theory of support for Facebook Diabetes Discourse 
Level 3 High frequency Support in Social Media Discourse as participants move from 
Level 1 to Level 3 and the relationships with the entities at each level help 
create the entities at the higher levels for posts and mostly indirectly in 
usage across many non-consecutive posts about the same target. These can 
be shown to exist by an Analysts as proposed by the theory in similar online 
discourse. The theory may be falsifiable if for example high frequencies of 
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Level 2Th re is remarkably a high frequency stance-taking with diverse affective stance and low 
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In general terms, this means a theory can be proposed that suggests that as 
shown in Table 5-1, the following concepts and relationships. 
People are shown to express attitudes, opinions and sentiments about their 
conditions and issues in Facebook Diabetes UK posts. These tend to contain high-
frequency support patterns on platforms such as the FDP, and these patterns can be 
used to develop a theory of support.  
They may post chronologically about topics, TOPICs and targets. 
Alternatively, they may post in a non-linear way to cover topics, TOPICs and targets 
encountered across the entire online discourse. 
People on social media platforms tend to support each other during chronic 
illnesses with a sophisticated language pattern. It includes high-frequency purpose and 
content language devices for the discourse constructs of support.  
They make use of high frequency ‘topics’ or ‘device-enabled discourse purpose 
categories’. For example: do you think, questionmark questionmark questionmark, 
you so much, diagnosed with type, and you will get. These can help each other to 
construct the discourse. They can work together on the aims of the discourse. They 
make use of high-frequency ‘TOPICs’, or ‘device-enabled discourse content 
categories’. These combine the content of the domain with, for example, feels better 
soon, hope sorted soon, and long-acting insulin. These categories help each other to 
identify the familiar context in the corpus concerning the domain in which they need 





 They primarily make use of high-frequency advice-asking and advice-giving 
with stance-taking and many other linguistics forms, for example, events, 
humour/sarcasm, questioning, emotion, hope, and charity.  
There is remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking with diverse affective 
stance and low epistemic stance but not necessarily in consecutive posts but rather 
indirectly in usage across many posts about the same target. The evidence from this 
study suggests that the stance of the users may have an alignment on ‘certainty’. It is 
with similar zero certainty positions, or where there is low, then the other can 
sometimes be high. They can tend to take up occasionally similar emotional positions 
or diverging global sentiment positions on similar topics and TOPICs. These are the 
components of the stances. The participants can respond to, and they do not always 
precisely match each other’s levels of the stance of uncertainty and emotion or 
sentiment. However, they do have stance-taking that incorporates both uncertainty and 
sentiment towards a similar target. 
These are in a broader context of power, solidarity, social relations, risk and 
trust. Hence, the uncertainty and diverse affect displayed when sharing information for 
support. 
Each of the above points is subsequently expanded. It is to justify the 
supporting statistics/analyses and examples of usage from the corpus (some of these 
were presented in Chapter 4). 
5.2.3 Social media chronic illness support discourse constructs 






The illustrative example of post 296 in the data analyses (Figure 5-2) does give 
an example of the employment of language patterns. There is remarkably a high-
frequency stance-taking with diverse affective stance and low epistemic stance but not 
necessarily in consecutive posts but rather indirectly in usage across many posts about 
the same target. A summary of the illustrative example, findings leads to an 
explanation of their significance, (i.e., what they tell about the users). These ‘topics’ 
or ‘voses’ and ‘TOPICs’ or ‘nents’ can be most frequently used because they cover the 
opposites of illness, wellness, and vulnerability but also the motivations to deal with 
such illnesses. There is remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking with diverse 
affective stance and low epistemic stance but not necessarily in consecutive posts but 
rather indirectly in usage across many posts about the same target. People must cover 
many main ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs’. They may employ main advice and stance-taking 
devices to counteract each other’s concerns and help the other gain support. People 






Figure 5-2: An illustrative example of Support in Social Media Discourse 
4,  296, ‘…hi…i was diagnosed with type 2 diabetes just last year... still finding it 
difficult to make small changes…in my lifestyle…getting used to the medication 
AAP…so if anyone has any tips AAOI …stories AAB… send me a message AAR 
…thank you…’, High positive emotion and global negative sentiment and Affective 
stance; and zero certainty and high tentative and zero insight and epistemic stance; for 
high healthcare, TOPIC 31: diagnosed type years, topic 34: you will get, Targets: type 
Diabetes, lifestyle, medication 
5, 297, ‘…i was diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes approximately november 2008 
AAP…’, Zero positive and negative emotion and global high negative sentiment and 
Affective stance; and zero certainties and zero tentative and high insight and epistemic 
stance; for high healthcare, TOPIC 31: diagnosed type years, topic, 34: you will get, 
Targets: type, diabetes, Tuesday, 12/09/2008 
 
DA analysis shows the full context of the use of ‘topics’, ‘TOPICs’, targets and 
devices. It can help express power and solidarity, and friendship relations of people. 
Their disease where blood glucose fluctuates wildly has many conditions and issues. 
The usage of ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs’ categories and linguistic forms such as advice with 
stance-taking types tend to be about the support of people’s conditions and issues. This 
representation is thought of as a unit of support. This social sharing of terms and 
problems can help in the development of support with a focus on advice with stance-
taking for people to support each other online. It is thought of as, in the end, a unit of 
meaning. People are represented, and so are their individual needs for support.  
The whole group of posts or communities of participants are made available to 





acting in opposition to the terms and challenges of their illness exists as a more 
extensive pattern of dealing with people’s lives, conditions and issues. There are 
possible opposing ‘topics’, ‘TOPICs’, targets that can balance the discourse, for 
instance, TOPICS on illness versus TOPICS on health. 
This thesis proposes that support constructs not only act as the proper 
introduction of ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs’ of support, (e.g., for discussing the long-lasting 
illness) nor only the use of advice and stance-taking devices for community building. 
Support constructs can also be a pattern where people even out, increase or decrease 
their influence. It can be for advice with stance-taking or in their use of many other 
linguistic forms. People can work to reach agreement on the meanings of certain terms 
in their interactions. 
There is a dynamic change in the meanings of specific word-based items over 
a period – for example, the sense of the word ‘diabetes’ in Post 296 instead of a static 
meaning of, for example, the pronoun ‘you’. These changes are brought about using 
‘topic’ categories, advice with stance-taking. They can point to a change in the 
condition of the people who take part in the support. People in different combinations 
can use ‘topic’ categories and the main advice with stance-taking devices. These 
frequent uses of combinations can become a pattern of sophisticated support. The use 
of this pattern can then help with the advice with stance-taking of people taking part 
in online communities. Support observations can include advice-seeking and for 
example, the person with diabetes as the primary person.  
Advice-asking and advice-giving with stance-taking and primarily device-
enabled discourse categories can produce an information-rich community. People can 





to a group and to participate in that group. These people can then help expand the 
network.  
The ‘topic’ categories of support and language-based devices of support and 
influences proposed in this thesis are some of the different ways people use natural 
language. They use sophisticated patterns to help others and themselves. People can 
express what they think about in a discourse community. The community has values 
and rules and has people sharing direct experiences publicly. They are making sense 
of the healthcare social groups, which can give a sound basis for developing a theory 
of support constructs. This approach to ‘support constructs’ can lead to the 
optimisation of social media platforms. For example, a democratic consensus of what 
support is all about and for people’s healthcare needs to be personalised in order to 
meet their goals (as discussed later in Chapter 6).  
The findings of this thesis have already given a basis for developing support 
about the categories and language-based devices, and findings give evidence of 
support from a language-based viewpoint. Support is concerned with how people 
create and get through meanings to construct healthcare support collaboratively, or by 
working as a group. The evidence of support offers a grounding to analyse this social 
interaction. It is for an idea that is thought to be true: that people can share certain 
kinds of sophisticated support among themselves and others. It is to share their 
concerns; or when they converse and debate together in online groups. The suggestions 
for supporting people with chronic medical conditions and issues, and for the study of 
language and AI are discussed in conclusion in Chapter 6.  
These patterns are about the representation of people in the ‘support 
conversations’. They can show what an individual may need, as far as using many 





to use patterns in their conversations of support. There is a need for connecting 
language, linguistic forms such as advice with stance-taking to support. These can 
bring about a fundamental change in people’s lives.  
Furthermore, this thesis suggests that the texts in the corpus do not act only as 
a means of communication. Individuals use mainly ‘topic’, ‘TOPIC’ and advice and 
stance-taking in a back-and-forth support-conversation. People can agree on 
something between themselves. They can influence a pattern of wellness in the face of 
worrying about their healthcare needs.  
How people speak to each other is linked to keeping or creating social power 
relations (Foucault, 1972). This thesis shows that people can, in so doing, become a 
community of useful conversationalists. They are then scarce supplies of information. 
Ultimately, they are part of the support of other individuals who are part of this SSMD. 
The texts can help the group work well together and to disseminate healthcare support 
to a broader audience. The meanings are also about the use of the sentences constructed 
well from the particular high frequency ‘topic’, ‘TOPIC’, and linguistic forms such as 
advice with stance-taking concerning many targets. 
Many people in the group may have different levels of experience in giving 
advice. Some can converse much more about ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICs’ than others can, 
and can, therefore, be vital to the group.  
However, a person would want to know the full story of their diabetes. People 
do want to live a full life, even though their chronic illness can have a ‘say’ in what a 
person can still do or may never be able to do again (Diabetes UK, 2015).  
These issues could be about the ability to use an insulin pump or about looking 
after their children who have diabetes. People on social media sites try to help each 





These claims can be about the truth of the meanings of support groups and their 
significance. They can offer a way to question, predict, and control support items. This 
pattern is about solidarity and power relationships with the users. Now, this pattern can 
be related to, for example, advice-seeking behaviour.  
Furthermore, advice-seeking and advice-giving can be a focal part of support 
patterns. People are reliant on others for support.  
The evidence of its constructs illuminates support. These constructs are by way 
of people working together in a respective group. They employ language, ‘topic’ and 
‘TOPIC’, advice and stance-taking in order to influence and ultimately build a shared 
meaning (Appendix 7-1).  
5.3 Summary  
The thesis shows that a new theory of support for chronic illness on social 
media can focus on the users themselves. The users tend to engage in healthcare 
descriptions, whether through the provision of information, explanation or first-hand 
experience.  
People may naturally use particular language patterns to communicate. The 
high-frequency language patterns in use contain particular ‘topics’ or ‘voses’, and 
‘TOPICs’ or ‘nents’. They contain targets and linguistic forms such as advice with 
stance-taking strategies. For example, participants may give each other mutual support 
about their diabetes blood glucose levels. They may get support about their 
medications, and the pattern may include advice with stance-taking. There is 
remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking with diverse affective stance and low 
epistemic stance but not necessarily in consecutive posts but rather indirectly in usage 





6 CONCLUSION  
6.1 Introduction  
The use of DA can help with explaining the AI Topic modelling patterns 
discovered. Topic modelling alone is a process of a reduction of large-scale data into 
the manageable dimensions. The high-frequency patterns can help with building an 
original theory about how people behave when discussing chronic illness on Facebook. 
In overcoming the research challenges, such an approach may firstly find a place in 
corpus linguistics and secondly a useful theory of support. Searching for an 
‘architecture’ of these types of discourses is analogous to the search for an architecture 
of sentences. 
The study set out to explore the high-frequency features of support. It is to fill 
the gaps in the literature on online support patterns, discourse devices used between 
peers regarding their online support and linguistic forms such as advice-seeking, 
advice-giving with stance-taking. The chapter revisits the primary focus of the analysis 
of support patterns. These concern the primary importance of high frequency ‘topics’ 
(voses), ‘TOPICs’ (nents), targets. It included linguistic forms such as advice with 
stance-taking. There is remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking with diverse 
affective stance and low epistemic stance but not necessarily in consecutive posts but 
rather indirectly in usage across many posts about the same target. These have emerged 
in the data analysis and are used to propose a theory of support. People can use 
sophisticated patterns of support in social media discourse. 
In general, the study found a high-frequency tendency for ‘topic’, ‘TOPIC’, 





chronic illness in SSMD. Support for chronic illness on online platforms is, therefore, 
shown to be a multifaceted and complex social practice. 
The novel theory has to be used with caution, as other future studies of different 
corpora regarding other online platforms may offer more insights into online support. 
The theory may be tested and falsified by its reliance on the existence of high-
frequency elements, as demonstrated in 5.2.3. 
Much of the criticism that levelled at studies of online support may relate to 
Hall et al.’s question about how such studies of discourse can illuminate cultural and 
social processes. Leonardi et al. (2012) provide a counterargument about questioning 
the popular narrative of technologies as tools for the service of human welfare and 
wellbeing. This thesis argues that in knowing how people use the technology and in 
facilitating that use primarily through the study of linguistic devices, there can be 
additional counterarguments to Leornadi’s article. 
6.2 Peer support 
Peer support (96% of post) can consist of high-frequency language patterns 
tending to include primary linguistic devices: namely ‘topics’, ‘TOPICs’, targets, and 
linguistics forms such as advice with stance-taking. They employ as a possible 
‘counterbalancing influence’. For example, to report TOPICs or targets of illness. It is 
also to motivate the wellness of people by an alignment of uncertainties and the sharing 
of varying sentiments and emotions. People can share information or opinions, 
primarily from their experiences and personal disclosures. There is remarkably a high-
frequency stance-taking with diverse affective stance and low epistemic stance but not 
necessarily in consecutive posts but rather indirectly in usage across many posts about 





(nent). An example of a post (see Table 4-6), as well as its mixed methods analyses in 
combination, is given below: 
14, 2137, ‘…thanks…it is very possible that the so-called diagnosed type 2 diabetes is 
a look-a-like ailment...often misdiagnosed by most physicians…. fatty deposits and 
bad cholesterol are either the culprits… or just contributing…. i have not been 
comfortable with this determination…so i diet…take oral meds which definitely helps 
AGE … but cannot help to think…that there is more efficient medication… that would 
annihilate the disease totally AGH …’, High positive emotion and global negative 
sentiment and affective stance; and high certainty and high tentative and high insight 
and epistemic stance; for high healthcare, TOPIC 8: Monday Friday pm, topic 34: you 
will get, Targets: username, diabetes, ailment, fatty 
The above example shows that posts can have a purpose and content that are 
latent in the discourse. 
The ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories’ can be potentially about the 
other person and what they will get. 
The device-enabled discourse content categories’ can be potentially about Date 
and Time. 
The posts can contain a diverse and rich variety of targets, for example, 
username, diabetes, ailment, and fatty.  
The stance can contain concerning the target of diabetes, high positive emotion 
and global negative sentiment and affective stance; and high certainty and high 
tentative and high insight and epistemic stance; for high healthcare 
Individuals use linguistic features such as advice-seeking with advice-giving 
with stance-taking. It can be of type AGE (an account of how the person dealt with the 





contained explicit hedges or hedging devices, e.g., ‘I think’, ‘It seems’, or ‘Why don’t 
you?’). 
People may go about posting, commentating and helping each other in the posts 
but may not necessarily be seeking only one type of alignment towards similar targets, 
in this case, ‘diabetes’. They can all have their lists of things to deal with and desires 
to reach different or similar goals in their communication of diabetes support.  
 The LDA models are shown with sample posts and identified language 
patterns (see Appendix 7.2). They show that user posts tend to categorise into ‘device-
enabled discourse purpose categories’.   
The above example shows that there can be a better linking of similar target 
posts versus ordering them by the time of posting on the platform. The corpus is thus 
usable in different ways: as a general conversational entity on many TOPICS and as a 
Support discourse on specific TOPICS and as a database of searchable information.  
Besides, it can find people with similar targets, perhaps with differing attitudes that 
can support each other. This process is underpinned by ‘device-enabled discourse 
purpose categories’. The corpus shows that people adopt ways to build support in 
diabetes discourses.  
The results of the research address the research questions. They deal with the 
issues of how users go about conversing with each other, and about what they converse. 
It showed that the users adopted support patterns to build a discourse of peer support 
for diabetes. 
6.3 Research contributions  
Contribution 1: Theory of support in social media discourse: Sophisticated support 
patterns. High-frequency novel device-enabled discourse purpose (vose) and content 





linguistic forms of for example events, humour/sarcasm, questioning, emotion, hope, and 
charity. A high-frequency stance-taking with diverse affective stance and low epistemic 
stance but not necessarily in consecutive posts but rather indirectly in usage across many 
posts about the same target. The theory would need future refinement. 
People working well together may assume that other people always say what 
they mean. It is a way of building trust in one other in online discourse. Trust is a 
necessity for support. There is remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking with diverse 
affective stance and low epistemic stance but not necessarily in consecutive posts but 
rather indirectly in usage across many posts about the same target. For example, in 
building a consensus in order to decrease the risk of giving the wrong support is vital 
to help each other deal with chronic illness. Authors generally emphasise trust 
(Sillence, 2010), where friendship can be regarded, for example, as influencing others 
to get well in the face of chronic illness. It is relevant to the ongoing conversations that 
make up these groups. There can be some control over what peers speak. Peers give 
help freely. There is a much-needed counterbalance to open collaboration with many 
individuals. Many people participate in order to make, for example, advice more 
trustworthy. A need for power and solidarity over the illness can result in particular 
advice and stance-taking in agreeing to correct advice and do play a crucial role in 
support of people. The affective stance-taking varies, and the epistemic stance tends 
to be zero. People do express themselves, but often show their uncertainty in the 
information and targets of their support. There is a diversity of discourse ranging from 
diabetes, children, politics, school, events, greetings to humour/sarcasm. 
People are also free to express their experience of their illnesses, and they do 
this by using language patterns to support themselves and others. There are natural 
patterns that are detectable for the constructs of support. These patterns do include 





The platform is also about the patients and organisations that set up the site in 
the first place, and it is for all users who have concerns about their issues. People can 
use their comments and those of other individuals in the discourse network. The 
platform is also there to mitigate against harmful support (e.g., to recommend visiting 
the doctor if their advice is inadequate). 
The analysis confirms the claims of the thesis. CL (including the LDA model, 
MeaningCloud, LIWC, Entity Recognition, Sentiment Analysis and DA) has provided 
samples of posts. It helps the research to show sophisticated patterns of support for, 
for example, advice with stance-taking for support. The patterns show what the most 
utilised advice with stance-taking types in the posts are (see Chapters 4 and 5).  
There are many examples of advice with stance-taking in the corpus (Appendix 
7-1). Across the posts sampled, the items found cover (i.e., advice-seeking by personal 
disclosure and advice given by experience).  
The users also converse about the broader issues of diabetes in such a way that 
there tends to be some broader counterbalance of each other’s sophisticated support 
patterns. For example, advice with stance-taking amongst many other discourses 
ranging from humour to charity via of primary importance ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’ to 
create shared meanings of uncertainty and one’s sentiments about domain-specific 
targets of diabetes, blood, pump. There is remarkably a high-frequency stance-taking 
with diverse affective stance and low epistemic stance but not necessarily in 
consecutive posts but rather indirectly in usage across many posts about the same 
target. The thesis focuses mainly on domain-specific targets of diabetes, blood, and 
pumps from many others ranging from targets of usernames, places, time, to years.  It 
is their use of such language patterns that can make communication and participation 





The found ‘topic’, ‘TOPIC’, targets and linguistic forms such as advice with 
stance-taking all point to a super-category of ‘support’. All central discourse and 
advice with stance-taking types found are in Appendix 7-2. The critical literature has 
already suggested some of those found.  
The observed patterns in the corpus and findings need an explanation. What is 
their significance, and what do they reveal about the users? The found ‘topics’ and 
‘TOPICs’ cover the necessary opposites of illness and wellness and vulnerability but 
motivation to deal with such an illness. People utilise language patterns jointly, 
meaning that they can get support for a few posts.  
This thesis is further reviewed and evaluated in this section in order to 
determine its success in answering the research questions posed in Chapter 1. The 
operationalised questions posed in Chapter 3. The aim is that the results generated by 
the thesis respond to the research questions. The discussion involves the analysis of 
threats to the trueness of the findings and contributions. There is also a brief discussion 
of future directions for extending the research carried out in this thesis.  
This thesis has proposed a novel theory of peer SSMD research and an example 
of mixed approaches for the analysis of the discourses. It has also suggested that the 
idea of a theory of support for SSMD can be of significance, for example, in healthcare 
communications. It can also help to improve the online support for long-lasting illness.  
The thesis interpretation, however, overlooks (with a focus on the text as one 
way of going about this type of study) a study of images (Hunt, 2015) or comparisons 
to face-to-face doctor-patient interactions (Hunt and Harvey, 2012) in understanding 
wider online support networks. 
The language patterns, as suggested by relevant healthcare communication 





topic. For example, people converse with each other about their blood glucose levels 
or medications. Well-researched patterns of advice identify any similarities in the data.  
The evidence provides ways to answer research questions about the healthcare 
domain. The FDP site did offer a place where people with chronic diabetes may 
mutually support each other. The corpora used in the analyses are from SSMD for 
diabetes, a chronic illness, and people do go about collaborating. It is notable in how 
and what they converse about to each other.  
The corpus helped to see groups that work well together in support work. A 
related coding of the data in the corpora, for example, is to discover a stance-taking 
pattern. The affective stance and epistemic stance shows to be part of the support. The 
labelling is not easy to do with automated methods. However, it works by finding the 
objects, sentiments and certainty, and the resources used to position the peer in their 
posts as part of the broader corpus interactions. It made it possible to get the purpose 
and context and content for broader explanations of support, as expressed by many 
different people. This examination is of real language data and is a test of an 
explanation given in the claims. It can give a stable underlying structure for support, 
shows in the data analysis and findings in Chapter 4. It has brought the peers’ concerns 
to the forefront. This examination made it possible to find, compare, and test the 
existence of language patterns that have implications for a proposal of a novel theory 
of support constructs (Chapter 5). The theory of support is about what people do 
naturally in order to help themselves in their communications and participation. It is 
up to the design of online platforms to ease those communication worries.  
Healthcare employed in this thesis as a potential domain for starting to 
understand how people undertake collaborative online support work. People can utilise 





thesis is an attempt to discuss the role of support in thinking about, for instance, 
healthcare advice with stance-taking. The idea of the evidence of support in the 
discourse is about the language-based patterns that groups who work well together can 
use for support work constructs.  
Contribution 2: AI and Linguistic Analysis: Research design with predominate computing 
and artificial intelligence (AI) and topic-modelling, context analysis, and sentiment 
analysis together with guidance from linguistic analysis. The approach shows the 
limitations of either aspect on their own. 
For this research field, the thesis suggests a process to identify and compare 
high frequency ‘topic’, ‘TOPIC’, targets, discourse categories and linguistic forms 
such as advice with stance-taking devices in the discourse, together with an example 
of the FDUK corpus. There is joint employment of primarily AI machine learning and 
with nuclear language-based research. There is a complementary linguistic analysis. It 
is as separate ways of finding facts, and they are used together as one unit of analysis.  
It is also not easy to find possible patterns of support. The use of CL (with 
machine learning LDA, Entity Recognition and Sentiment Analysis and DA) adds to 
the existing literature. It can help to compare high-frequency ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’, 
targets and linguistic forms such as advice with stance-taking. It is across the entirety 
of a large online corpus together with an analysis of individual posts.  
A novel way is to look for and of primary importance in my thesis ‘device-
enabled discourse purpose categories’ and ‘device-enabled discourse content 
categories’. LDA is used in this instance, as it finds latent word usage patterns across 
posts and creates ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’ categories. The thesis argues that if trigrams are 
used both with and without stopwords, then LDA may give the latent devices that 
people use when they converse with each other. The combinations of content words 





purpose categories’ and ‘device-enabled discourse content categories’, respectively. 
These are the resources for advice-seeking and advice-giving with stance-taking 
patterns.  
Advice patterns identified via automated AI and software analysis helps with 
an aided partial manual identification. It is in comparison to other vital researchers’ 
work. Sharing stance-taking is more complex, requiring identification of the resources, 
the target or TOPIC of the post, the sentiment and emotion in the posts and the certainty 
of the information. 
Next, we will reflect on the methodology and how it affects the understanding 
of the data. The LDA topic-modelling may reveal most of the issues discussed on 
Facebook, and the results may be a product of topic-modelling. The data may contain 
far more variety but (albeit with not high frequency) that is not captured by the topic-
modelling – an endless quantity. The analysis of ever-increasing quantities of data 
could show increasing patterns that people are employing for support.  
However, this thesis suggests that there is primary advice with stance-taking 
devices. Besides, there can be endless ‘support conversations’, but not all of them 
necessarily make sense. The community tends towards the usage of these identified 
ones found via an integrated automated and aided partial manual labelling and DA 
approach. Similarly, at the other extreme, there could not be zero patterns about the 
behaviour or psychology of people in their online interactions. People converse with 
each other in particular ways to support each other about diabetes, and this thesis 
provides evidence of this.  
These mixed approaches can help overcome some of the objections. Machine 
learning with LDA can help focus on the detection of latent features in a large-scale 





recurring patterns such as advice with stance-taking of people and broader linguistic 
forms. LIWC can help identify healthcare, emotions and certainty. MeaningCloud can 
help identify the entities or targets in a post and the global sentiment. DA focuses on 
the relationships and these concepts from an SFL framework. The use of low, neutral 
or high certainty, sentiment or emotion can gauge the affective stance of the post. DA 
can help give context to the quantitative patterns such as it being about the mitigation 
of risk between people. People must trust each other for advice, which is critical for 
healthcare and for gaining power and solidarity.  
This mixed approach can offer a powerful way to go about analysing the text 
for high-frequency trends such as advice with stance-taking. This process can help 
make credible how a theory for SSMD forms from the observed language patterns. 
 The next section is concerned with evaluating the research findings and 
contributions.  
Evaluation 
It is not easy to conceive of a post in the corpus with a text/sentence of, for 
example, ‘what is the meaning of my illness?’ A person’s chronic illness may be more 
identifiable and supported if the posts have sophisticated patterns, as suggested by the 
theory in the thesis. An example is with voses, nents, targets and linguistic forms of 
advice with stance-taking features. It is easier to imagine the post of some individuals 
as standing for what they mean about themselves. It is their direct experience. It is 
through the many conversations in the discourse about the meaning of their 
conversations with others. This meaning construction matters. People converse about 
the sense of things about their lives as chronically ill patients. It may be difficult to do 
otherwise from an understanding of the progression of their disease or their regular 





Another argument is that by taking a CL, the language-based approach may be 
an agreement with Teubert (2007a, 2007b). Each back-and-forth conversation to agree 
on meanings can take a ‘topic’, ‘TOPIC’, targets and linguistics forms like advice with 
stance-taking patterns. These patterns can be time-related or discourse-time-related 
and show possible continuous support of a person. The corpus, however, shows that 
the patterns are not only time-related but are a feature in different posts spread across 
the corpus history of posting. The advice with stance-taking is shared and developed 
by individuals working as a group over time and observed in both the visible and not 
visible links. These are between a post and earlier or later post in the conversation and 
its comparisons. The same or different people can develop a variety of posts.  
Every person who takes part in the discourse tends to inherit the saved support 
of all earlier users and people must work to reach an agreement for dealing with issues. 
The corpus offers a potential advice facility but can also a searchable medium for 
support. 
A sophisticated support pattern is available to groups that work well together. 
The assumption in this thesis is that groups that work well together employ a language 
pattern. These people can act in good faith. They may be ethical and can be bound 
together by a rule to achieve healthcare for each other (which is equal to any other 
person on the platform). 
Of importance is what the thesis findings should say to the literature. It adds to 
what is known about language patterns that were begun in support of diabetes in social 
media. What is different in my thesis is that the focus is on the person with the illness. 
There is now a novel theory to support that person. There is a novel multi-method AI 






The theory and analysis method can help linguists reach an understanding of 
language variation within different situations, and how variation may occur in 
predictable ways. Future analysis of more online studies of these types of discourse 
could illuminate the planning of chronic illness support on social media. Such analysis 
can be used to diagnose areas needing attention in peers’ writing. It can then be used 
to make more informed planning decisions about the type of platform to use. One of 
the goals is for these systems to be tailored in order for peers to develop their linguistic 
repertoires for expressing textual, ideational and interpersonal meanings by organising 
and structuring texts. SFL is an approach that can assist applied linguists in addressing 
the issues described. Researchers can use SFL to inform online support (see Chapter 
2).  
My thesis applies an SFL approach. It suggests that there can be an 
understanding of the affective stance and epistemic stance. It is in their grammatical 
and lexical choices that may provide the means for peers to express their intended 
meanings. The analysis in this thesis has focused on advising and stance-taking 
features. This type of analysis of texts using the SFL framework can reveal what is 
valid for a particular purpose within a particular context of the situation. 
Comprehensive SFL studies could help to make explicit the holistic interrelationships 
between clause level grammar, text structure and social situations. The SFL approach 
adds to current practices in support studies, and the linguistic features of texts are 
particularly crucial for peers who are dealing with a severe and chronic illness. 
6.3.1 Limitations  
DA is utilised on random posts selected from within the LDA ‘topic’ and the 





comparison of high-frequency patterns of the LDA ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’, targets, 
linguistic forms and interactional types and their posts. It is in order to gain a context 
of what people were conversing with each other about and how. The reduction of large-
scale text data into a few high-frequency patterns is not without its problems. 
Linguistics guides an understanding of the corpus. However, this is only one possible 
way of looking at the corpus. 
Firstly, the aim is, to begin with, the analysis of a rich and extensive text-based 
corpus. Given this situation, it is hardly surprising that the Diabetes UK corpus needed 
to have an entry point into the data. The idea is to be able to analyse all posts and to 
see about high-frequency patterns for all main ‘topics’, ‘TOPICs’, targets and of 
linguistic forms such as advice with stance-taking devices. LDA offers such an 
approach evident in the literature about how to go about doing an ‘all’ analysis. At the 
same time, it is not easy to find out what any individual posts in a corpus would be 
about merely from the analysis. Finding tendencies and patterns from looking at the 
corpus with an LDA topic model is one way of analysing the ‘all’ and traditional topics. 
An entry point should be arbitrarily chosen in order to dispel researcher bias. 
The painstaking human way of doing this could be time-exhaustive and have a 
potential bias. To this extent, machine learning provides a way to begin the analysis. 
This approach meant that the entire corpus could be covered automatically, and the 
analyses would be able to be conducted in an unsupervised and systematic way.  
Secondly, the use of automatic analysis via algorithms meant having to 
understand how the algorithm goes about analysing the critical data. There is a 
continuous checking of the parameters. Fifty topics, for example, seemed to make 
sense for the model. It is rather than fewer or much more. It also, in a similar manner, 





to help understand what it is that the patterns from the LDA model were revealing. 
Knowledge of the domain helps with this procedure. Together, AI, entity recognition, 
sentiment analysis and DA can be used to identify patterns. LDA and DA analysis and 
the use of LIWC and MeaningCloud helped increase the reliability of the findings in 
the thesis.  
This thesis gives a source for observations that prove the support constructs, 
and by support ‘topic’, ‘TOPIC’, targets and of linguistic forms such as advice with 
stance-taking and this device identification and categorisation. Other large-scale 
analysis work can be carried out on support patterns in other online technologies. 
Platforms for people to get help with their conditions and issues, and those in other 
healthcare domains, such as cancer and heart disease, may share features with the 
diabetes platforms. There could be distinct differences. This expansion is to understand 
more about the types of support, categories and devices studied in the thesis. This more 
extensive study can help to explore each support type language pattern. It can give 
more evidence. It can help provide support constructs in technology in some other 
support platforms. It is for people to get help about other illness concerns and issues. 
An analysis of the rich data involves finding key features and using 
computational math-based and probabilistic approaches to reduce the data, time and 
work within the current limits of computational costs. The development of more 
relatable software is necessary based on this research in order to document, for 
instance, the complexity of advice with stance-taking observations that prove patterns 
of support.  
The development of the theory was done using quantitative and qualitative-
based data analysis. It is because of what is and is not essential for a whole approach, 





particular language data can be combined with the fundamental truths about language 
to help develop theory. It is to explain why the patterns are found and why a proposed 
theory may be correct. The purpose and content of the support are as important as 
finding any other features in support. It is essential to consider how to go about finding 
the data to back this up.  
A probabilistic model of language must take into consideration how groups of 
people work together in conversations. It must consider how people develop values 
and rules, how they share their direct experiences publicly, and how they produce 
meaning from the sentences for the issues in their lives. The theory and its predictions 
can be further developed through the analysis of other social media discourses for 
support. 
6.4 Implications 
This section looks at what the consequences are of this new knowledge. It gives 
examples of how the analysis of data can inform and improve support (see Appendix 
7-1 and 7-2). The purpose of the discussion is to explain how and why linguists and 
social media platform designers can receive insight from these findings. 
Linguists 
Linguists can benefit from the ideas obtained in this thesis about people 
experiencing issues and concerns and about language patterns and theory of support. 
It can also inform about how to improve support from organisations, such as Diabetes 
UK, and advances in technical assistance such as social media support platform usage, 








Corpus linguists can benefit from the ideas about combined approaches (with 
AI machine learning, entity recognition, sentiment analysis and complementary DA) 
for finding patterns in large corpora. In carrying out the analysis, what is and is not 
doable in each type of analysis is demonstrated here by the combination of AI for 
automated text analysis together with DA on an example corpus (in this case, Diabetes 
UK). AI and software can be developed for a qualitative analysis that is then carried 
out on the quantitative results. The quantitative results are obtained automatically by 
the software. They are also manually conducted for the identification of sophisticated 
linguistic features of, for example, advice features. The software needs to 
automatically make comparisons of the results from the state-of-the-art research in, for 
example, the diabetes domain. AI and software-automated analysis are shown to have 
limitations for the identification of sophisticated linguistic features. DAs are shown to 
benefit from AI and software-automated analysis. 
Artificial Intelligence AI 
AI practitioners can benefit from language patterns to create support-bots 
(automatic conversation) to help people profit from the more extensive scales and 
quicker responses for support. Within the context of this research, the functional 
devices can be used in a generative fashion (e.g., Shang et al., 2015). It is where the 
support-bot can respond from scratch to a person’s need for support and converse with 
that person automatically. CSCW and SMCW systems can benefit from conversational 
bots. 
The ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’, target from the corpus, however, can be under 
continuous analysis by the support-bot. It would be to produce ready retrieval-based 





by applying it to that person’s support query. The retrieval and generative models are 
combined. Kerly et al. (2006) have argued for the richer use of human language for 
bots that are developed to help humans in many ways. The system can be made to act 
in a way that embraces fuller language meanings for support in each conversation 
(post) between people. A study of ‘meaning in language’ can give understanding (see 
Chapter 2). There are possibilities of machines that can help people. The suggestion is 
made to bring people closer to supporting each other by using support-bots.  
The bots can automate conversations. It is because people can go about slowly 
developing their ‘support conversations’. The support-bot can use language patterns to 
predict what people are talking. It can be to link them to the right dialogue in the system 
of many different post threads by various people (i.e., in the discourse). The support 
of any individual is obtained by linking all the relevant past support to that person’s 
request. The many ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’ categories, main advice, and stance-taking 
devices in the memory of the support, and individuals that were helped historically 
need to be considered. The sharing of human experiences is crucial. It is by way of the 
meaning of the sentences. There is a sense that helps people face their concerns and 
issues.  
As another example, there could be a feature that people could use. It could be 
a button to press that could process their communications about all the previous 
support from other people. It can give any other person support based on previous 
communications. It is an important consideration. A support-bot could be programmed 
to do this. Then the person using the platform may know the ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’, 
targets and linguistic forms like advice and stance-taking they may use to converse 
with others. People may be able to ask for help with the platforms ways of doing things 





6.5 Future research  
This section sets out suggestions for future research based on findings and the 
review of the literature from the thesis. Also, it attempts to incorporate the results of 
the research as well as suggesting directions for future research based on this work.  
6.5.1 Domains  
The theory needs to be checked on different SMCW groups. Predictions on a 
different corpus that relate to healthcare conversations can be used to test the SSMD 
theory. It can be trialled on CSCW and SMCW systems with their many different and 
particular social problems that the participants are attempting to ‘solve.’ 
6.5.2 Automated tools 
Computational math-based tools can be developed for analysing the text in 
online healthcare communities. It can combine quantitative and qualitative analysis 
and can automatically prepare a corpus for an LDA, entity recognition and sentiment 
analysis and a further DA analysis. The algorithms, (e.g., LDA) can also be listed but 
need to include thoughts about their usage.  
There is also a need for automated software for the anonymisation of personal 
online data postings when shared with others via academic publications and theses. 
The online ethics process of this thesis can offer some help in a more significant project 
in accomplishing these tasks. 
6.5.3 Chatbots 
For future research and based on the findings of this thesis, it is suggested that 





conversations. Authors generally emphasise (e.g., Shang et al., 2015) that there are 
areas for improvement.  
The thesis examines where exactly people cover many ‘topics’ and ‘TOPICS’ 
in their ‘conversations’ and where they produce many interactions resulting in large-
scale text data on these platforms. This idea from the work of the thesis (as a secondary 
goal and of preliminary research for AI) is that chatbots may help people to interact 
quicker. It is, for example, with a more rapid search for relevant advice from the large-
scale data. It can also be done from any individual’s data, a person who has given that 
type of support. However, first of all, it is necessary to identify possible ‘support 
patterns’ from people who use these platforms and in a suitable discourse and the thesis 
has provided these patterns. 
Turing (1950) also considered these types of problems by looking at how 
machines can mimic humans in conversation. He considered the possibility of thinking 
machines in general rather than machines that, for instance, can analyse or produce 
specific, meaningful sentences. By defining ‘thinking’ in machines and in building a 
thinking machine, his approach has helped to produce many technologies to help 
people go about their daily lives.  
The need to make machines think and to define ‘thinking’ (Dreyfus, 1972; 
Searle, 1980) is an open problem in AI research (Rich et al., 2009). For them, machines 
that can think as humans do, are about having a computer that convinces any human 
that it is ‘thinking’ by imitating the behaviour of any other human.  
Hill et al. (2015) have shown that there is a difference between current chatbot-
to-human interactions and human-to-human interactions related to the ‘richness’ of the 





There are problems associated with, for example, the ‘about-ness’ of topics. 
Automating conversations is not without its problems. Machines do not have the 
connections to illness or anything in ordinary human experience. They also suffer from 
a lack of about-ness or a link to anything in the world.  
The problem of intentionality and machines that think, as noted by Searle 
(1980), is shown in the Chinese room example. Humans can instantiate a program that 
consists of a list of instructions to complete a task but not with any suitable 
intentionality about the task. Searle’s thought experiment involves a person who can 
process the input of Chinese characters given to them by way of an access point to a 
closed room. They can employ information to process the outputs and give back 
responses without knowing the Chinese language itself. In this way, they can convince 
others that they are talking to a Chinese speaker. When considering the problems 
detailed above, developing a chatbot for support is no easy task. 
Blei et al.’s. (2003) familiar topic patterns can be developed into a 
computational linguistic model. It can be employed to try to converse in the ways that 
people talk to each other but using ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’.  
It can be achieved, for instance, with bots and a type of software that can 
automate human-like practices, such as producing tweets on Twitter (Shang et al., 
2015). It is hard, however, to program these bots to behave like humans in 
conversations. 
ALICE (2017) gives an example of an ‘artificial linguistic internet computer 
entity’ that is capable of limited intelligent conversation. It has some ability to come 
up with a relevant response to any text input. However, it is not easy to make the entity 





Another example is the famous Eliza chatbot (Weizenbaum, 1966) that acted 
as if it was a psychiatrist. It talked to people in order to give psychiatric support. Eliza 
used language patterns that were sets of pre-programmed responses from typical 
language patterns that people employ when speaking to a psychiatrist. The bot could 
‘speak’ about limited issues that concerned patients but were not always able to provide 
human-like support. 
The current technology of ‘generative models’ (Fabian and Nicolae, 2009) has 
problems with parsing input from people. They need to ‘understand’ what people mean 
in the sentences they employ. Fabian and Nicolae (2009) show that the reverse process 
of outputs that are constructed in natural language generation may be more 
straightforward. It may be easier for machines to employ selected data and output 
responses. They discuss the problems of the occurrence of ‘unknown and unexpected 
features in the input’. 
 For them, generative models can be about developing automatic responses 
from the entirety of the corpus data (i.e., with the use of neural networks and deep 
learning).  
Shang et al., explain about a ‘neural responding machine’ based on a neural 
network response generator for short, textual conversations. This machine employs a 
general encoder-decoder framework. They show how it formalises the generation of 
replies. The decoding process is based on the underlying model of the input text. For 
them, both encoding and decoding are realised with recurrent neural networks. They 
claim it offers more human-like conversational qualities to chatbots. 
This section explains a way of automating this support-conversation in the 
entirety of a human-based discourse. Previous authors have argued that by discerning 





and Norvig, 2009; Hill et al., 2015) have looked at meaning in NLP done by machines. 
Machines have been shown to ‘speak’ about some topics. However, they have not been 
entirely taught about how to go about having conversations with humans in natural 
ways.  
Crook et al. (2009) have demonstrated that dialogue systems can benefit from 
using the language-based abstractions of human dialogue acts. The work presented in 
this thesis could be used to develop machines utilised for support conversations 
focused on the meaning of sentences. The use of the language patterns studied is not 
about how fast a person can get the support they need. The person may not access the 
knowledge of the entire system of connected dialogue at once. Therefore, automating 
the dialogue with support-bots can help with scale and the rapid processing of, for 
example, advice-asking with stance-taking. A machine can be created to generate text 
for support automatically.  
This thesis proposes that people can support each other as best they can. It is 
with the use of specific ‘topic’ (vose), ‘TOPIC’ (nent), target and linguistic forms such 
as advice with stance-taking language devices. People using posts can try to make 
planned-out support by standing up for each other. It can be through meaningful use 
of language and by creating meaning about their support generated by way of the sense 
of their sentences. They can use ‘device-enabled discourse purpose categories’ and 
‘device-enabled discourse content categories.’ There is remarkably a high-frequency 
stance-taking with diverse affective stance and low epistemic stance but not 
necessarily in consecutive posts but rather indirectly in usage across many posts about 
the same target. 
For building AI functions, the ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’ devices may prove valuable 





be. It may match and approximate how humans continuously develop complex support 
behaviour by conversing with each other in specific ways. People can sometimes act 
similarly to this machine-like way of support. They can tend to find a good enough 
solution focused on the meaning of the sentences rather than searching for all 
possibilities in order to find the best option. Simon (1969) calls this good enough 
process satisficing. To be explored further is what the thesis here suggests is that 
machines can mimic this manner of support, e.g., for diabetes. This approach can be 
thought of as satisficing versus the optimisation way of thinking.  
The thesis shows that people use specific ‘topics’ and ways of posting more 
than others to form groups of sentences. These groups are used more than others are, 
and so can be regarded as planned-out or purposeful. My thesis suggests that meaning 
in the broader context of human living can be related to how a universal support 
machine can best help support any other human or any other computer, at any time, 
and anywhere. The idea of meaning for AI is about approximating language patterns 
for language-based meanings. It can be made up of ‘topic’ and ‘TOPIC’ categories, 
targets and linguistic forms like advice with stance-taking devices and counterbalances 
that look like support given by any ordinary person. 
Support-bots may rapidly utilise language patterns in order to have 
conversations with large numbers of individuals and engage them in support practices. 
Such bots as these can be the best way to generate combinations of ‘topics’ and 
‘TOPICs’ and, e.g., advice with stance-taking skills in order to speak to others 
naturally. It can employ a retrieval of vast databases of responses, such as the FDUK. 
It can utilise a combination of retrieval and generative language models where the 
machine must work out on its ‘own’ what to say next (Norvig, 2011, 2016). A 





be necessary. It is to harvest the live interaction data from all past and present people 
having conversations about the support. It should be able to give the best responses at 
any time. It should generate the best responses from stored knowledge of possible 





7 APPENDIX  
7.1 Random Sample Consecutive Posts with the same target 
7.1.1 Consecutive and non-consecutive posts with target Blood 
Table 7-1: Consecutive and non-consecutive posts with target Blood 




















posts from Facebook 





other targets - 
example first 3 
targets plus if 
blood is a target. 
























‘...just came out of 
hospital…developed 
keto-acidosis and kidney 
infection…my blood 
glucose level was 
approximately fifty AGE 
…. great…happy…’  
AGE(potential 
advice-giving in the 
social group via 
problem disclosure) 
Targets: place, 










and zero insight 
and epistemic 









...living with type 1 
diabetes….about ten 
years……inject twice a 
day with humalin i - a 
long lasting 
insulin….fun!! …blood 
sugars are generally 
pretty good AGE …. if 
anybody on here wants 
to chat about type 1 
diabetes just drop me a 
message AGD … 
AGE(potential 
advice-giving in the 















and zero insight 
and epistemic 



















…i am on novomix 
approximately three 
times a day…most 
people taking this seems 
to inject approximately 
twice a day… i find it ok 
for routine days…. but 




out…find that my blood 
sugars go all over the 
place…. am considering 
changing to levemir and 
lantus AAP 
… would appreciate any 
comments on the pros 
















and zero insight 
and epistemic 

















…my child was on 
novomix… from first 
diagnosed at the age of 
approximately two… i 
kept my child on this for 
approximately six 
months…child was then 
moved to novorapid and 
glargine…this gives a 
better control over your 
blood glucose 
levels…you match the 
insulin to the 
carbohydrates...can 
reduce or increase 
accordingly… so it is a 
lot better to manage AGE 

















and high insight 
and epistemic 






topic 34: you 
will get 
7.1.2 Consecutive and non-consecutive posts with target Diabetes 
Table 7-2: Consecutive and non-consecutive posts with target Diabetes 

















Posts from Facebook 




Other targets - 
example first 3 
targets plus if 
diabetes is a 
target 































...living with type 1 
diabetes…. about ten 
years……inject twice a 
day with humalin i - a 
long-lasting insulin…. 
fun!! …blood sugars are 
generally pretty good…. 
if anybody on here wants 
to chat about type 1 
diabetes just drop me a 
message… 
AGE(potential 
advice-giving in the 
















and zero insight 
and epistemic 










‘…hi everyone...i have 





though i only look 
sixteen!.... AAP i just 
wondered if anyone on 
here has had Diabetes for 
a similar amount of time 
AAOI …experienced any 
of the problems 
associated with Type 1 
Diabetes…that you hear 
about? AAOI AAB...touch 
wood…the only problem 
i have got at the moment 
is having to wear 
glasses!...i have just 
started counting 
carbohydrates…it looks 
as though i am starting to 
get my levels under 
control!...the problem is 
i enjoy having a few 
beers…with my 
teammates…on a 
weekend...i play rugby 
league…was a social 
smoker until recently 
AAP …i do know I am 
not an idiot!... if anyone 
can help me out with 
these questions…or just 
fancies a chat… then 


















and high insight 
and epistemic 


















‘…hi…i was diagnosed 
with type 2 diabetes just 
last year... still finding it 
difficult to make small 
changes…in my 
lifestyle…getting used 
to the medication 
AAP…so if anyone has 
any tips AAOI …stories 
AAB… send me a 



















and zero insight 
and epistemic 











‘…i was diagnosed with 
Type 1 diabetes 
approximately november 
2008 AAP…’ 














and high insight 
and epistemic 











‘…hi i was diagnosed 
with type 
1…approximately 
november 1994 AAP…i 
hate having it… also got 
gastroparesis…because i 
am diabetic…’ 











and high insight 
and epistemic 











‘…hi…i was diagnosed 
with type 2 diabetes… 
approximately eighteen 
months ago... i am afraid 
i largely ignore it…just 
pop the pills and get on 
with life…i do not like to 
feel I have an illness… 
never had any 
symptoms… 
thirst…great weight loss 
or anything... it runs in 
our family in later life...i 
am approximately 60 













and high insight 
and epistemic 












accepted that I might get 




…partner has gotten type 
2 diabetes … quite 
worried …. partner takes 
tablets…does not have 
sugar...partners blood 
level is not consistent…. 
my uncle died of kidney-
failure……i am 
scared…partner has an 
appointment with the 
diabetic doctor 
tomorrow AAP….’ 











and zero insight 
and epistemic 















was diagnosed with type 
1 diabetes at 
approximately age 
eleven…i am now 
approximately age 
sixteen…i have an accu-
chek insulin 
pump...which honestly is 
amazing!! AGP...add me 
if you are diabetic…plus 
















and zero insight 
and epistemic 

















five years ago… just 
before approximately 
my fourth birthday…my 
diabetic consultant 
wants to put me on an 
insulin pump… i am 





go on a carbohydrate 
counting course AAA 
…before i can go on the 
pump… I am hoping to 
be on it by christmas AAI 
… i am having loads a 
hypo’s…when i reduce 
the insulin it goes high..i 
cannot win!!. AAP 
..hope it has the same 
impact on my life as 











































‘…it is supposedly type 
1, not type 2, that is 
hereditary….but it is not 
clear exactly how or why 
some people with 
diabetes in the family get 
it… others do not...my 
partner has had type 1 
since approximately 
2000…our 
approximately four years 
old child was diagnosed 
in approximately 
january…but our 
approximately 5 year old 
child does not have 
diabetes…approximatel
y 3 of my partner’s 
relatives died of type 1 
complications in the 
1950s… they were 
approximately fifty-one 
years old.. i might 
add…which i think was 
pretty good going at that 
time…but their sibling, 
my father-in-law…did 
not have it... type 2 is 
lifestyle-related…but 
from what i understand, 
in order for a bad 
lifestyle to give you type 
2, you have to have the 
diabetes gene... but 
never ended up with type 
1 AGE …. but do not take 
my word for it…i am not 
a doctor AGH…just done 
tons and tons of reading 
about it!...hope that 
helps…but do read more 
about it on the Diabetes 

















and high insight 
and epistemic 

















‘…thanks…it is very 
possible that the so-
called diagnosed type 2 
diabetes is a look-a-like 
ailment...often 
misdiagnosed by most 
physicians…. fatty 
deposits and bad 
cholesterol are either the 
culprits… or just 
















and high insight 
and epistemic 
TOPIC 8  
Monday 
Friday pm 






not been comfortable 
with this 
determination…so i 
diet…take oral meds 
which definitely helps 
AGE … but cannot help 
to think…that there is 
more efficient 
medication… that would 
annihilate the disease 
totally AGH …’ 








‘…hello…my child is 
approximately seven 
years old…was 
diagnosed with type 1 
diabetes…approximatel

















and high insight 
and epistemic 















i was approximately five 
years old…when i was 
diagnosed with type 1..i 





all…live a totally normal 
healthy life… everything 
works just fine AGE 
….the trick is to strive 
for good control…but if 
you do hit highs and 
lows, as long as your 
sugars are normally 
reasonable…your child 
should do fine…there is 
never a guarantee AGH 
…but just do not. freak 
out…if she hits rough 
spots…. every diabetic 
does…hope this gives 
you hope… i know it has 
helped me to read other 
















and high insight 
and epistemic 
stance for high 
healthcare 
TOPIC 12  
message 
add friend 
















struggled to have any 
control over it…until i 
did the course just over a 
year ago…made such a 
difference to my life…i 
felt confident enough in 
my control to go on and 
have my beautiful child 
approximately six 
months ago AGE …i 
agree with the username 
in encouraging everyone 

















and low insight 
and epistemic 
















‘…just found out my 
approximately eleven-
year-old niece…had 
been taken to 
hospital…diagnosed 
with type 1 diabetes AAP 
…i have been searching 
for information on it for 
a couple of hours now...i 
am a bit saddening for 
the child…but hopefully 
the child will be able to 
cope with it …if anyone 
knows any support 
groups or advice AAR 
pages for children. i 
could forward to my 
sibling for them…it 

















and high insight 
and epistemic 














‘…my children has just 
been diagnosed with 
type 1 diabetes… on 
approximately 
thursday…so we are in 
the honeymoon period 
AAP 
… would love to hear 
from anyone…who can 
offer help and advice 
AAR 
…to a mother dealing 





















and high insight 
and epistemic 




















‘…does anyone else 
have problems…filling 
in their diary? AAOI 
..i have an approximately 
thirteen-year-old 
child…who always 
forgets to fill theirs 
out…we end up in a mad 
panic…when our 
hospital appointment is 
due!..we always try to 
keep up with it…but i 
have other smaller 
children…who take allot 
of my time…in the 
mornings…rely on my 
child doing this on her 
own…yet it is the one 
part of her diabetes we 
have not managed to 
succeed with...in the last 
approximately seven 
years of her having it! 
AAP 


















and zero insight 
and epistemic 



















…i know this is not 
helpful AGI 
…been diabetic for 
approximately twenty 
years…i am still 
hopeless at it!... i get 
around it by having a 
blood glucose 
monitor…it can save my 
results…i can do it once 
a day…hopefully 
remember what 
corrections i have 
done…the carbohydrates 
i have eaten for the day... 
i never forget an 
injection… check my 
blood approximately 
nine times a day...but 

















and high insight 
and epistemic 















‘…when i was diagnosed 
at approximately 
fourteen years old…to 
say the least puberty was 
not fun!..potential 
partners would not kiss 





























they thought they could 
catch diabetes!!!...’ AGE 
 
and high insight 
and epistemic 











‘…i found this really 
interesting AGI 
….i had a happy 
childhood...my parents’ 
attitude to my 
diabetes…nearly 
approximately forty one 
years ago...was to 





to show i was not going 
to be beaten…a short, 
painful marriage did not 
really help 
matters….after being on 
my own for 
approximately thirteen 
years…i met another 
partner…who went out 
of the way to learn 
everything they could 
about diabetes...i have 
just started on a 
pump…it has been so 
helpful to have my 
partners support…not 
sure i would have had the 
courage to go ahead 
without them... i find it 
amazing that they still 
find me attractive…even 
though i have a little 
machine wired through 




















and high insight 
and epistemic 
stance; for high 
healthcare 
TOPIC 4:  
fast acting 
insulin 










‘…people do not see the 
hard work that goes into 
trying to manage blood 
sugar levels AGI 
…to try to keep 
healthy…after 
approximately twenty-
six years since my child 
was diagnosed at 
approximately five years 
old with type 1 


































have thought we would 
have something else to 
manage the condition… 
instead of relentless 
invasive blood testing 
and injections AGE 
…how i wish for a day 
that my child was free 
from injections…’ 










‘…i have type 1…was 
diagnosed 




months… having hypos 
and not realising 
it!...finally getting 
admitted to hospital as 
blood glucose levels 
were really high…after 
tests…being hooked up 
to an insulin 
pump…glucose drip 
overnight…the 
consultant came round 
the following morning… 
with the obligatory 
students…just 
announced this person 
has type 1 diabetes and 
will control it with 
insulin 
injections…needless to 
say I was shocked, 
stunned and 
devastated…i cannot 
express my gratitude to 
the staff…the continuing 
care I receive from my 
local hospital..It has 
been a hard learning 
curve for me and my 
family...control was 
difficult at the start but 
has been on a course…i 
can now count 
carbohydrates…it has 
stopped being so scary.. 
at times it is 
frightening…i have had 
huge problems with 
work… at times they just 















and high insight 
and epistemic 












have to rest through 
illness AGE 
… until I was diagnosed 
I did not know anything 
about it... let us get the 
in-formation out there!.. 
AGD 
.all my friends and 




7.1.3 Consecutive and non-consecutive posts with target pump 
Table 7-3: Consecutive and non-consecutive posts with target pump 




















Posts from Facebook 










pump is a 
target 


























‘…hey everyone!....i was 
diagnosed with type 1 
diabetes at ap-
proximately age 
eleven…i am now 
approximately age 
sixteen…i have an accu-
chek insulin 
pump...which honestly is 
amazing!!. AGE..add me 
if you are diabetic…plus 































TOPIC 31: diagnosed 
type years 















five years ago… just 
before approximately my 
fourth birthday…my 
diabetic consultant wants 
to put me on an insulin 






go on a carbohydrate 
counting course AAA 
…before i can go on the 
pump… I am hoping to 
be on it by christmas AAI 
… i am having loads a 
hypo’s…when i reduce 
the insulin it goes high..i 
cannot win!!. AAP 
..hope it has the same 
impact on my life as 


















































‘…type 1…about fifty 
years... do not use a 
pump AGE 
…looking for 
information on the 
internet AGI 
…insulin pumps in 
search engine…brings 
up a variety of 
information…including 
contacts who will have 
been in a similar position 
to your children…need 
to satisfy your general 
practitioner or diabetic 
consultant or health 
authority… the current 
treatment method is not 
giving adequate control 
of blood glucose 
levels…it is giving rise 
to frequent hypos AGE 






























TOPIC  21: hope 
comes soon  









‘…good luck with 
getting your child a 
pump AGI 
 username…my child is 


























three years old… the 
child is now 
approximately thirteen 
years old…we still 
cannot get the pump...the 
hospital has changed 
their injections from two 
day to four a day… we 
are now learning how to 
count 
carbohydrates…we keep 
asking about the pump… 
child’s nurse is all for 
him getting it…but the 
doctor will not give us it 
AGE 
…i am beginning to 
think we have more 




























‘…i have an 
approximately three-




…we love it!...hard work 












































‘…hello...i have had type 
1 diabetes for 
approximately nine 
years…next month I am 
going on an expedition… 
will be trekking AAA 
 and camping for a 
month…i will be 
injecting while I am 
there…as i decided it 
would be difficult to take 

































…i was just wondering if 
anybody on here had 
done anything similar 
AAB 
…if anyone had any 
tips…on how i can look 
after my diabetes 
properly…while I am 





















‘…just looking at 
pumps…for my very 
active child…type 
1…approximately 
eleven years old… the 
child dances 
approximately four times 
a week…is in all the 
school sports… was not 
keen on taking pumps on 
and off… to dance…but 
the omnipod may be the 
answer AAP 
….more research is 
































TOPIC 8:  














‘…i will share this with 
my approximately 
thirteen-year-old 
child….as finally taking 
the plunge AAA 
…to try the pump…child 











































7.2 Topic modelling with LDA 
7.2.1 LDA topic Model keep stopwords topics and number of posts  













2941 0 1876 16 1889 32 
1750 1 1360 17 1734 33 
1201 2 2452 18 2332 34 
1803 3 2374 19 1604 35 
1688 4 2259 20 1516 36 
1778 5 1667 21 1577 37 
2092 6 1392 22 2024 38 
1406 7 1566 23 1962 39 
2018 8 1789 24 1868 40 
2150 9 1716 25 1938 41 
1447 10 2327 26 2528 42 
2220 11 1563 27 1821 43 
1738 12 2346 28 1135 44 
1966 13 1513 29 1590 45 
1732 14 2145 30 1081 46 
2033 15 1904 31 1513 47 
    1581 48 
    2349 49 
133106 were part of the analysis but showed no LDA relation to other topics of the modelled posts around the predominant topics. 
Also due to data analysis management decision of 50 topics and 500 features when compared to more when running topic modelling 
algorithms 
Total 225360 
7.2.2 Random sample topics  
Table 7-5: Random sample topics 
Random 5 sample topics from LDA Computational Topic Model giving topics, 0, 24, 34, 13, 31  
LDA topic 
number 









 do you think  
 
 you so much 
 















7.2.3 LDA Model keep stopwords: 50 topics and device-enabled 
discourse purpose categories 
Table 7-6: LDA Model keep stopwords: 50 topics and device-enabled discourse purpose categories 
LDA Model keep stopwords: 50 topics and device-enabled discourse purpose categories 
Top topic device-enabled 
discourse purpose categories   
label from top topic trigram 
From LDA Model & keep stopwords, top 9 trigrams 
topic 0  




Topic 0: do you think, what do you, at the moment, how do you, 
seems to be, do you know, have been told, it could be, been told to 
topic 1  
be able to 
topic 1: be able to, will be able, should be able, able to help, you 
should be, to be able, they should be, to help you, to give you 
topic 2  
the rest of 
topic 2: the rest of, of the day, rest of the, most of the, in the morning, 
of the time, out of the, at the moment, up and down 
topic 3  
hope you get 
topic 3: hope you get, try not to, you get it, get it sorted, not to worry, 
you get the, to get it, to worry about, people on here 
topic 4  
going to be 
topic 4: going to be, is going to, going to hive, mind going to, was 
going to, am going to, to have to, are going to, not going to 
topic 5  
be able to 
topic 5: be able to, to do it, to be on, used to be, to be able, to do this, 
able to get, seem to be, need to be 
topic 6  
you can get 
topic 6: you can get, to find out, just wondering if, find out more, 
wondering if anyone, you can find, was wondering if, if you can, that 
you can 
topic 7  
the first time 
topic 7: the first time, for the first, this is the, all the time, to try and, 
try and get, had diabetes for, thought it was, dont want to 
topic 8  
it is very 
topic 8: it is very, and it is, it is not, but it is, as it is, you have to, think 
it is, as well as, that it is 
topic 9  
don have to 
topic 9: don have to, you don have, the same as, one of the, have to 
be, have to do, to do it, it can be, you have to 
topic 10  
sorry to hear 
topic 10: sorry to hear, to hear that, to hear about, to hear you, you 
know what, you and your, do you know, that you have, that you are 
topic 11  
seems to be 
topic 11: seems to be, it seems to, it was the, the best thing, if it is, it 
is the, and it was, to be the, is the best 
topic 12  
as long as 
topic 12: as long as, if you are, you will be, long as you, will be fine, 





topic 13  
questionmark questionmark 
questionmark 
topic 13: questionmark questionmark questionmark, does anyone 
else, does anyone know, are you on, is there any, does anyone have, 
went to bed, thought it was, hope everyone is 
topic 14  
to deal with 
topic 14: to deal with, diabetes for years, had diabetes for, deal with 
it, with it and, get on with, on with it, for years now, for years and 
topic 15  
if you are 
topic 15: if you are, if you have, blood glucose levels, you need to, 
your blood glucose, it may be, you are on, your blood sugar, if you 
do 
topic 16  
if you have 
topic 16: if you have, get in touch, in touch with, you have any, do 
you have, if you ve, you like to, if you like, you ve got 
topic 17  
know how you 
topic 17: know how you, let us know, you get on, how you feel, us 
know how, how you get, let me know, hope you get, get on with 
topic 18  
an eye on 
topic 18: an eye on, keep an eye, good luck with, make sure you, to 
make sure, trial and terrorcores and Cals, to do with, just in case 
topic 19  
you have to 
topic 19: you have to, have to be, do you have, have to have, have to 
do, will have to, and have to, have to take, if you have 
topic 20  
what to do 
topic 20: what to do, know what to, you need to, don know Whaddon 
know what, to do with, need to get, not sure what, need to do 
topic 21 
the last few 
topic 21: the last few, couple of days, for couple of, for the last, over 
the last, in the last, couple of weeks, get on with, to try and 
topic 22  
speak to your 
topic 22: speak to your, to your dsn, you need to, to speak to, you can 
get, as you can, if you can, if you are, as much as 
Topic 23  
thank you for 
topic 23: thank you for, you for your, thanks for all, for all the, for all 
your, thanks for your, for your help, let you know, thanks for the 
topic 24  
you so much 
topic 24: you so much, thank you so, so much for, on the pump, been 
on the, thanks for your, thank you all, for your help, have been on 
topic 25  
sounds like you 
topic 25: sounds like you, it sounds like, if you are, if you don, it 
might be, you need to, might be worth, if you can, you can get 
topic 26  
to go to 
topic 26: to go to, go to the, to the gym, go to bed, trying to get, to 
get my, to the hospital, get back to, going to the 
topic 27  
type for years 
topic 27: type for years, been type for, for years and, had type for, 
had it for, for years now, years now and, and have had, and have been 
topic 28  
my son was 
topic 28: my son was, my daughter was, the age of, son was 
diagnosed, daughter was diagnosed, was diagnosed with, was 
diagnosed at, at the age, when he was 
topic 29  
would like to 
topic 29: would like to, you would like, if you would, would love to, 





topic 30  
for me this 
topic 30: for me this, me this morning, happy with that, this morning 
and, hope everyone is, have good day, thanks for that, went to bed, 
not too bad 
topic 31  
diagnosed with type 
topic 31: diagnosed with type, my year old, was diagnosed with, with 
type diabetes, been diagnosed with, just been diagnosed, year old son, 
diagnosed with diabetes, year old daughter 
topic 32 
all the time 
topic 32: all the time, of the time, most of the, at the moment, the 
time and, fed up with, all of the, one of those, some of the 
topic 33  
feel better soon 
topic 33: feel better soon, you feel better, hope you feel, hope your 
ok, how are you, have you tried, well done you, have you been, one 
of those 
topic 34  
you will get 
topic 34: you will get, will get there, and you will, you will have, it 
will be, will have to, we are all, at the moment, people on here 
topic 35  
people with diabetes 
topic 35: people with diabetes, with type diabetes, for people with, 
people with type, type diabetes and, have type diabetes, with diabetes 
and, type and type, one of the 
topic 36  
you want to 
topic 36: you want to, if you want, want to do, want to know, want to 
be, just want to, if you can, let me know, don want to 
topic 37  
the amount of 
topic 37: the amount of, you can do, amount of insulin, what you 
mean, know what you, can do it, you need to, how much insulin, so 
you can 
topic 38  
blood sugar levels 
topic 38: blood sugar levels, keep up the, my blood sugar, the good 
work, up the good, your blood sugar, my blood sugars, blood sugars 
are, keep it up 
topic 39  
in the morning 
topic 39: in the morning, the morning and, in the night, up in the, in 
the evening, during the night, during the day, go to bed, through the 
night 
topic 40  
it would be 
topic 40: it would be, the same problem, would be great, that would 
be, have the same, had the same, would be good, the same thing, 
exactly the same 
topic 41 
have good day 
topic 41: have good day, hope you all, hope you have, you all have, 
have great day, you have good, good luck to, thank you all, not too 
bad 
topic 42  
does anyone know 
topic 42: does anyone know, trying to get, to get my, to get it, and 
have been, at the moment, have been told, know how to, been told to 
topic 43  
all over the 
topic 43: all over the, over the place, my year old, all the time, at the 
moment, at the time, my blood sugars, year old daughter, and it was 
topic 44  
feel free to 
topic 44: feel free to, to add me, free to add, me if you, if you want, 
add me if, add me as, me as friend, you want to 
topic 45  
used to it 
topic 45: used to it, go back to, get used to, to go back, have to go, to 





topic 46  
the end of 
topic 46: the end of, end of the, at the end, of the day, thought it was, 
one of those, one of the, would have been, it was the 
topic 47  
been diabetic for 
topic 47: been diabetic for, diabetic for years, have been diabetic, for 
years and, ve been diabetic, and have been, have been on, the dafne 
course, for years now 
topic 48  
hope you are 
topic 48: hope you are, look at the, you are all, have look at, you need 
to, you are feeling, if you need, you are doing, when you are 
topic 49  
thanks for the 
topic 49: thanks for the, the same time, at the same, for the advice, it 
in the, for me and, in the end, at the hospital, looking forward to 
7.2.4 Validation of LDA topics Model keep stopwords and device-
enabled discourse purpose categories 
Table 7-7:Validation of LDA topics model, keep stopwords and device-enabled discourse purpose 
categories 
Validation of LDA topics model, keep stopwords and device-enabled discourse purpose categories 
LDA precision recall f1-score support 
Diabetesuk 0.666667  0.001414   0.002821       8,489 
peer 0.962382   0.999972   0.980817     216,871 
avg/total 0.951242   0.962358   0.943977     225,360 
 
7.2.5 LDA Model remove stopwords: 50 TOPICS and device-enabled 
discourse content categories 
Table 7-8: LDA Model remove stopwords: 50 TOPICS and device-enabled discourse content 
categories 
LDA Model remove stopwords: 50 TOPICS and device-enabled discourse content categories 
Top TOPIC device-enabled 
discourse content categories from 
top TOPIC trigram 
LDA Model remove ‘English’ stopwords for TOPICS: top 9 trigrams 
TOPIC 0  
feels better soon 
TOPIC 0: feels better soon, hope feels better, hope ur ok, hope better soon, feel like 





TOPIC 1  
hope sorted soon 
TOPIC 1: hope sorted soon, hypo free night, peaceful hypo free, good luck hope, 
night night sleep, low blood sugar, diabetes care team, insulin carb ratio, long 
diagnosed questionmark 
TOPIC 2  
long acting insulin 
TOPIC 2: long acting insulin, carbs cals username, short acting insulin, Cals 
username, questionmark sounds like, book carbs Cals, called carbs Cals, help lose 
weight, carb counting questionmark 
TOPIC 3  
type diabetes years 
TOPIC 3: type diabetes years, high blood pressure, diabetes years ago, diagnosed 
type diabetes, diabetes years old, lost half stone, hope tomorrow better, couple years 
ago, today good day 
TOPIC 4  
fast acting insulin 
TOPIC 4: fast acting insulin, questionmark gid ref, group php questionmark, php 
questionmark gid, gid ref ts, half hour later, ve just got, just wanted say, levemir 
twice day 
TOPIC 5  
night time hypo 
TOPIC 5: night time hypo, night time hypos, just dont know, medical exemption 
certificate, doing right thing, type diabetic years, parents children diabetes, 
continuous glucose monitor, going low night 
TOPIC 6  
diagnosed weeks ago 
TOPIC 6: diagnosed weeks ago, test times day, ve just started, old diagnosed type, 
weeks ago type, years old diagnosed, accu check mobile, year old diagnosed, yr old 
diagnosed 
TOPIC 7  
just make sure 
TOPIC 7: just make sure, make sure eat, breakfast lunch dinner, drink plenty fluids, 
need make sure, make sure ok, make sure don, control blood sugars, effect blood 
sugars 
TOPIC 8  
Monday Friday pm 
TOPIC 8: monday friday pm, insulin pump users, open monday friday, really sorry 
hear, blood glucose levels, ll make sure, careline monday friday, pump users group, 
sounds like need 
TOPIC 9  
yr old son 
TOPIC 9: yr old son, year old son, diagnosed type months, type months ago, old son 
type, diagnosed type just, old son diagnosed, diagnosed weeks ago, daughter 
diagnosed type 
TOPIC 10  
questionmark questionmark 
questionmark 
TOPIC 10: questionmark questionmark questionmark, questionmark questionmark 
lol, insulin questionmark questionmark, advice questionmark questionmark, 
questionmark questionmark think, morning questionmark questionmark, 
questionmark questionmark thanks, high questionmark questionmark, yr old 
daughter 
TOPIC 11  
questionmark questionmark 
questionmark 
TOPIC 11: questionmark questionmark questionmark, ok questionmark 
questionmark, questionmark questionmark hope, time questionmark questionmark, 
hope ok questionmark, diabetic questionmark questionmark, questionmark 
questionmark thanks, insulin questionmark questionmark, questionmark 
questionmark dont 
TOPIC 12  
message add friend 
TOPIC 12: message add friend, diagnosed yrs ago, need chat just, chat just message, 






TOPIC 13  
year old daughter 
TOPIC 13: year old daughter, old daughter diagnosed, daughter diagnosed type, don 
let diabetes, diagnosed type diabetes years old, insulin times day, diabetes stop doing, 
diagnosed years old 
TOPIC 14  
hope feeling better 
 
TOPIC 14: hope feeling better, feeling better soon, feeling better questionmark, 
feeling better today, type diabetes htm, diabetes htm metformin, good days bad, 
blood sugar questionmark, diabetes type diabetes 
TOPIC 15  
carb count questionmark 
TOPIC 15: carb count questionmark, help good luck, ive diabetic years, best thing 
did, good luck tomorrow, hope makes sense, pump changed life, started carb 
counting, carb insulin ratio 
TOPIC 16  
just let know 
TOPIC 16: just let know, accu chek mobile, accu chek combo, hope doing ok, let 
know help, ll let know, help let know, use accu chek, let know need 
TOPIC 17  
diagnosed months ago 
TOPIC 17: diagnosed months ago, daughter diagnosed months, son diagnosed 
months, feel like crap, great manchester run, good bad days, months ago type, hope 
things better, diagnosed months old 
TOPIC 18  
type diabetic years 
TOPIC 18: type diabetic years, im type diabetic, great north run, hi im type, im type 
years, fasting blood test, diabetes specialist nurse, diabetic nurse said, couple months 
ago 
TOPIC 19  
happy new year 
TOPIC 19: happy new year, just quick question, questionmark thanks advance, does 
anybody know, let know goes, newly diagnosed type, hi does know, metformin times 
day, test strips lancets 
TOPIC 20  
world diabetes day 
TOPIC 20: world diabetes day, help raise awareness, insulin pump questionmark, 
questionmark ve got, raise awareness type, raise awareness diabetes, awareness type 
diabetes, getting insulin pump, daughter type diabetes 
TOPIC 21  
hope comes soon  
TOPIC 21: hope comes soon, long acting insulin, quick acting insulin, year old type, 
makes feel better, gym times week, breakfast lunch dinner, multiple daily injections, 
feel like im 
TOPIC 22  
low blood sugars 
TOPIC 22: low blood sugars, hope better soon, high blood sugars, sick day rules, 
blood sugars high, blood sugars questionmark, just don know,blood sugars low,hope 
sorted soon 
TOPIC 23  
questionmark questionmark 
questionmark 
TOPIC 23 : questionmark questionmark questionmark, diabetes questionmark 
questionmark, know questionmark questionmark, questionmark questionmark 
thanks, high questionmark questionmark, questionmark questionmark know, night 
questionmark questionmark, does anybody know, questionmark questionmark lol 
TOPIC 24  
ve diabetic years 
TOPIC 24: ve diabetic years, finger prick test, nearly years ago, test times day, slow 





TOPIC 25  
raise money diabetes 
TOPIC 25: raise money diabetes, drink plenty water, happy new year, help raise 
money, drink lots water, sugar free jelly, raising money diabetes, username 
wowbands, hope better soon 
TOPIC 26  
hope feel better 
TOPIC 26: hope feel better, feel better soon, really don want, ve type years, hats 
really good, help good luck, raise money diabetes, flu jab questionmark, free add 
friend 
TOPIC 27  
feel better soon 
TOPIC 27: feel better soon, hope feel better, start feel better, hope start feel, luck let 
know, good luck let, drink lots water, let know goes, hope goes ok 
TOPIC 28 
questionmark good luck 
TOPIC 28: questionmark good luck, good luck hope, diagnosed year ago, lol good 
luck, ve diabetic years, good luck pump, carb counting questionmark, hope don mind, 
questionmark page id 
TOPIC 29  
questionmark questionmark 
questionmark 
TOPIC 29: questionmark questionmark questionmark, help questionmark 
questionmark,questionmark questionmark help, questionmark questionmark know, 
going questionmark questionmark, yr old daughter, ive diabetic years, insulin 
questionmark questionmark, yr old type 
TOPIC 30  
diagnosed years ago 
TOPIC 30: diagnosed years ago, yr old daughter, feel free ask, type diabetes type, 
years ago type, doing dafne course, type diagnosed years, diabetes type diabetes, year 
old type 
TOPIC 31  
type type diabetes 
TOPIC 31: type type diabetes, diagnosed type years, type years ago, sounds like 
good, diagnosed years ago, type diabetes years, ve type diabetes, years ago just, type 
years old 
TOPIC 32  
blood sugar levels 
TOPIC 32: blood sugar levels, blood sugar high, carb counting course, high blood 
sugar, having bad day, morning good day, feel bit better, carbs cals book, doing carb 
counting 
TOPIC 33  
blood glucose levels 
TOPIC 33: blood glucose levels, high blood glucose, people type diabetes, blood 
glucose level, healthy balanced diet, blood glucose testing, blood glucose monitor, 
blood glucose control, carbs cals app 
TOPIC 34  
just diagnosed type 
TOPIC 34: just diagnosed type, diagnosed type diabetes, recently diagnosed type, ve 
just diagnosed, type diabetes year, control blood sugars, hi diagnosed type, 
questionmark don know, carb counting just 
TOPIC 35  
ve type years 
TOPIC 35: ve type years, carb counting course, did dafne course, slow release 
metformin, hope great day, Dafne course questionmark, good morning friends, 
course years ago, ive diabetic years 
TOPIC 36 
really looking forward 
TOPIC 36: really looking forward, disability discrimination act, feeling bit better, 
thanks guys just, diabetes support forum, diagnosed years ago, ve got questions, 
looking forward seeing, let know think 
TOPIC 37  
having good day 
TOPIC 37: having good day, hope having good, type weeks ago, diagnosed type 





TOPIC 38  
high blood sugars 
TOPIC 38: high blood sugars, blood sugars high, better safe sorry, make feel better, 
high blood sugar, check blood sugars, blood sugar readings, blood sugar levels, does 
make sense 
TOPIC 39  
blood sugar levels 
TOPIC 39: blood sugar levels, sugar levels questionmark, blood sugar level, check 
blood sugar, high blood sugar, blood sugar questionmark, test blood sugar, affect 
blood sugar, control blood sugar 
TOPIC 40  
ha ha ha 
TOPIC 40: ha ha ha, hope gets better, gets better soon, couple weeks ago, hope ok 
questionmark, lol good day, hope feeling ok, good start day, good luck hun 
TOPIC 41  
year old son 
TOPIC 41: year old son, diagnosed type diabetes, son diagnosed type, old son 
diagnosed, couple weeks ago, hi year old, recently diagnosed type, newly diagnosed 
type, said don need 
TOPIC 42  
questionmark questionmark 
questionmark 
TOPIC 42: questionmark questionmark questionmark, questionmark questionmark 
just, today questionmark questionmark, ideas questionmark questionmark, 
questionmark questionmark im, questionmark questionmark good, pump 
questionmark questionmark, going questionmark questionmark, just don know 
TOPIC 43  
good morning hope 
TOPIC 43: good morning hope, hope good day, morning hope today, good morning 
morning, morning hope good, good day today, hope good night, hope ok today, feel 
like crap 
TOPIC 44  
children type diabetes 
TOPIC 44: children type diabetes, parents children type, type diabetes questionmark, 
dads need know, mums dads need, need know help, diagnosed month ago, help 
children type, know help children 
TOPIC 45  
sick day rules 
TOPIC 45: sick day rules, adjustment normal eating, yr old daughter, dose 
adjustment normal, carb counting insulin, year old daughter, sounds like doing, old 
daughter type, type nearly years 
TOPIC 46  
feel free add 
TOPIC 46: feel free add, people type diabetes, children young people, inject times 
day, young people diabetes, ve diabetes years, free add want, chat feel free, health 
care professionals 
TOPIC 47  
feel free add 
TOPIC 47: feel free add, low carb diet, point right direction, feel like eating, don feel 
like, free add friend, know exactly feel, dont feel like, hope good day 
TOPIC 48  
questionmark questionmark 
questionmark 
TOPIC 48: questionmark questionmark questionmark, questionmark questionmark 
lol, diabetes questionmark questionmark, type questionmark questionmark, type type 
questionmark, questionmark questionmark just, day questionmark questionmark, 
help questionmark questionmark, like questionmark questionmark 
TOPIC 49  
carbs cals book 
 
TOPIC 49: carbs cals book, swine flu jab, different times day, trying lose weight, hi 








7.2.6 Validation of LDA (remove stop words): TOPICS, device-
enabled discourse content categories 
Table 7-9: Validation of LDA (with removed stop words): TOPICS, device-enabled discourse 
content categories 
Validation of LDA (with removed stop words): TOPICS, device-enabled discourse content 
categories 
LDA precision recall f1-score support 
Diabetesuk 0.807692 0.002474 0.004932 8,489 
peer 0.962420 0.999977 0.980839 216,871 







7.3 MeaningCloud model 
7.3.1 MeaningCloud ‘global sentiment’ (examples) 





















7.3.2 MeaningCloud targets (examples) 
Table 7-11: MeaningCloud targets (examples no1 and no2) 
 
7.4 LIWC model 
7.4.1 LIWC class examples and overall posts 






CORRELATION liwccat all p2pa all oa 
 Word Count 11852.99 WC           6,574,271          386,727  
it, to, no, very Function Words 54.29 function 47.40 45.81 
love, nice, sweet Positive emotion 3.75 posemo 7.92 8.81 
hurt, ugly, nasty Negative emotion 1.83 negemo 1.83 0.82 
think, know Insight 2.13 insight 2.10 2.30 
maybe, perhaps Tentativeness 2.42 tentat 3.23 3.69 
always, never Certainty 1.27 certain 1.57 1.33 








7.4.2 LIWC categories and LIWC 2015/2007 correlation 
Table 7-13: LIWC categories and LIWC 2015/2007 correlation 
LIWC Category LIWC 2015/2007 Correlation 
Language Metrics, Function Words 54.29 
Grammar Other, Positive emotion 3.75 
Grammar Other, Negative emotion 1.83 
Grammar Other, Cognitive Processes2, Insight 2.13 
Grammar Other, Cognitive Processes2, Tentativeness 2.42 
Grammar Other, Cognitive Processes2, Certainty 1.27 
Grammar Other, Health/illness 0.53 
7.4.3 LIWC: Examples of words used in posem/negemo class 





7.4.4 LIWC: Examples of words used in ‘certain’ class 







7.4.5 LIWC: Category frequency 
Table 7-16: LIWC: Category frequency 
LIWC Category Frequency (Word and Dictionary Comparison) And LIWC Word Measures LIWC 11853 Word Measures 




















  Word Count 11853 WC           
6,574,27
1  




Analytical Thinking  56.34 Analytic 45.53 56.78 43.26 55.24 
  Clout 57.95 Clout 49.29 89.98 57.78 93.21 
  Authentic 49.17 Authentic 48.18 20.84 43.43 25.09 
  Emotional Tone 54.22 Tone 57.37 74.43 46.90 70.44 
Language 
Metrics 
Words per sentence1 25.07 WPS 14.83 16.83 39.53 46.90 
  Words>6 letters 15.89 Sixltr 11.87 16.25 19.61 19.79 
  Dictionary words 83.95 Dic 81.88 83.49 78.43 83.00 
  Function Words 54.29 function 47.40 45.81 49.07 49.24 
  Total pronouns 14.99 pronoun 15.04 14.02 15.73 15.32 
  Personal pronouns 9.83 ppron 9.94 9.47 9.69 10.43 
  1st pers singular 4.97 i 5.40 0.12 4.34 0.13 
  1st pers plural 0.72 we 0.40 3.32 0.35 2.87 
  2nd person 1.61 you 2.91 5.09 3.74 6.34 
  3rd pers singular 1.87 shehe 0.61 0.30 0.60 0.41 
  3rd pers plural 0.66 they 0.62 0.64 0.66 0.69 
  Impersonal pronouns 5.17 ipron 5.09 4.55 6.04 4.88 
  Articles 6.53 article 4.22 4.26 4.30 4.42 
  Prepositions 12.59 prep 9.91 12.01 9.76 12.58 
  Auxiliary verbs 8.82 auxverb 9.83 9.20 10.22 9.05 
  Common adverbs 4.83 adverb 5.78 5.15 5.75 5.49 
  Conjunctions 5.87 conj 5.23 4.85 5.63 5.04 





Grammar Other Regular verbs 15.26 verb 18.21 17.41 17.34 16.76 
  Adjectives   adj 5.01 4.29 3.89 4.00 
  Comparatives   compare 2.32 1.85 1.95 1.80 
  Interrogatives   interrog 1.36 1.43 2.84 2.38 
  Numbers 1.98 number 3.10 1.65 0.57 0.50 
  Quantifiers 2.48 quant 2.20 2.89 2.13 2.53 
  Affect Words 5.63 affect 9.78 9.67 4.88 6.19 
  Positive emotion 3.75 posemo 7.92 8.81 3.34 5.41 
  Negative emotion 1.83 negemo 1.83 0.82 1.51 0.75 
  Anxiety 0.33 anx 0.31 0.16 0.29 0.18 
  Anger 0.6 anger 0.29 0.05 0.22 0.04 
  Sadness 0.39 sad 0.44 0.31 0.41 0.31 
  Social Words 9.36 social 8.02 16.37 9.06 17.51 
  Family 0.38 family 0.36 0.24 0.31 0.30 
  Friends 0.23 friend 0.29 0.20 0.21 0.17 
  Female referents   female 0.50 0.22 0.43 0.29 
  Male referents   male 0.58 0.25 0.51 0.31 
  Cognitive Processes2 14.99 cogproc 11.50 10.80 12.55 11.57 
  Insight 2.13 insight 2.10 2.30 2.32 2.56 
  Cause 1.41 cause 1.40 1.33 2.18 1.91 
  Discrepancies 1.45 discrep 1.98 2.28 1.94 2.12 
  Tentativeness 2.42 tentat 3.23 3.69 3.97 3.81 
  Certainty 1.27 certain 1.57 1.33 1.19 1.33 
  Differentiation3 2.48 differ 3.10 2.36 3.19 2.21 
  Perpetual Processes 2.36 percept 2.30 2.29 2.09 2.51 
  Seeing 0.87 see 0.63 0.89 0.55 1.03 
  Hearing 0.73 hear 0.53 0.78 0.50 0.83 
  Feeling 0.62 feel 0.76 0.45 0.67 0.47 
  Biological Processes 1.88 bio 4.34 3.15 4.49 2.75 
  Body 0.68 body 0.75 0.33 0.76 0.34 
  Health/illness 0.53 health 2.02 2.43 2.35 1.98 
  Sexuality 0.28 sexual 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.03 
  Ingesting 0.46 ingest 1.59 0.39 1.47 0.40 
  Core Drives and Needs   drives 7.13 11.02 5.95 10.90 
  Affiliation   affiliation 1.62 6.22 1.46 5.83 





  Power   power 2.00 2.03 1.90 2.25 
  Reward focus   reward 2.64 2.38 1.79 2.47 
  Risk/prevention focus   risk 0.47 0.28 0.46 0.23 
Time 
Orientation4 
Past focus 4.14 focuspast 3.66 2.14 3.39 2.40 
  Present focus 8.1 focuspresent 12.97 13.28 12.44 12.66 
  Future focus 1 focusfuture 1.82 1.96 1.22 1.35 
  Relativity 13.87 relativ 12.17 10.55 11.45 11.88 
  Motion 2.06 motion 1.49 1.45 1.44 1.47 
  Space 6.17 space 4.99 5.28 5.15 5.68 
  Time 5.79 time 5.89 3.93 4.99 4.81 
Personal 
Concerns 
Work 2.27 work 1.20 2.66 1.22 2.17 
  Leisure 1.37 leisure 0.68 1.34 0.66 1.54 
  Home 0.56 home 0.22 0.15 0.17 0.15 
  Money 0.7 money 0.39 0.53 0.41 0.42 
  Religion 0.32 relig 0.12 0.07 0.06 0.08 
  Death 0.16 death 0.03 0.01 0.03 0.01 
  Informal Speech   informal 4.73 3.51 2.32 0.57 
  Swear words 0.17 swear 0.20 0.00 0.18 0.00 
  Netspeak   netspeak 3.09 2.78 1.48 0.14 
  Assent 1.11 assent 0.80 0.36 0.40 0.25 
  Nonfluencies 0.3 nonflu 0.72 0.36 0.31 0.20 
  Fillers 0.4 filler 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00 
  All Punctuation5 22.9 AllPunc 20.79 22.53   
  Periods 7.91 Period 7.65 6.46   
  Commas 4.81 Comma 2.55 3.00   
  Colons 0.63 Colon 0.68 0.73   
  Semicolons 0.24 SemiC 0.05 0.04   
  Question marks 0.95 QMark 1.56 1.10   
  Exclamation marks 0.91 Exclam 3.45 1.54   
  Dashes 1.38 Dash 0.95 2.66   
  Quotation marks 1.38 Quote 0.12 0.19   
  Apostrophes 2.83 Apostro 1.67 2.40   
  Parentheses (pairs) 0.25 Parenth 0.96 0.43   







7.5 Facebook GDPR and data policy  
7.5.1 An example from Facebook GDPR 
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which goes into effect on 25 May 
2018, creates consistent data protection rules across Europe. It applies to all companies 
that process personal data about individuals in the EU, regardless of where the 
company is based. Processing is defined broadly and refers to anything related to 
personal data, including how a company handles and manages data, such as collecting, 
storing, using and destroying data. 
While many of the principles of this regulation build on current EU data protection 
rules, the GDPR has a wider scope, more prescriptive standards and substantial fines. 
For example, it requires a higher standard of consent for using some types of data and 
broadens the rights that individuals have for accessing and transferring their data. 
Failure to comply with the GDPR can result in significant fines – up to four per cent 
of global annual revenue for certain breaches. 
Throughout the preparation process, Facebook is committed to the following: 
Transparency 
Our Data Policy defines how we process people’s personal data. We’ll provide 
education on our Data Policy to people using Facebook Company Products. We’ll do 
this through in-product notifications and consumer education campaigns to ensure that 
people understand how their data is being used and the choices they have. 
Control 
We’ll continue to provide people with control over how their data is used. We’ve 





update. We also remind people as they use Facebook about how to view and edit their 
settings. 
Accountability 
We have Privacy Principles that explain how we think about privacy and data 
protection. We have a team of people who help ensure that we are documenting our 
compliance. Additionally, we meet regularly with regulators, policymakers, privacy 
experts and academics from around the world to keep them apprised of our practices, 
get feedback and continue to improve how we protect personal information. 
7.5.2 An example from Facebook data policy 










An example of Facebook Data Policy 
Date of Last Revision: September 29, 2016 
We give you the power to share as part of our mission to make the world more open 
and connected. This policy describes what information we collect and how it is used 
and shared. You can find additional tools and information at Privacy Basics. 
As you review our policy, keep in mind that it applies to all Facebook brands, products 
and services that do not have a separate privacy policy or that link to this policy, which 
we call the“Facebook Services” or “Services.” 
I. What kinds of information do we collect? 
Depending on which Services you use, we collect different kinds of information from 
or about you. 
▪ Things you do and information you provide. We collect the content and other 
information you provide when you use our Services, including when you sign up for 
an account, create or share, and message or communicate with others. This can 
include information in or about the content you provide, such as the location of a 
photo or the date a file was created. We also collect information about how you use 
our Services, such as the types of content you view or engage with or the frequency 
and duration of your activities. 
▪ Things others do and information they provide. We also collect content and 
information that other people provide when they use our Services, including 
information about you, such as when they share a photo of you, send a message to 






II. How do we use this information? 
We are passionate about creating engaging and customized experiences for people. We 
use all of the information we have to help us provide and support our Services. Here’s 
how: 
▪ Provide, improve and develop Services. We are able to deliver our Services, 
personalize content, and make suggestions for you by using this information to 
understand how you use and interact with our Services and the people or things 
you’re connected to and interested in on and off our Services. 
We also use information we have to provide shortcuts and suggestions to you. For 
example, we are able to suggest that your friend tag you in a picture by comparing 
your friend’s pictures to information we’ve put together from your profile pictures 
and the other photos in which you’ve been tagged. If this feature is enabled for you, 
you can control whether we suggest that Promote safety and security. We use the 
information we have to help verify accounts and activity, and to promote safety and 
security on and off of our Services, such as by investigating suspicious activity or 
violations of our terms or policies. We work hard to protect your account using teams 
of engineers, automated systems, and advanced technology such as encryption and 
machine learning. We also offer easy-to-use security tools that add an extra layer of 
security to your account. For more information about promoting safety on Facebook, 
visit the Facebook Security Help Center. 
 
Headington Campus   Gipsy Lane 








Oxford Brookes University Ethics Committee UREC No. 120677 Ethics Approval 
Report 
Professor Rachel Harrison 
Director of Studies 
Department of Computing and Communication Technologies 
Faculty of Technology, Design and Environment 
Oxford Brookes University 
Wheatley Campus 
27 November 2012 
Dear Professor Harrison 
UREC Registration No: 120677 
Methodologies for using Social Media for Collaborative Work (SMCW) 
Thank you for your email of 19 November 2012 outlining your response to the points raised in my previous 
letter about the research study of your research student Bazil Solomon, and attaching the revised documents. I am 
pleased to inform you that, on this basis, I have given Chair’s Approval for the study to begin.   
The UREC approval period for this study is two years from the date of this letter, so 27 November 2014.  If 
you need the approval to be extended please do contact me nearer the time of expiry. 
In order to monitor studies approved by the University Research Ethics Committee, we will ask you to provide 
a (very brief) report on the conduct and conclusions of the study in a year’s time. If the study is completed in less 
than a year, could you please contact me and I will send you the appropriate guidelines for the report. 
Yours sincerely 
Hazel Abbott 
Chair of the University Research Ethics Committee 
cc David Duce, Supervisory team  
      Bazil Solomon, Research Student 
      Pete Smith, Research Ethics Officer 
      Jill Organ, Graduate Office 
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH ETHICS 







      Louise Wood, UREC Administrator 
UREC application extract from Ethics approval No. 120677 report 
LAY DESCRIPTION: Provide a brief outline of the project, including what 
participants will be required to do. This description must be in everyday language 
which is free from jargon. Please explain any technical terms or discipline-specific 
phrases. (No more than 350 words) 
• We intend to investigate Social Media from Email, Wikis to Social Networking 
and integrated social media within software engineering applications, for their 
use in communication, cooperation i.e. collaborative work for Software 
Engineering. Social Media such as Facebook, Wikipedia and Twitter have 
features and functions that can allow large quantities of users to accomplish a 
wide variety of collaborative work. These range from systems building e.g. 
open source systems building to managing projects e.g. a large-scale 
engineering project to build a new type of renewable energy car with expert 
team member task allocation or software maintenance with question and 
answer forums inclusive of user input via social search or software 
development patterns and anti-pattern discovery, including: 
• editing collaborative documents or code 
• building groups and communities  
• wider access to stakeholder requirements 
• access to specialist skills  
• searching for solutions and fixing issues 





• identifying software systems development patterns and anti-patterns 
• Software engineering Research 
• maintaining or building global systems with internationally located workforces  
• managing large scale software engineering projects with good task allocations 
The intention is to draw on the well-established field of CSCW and overcome some of 
its limitations in the process e.g. user’s awareness level of other users working on a 
project, user motivation to keep working on the collaborative work, cultural and 
linguistic limits, collaborative work that may need creative solutions and large-scale 
coordination. So, we find technologies that have created a distinct social platform, 
made mass collaborations and crowdsourcing possible i.e. Social Media and those 
integrated into Software engineering work platforms are being put into good use for 
effective collaborative work. In order to better understand this and gather data for the 
future development of our hypotheses and systems, this project will conduct a survey 
of software engineers.  
The online survey will be conducted with software engineers using Social Media for 
Collaborative Work, recruited from both within and externally to Oxford Brookes 
University. Existing surveys have looked at which types of Social Media is used more 
often, however none of these studies have examined Social Media types, tasks, 
motivation, emotion and value in relation to Collaborative Work . This work will also 
examine specifically how these factors make collaborations easier and can be used as 
a basis for developing suitable systems.   
UREC application extract from filled in new form to update Ethics approval No. 
120677 





We intend to investigate the Diabetes community through, corpus construction and  
analysis, surveys, texts, interviews, National Health Service (NHS) documents, Social  
Media from Email, Wikis, Facebook, Twitter to Social Networking and integrated 
 social media within the Diabetes Community, for their use in communication,  
cooperation, coordination i.e. collaborative work for Diabetes Healthcare management  
via patients, Doctors, and actors involved in this process. Social Media such as  
Facebook, Wikipedia and Twitter have features and functions that can allow large 
 quantities of users to accomplish a wide variety of collaborative work. Healthcare  
communications and collaborative work as a part of these social phenomena includes  
e.g. for Diabetes patient support systems with: 
o constructing of collaborative comments and posts in Facebook, Twitter 
and dialogue in medical consultations between doctor and patient 
o building of online groups and communities  
o wider access to stakeholder requirements 
o access to specialist skills  
o searching for healthcare solutions 
o question and answer forums features in patient support systems 
o identifying patient support systems requirements 
o maintaining or building global systems with internationally located 
Diabetes healthcare workers and patients  
o managing large scale diabetes online activities for healthcare 
communications 
The intention is to draw on the well-established field of Corpus 
linguistics and research social media collaborative work (SMCW) systems with 





requirements engineering within the domain of Diabetes. Computer Supported 
Cooperative Work limitations can be overcome in the process e.g. user’s awareness 
level of other users working on Diabetes activities, user and community motivation to 
keep working on the collaborative work activity, cultural and linguistic limits, 
collaborative work that may need creative solutions and large-scale coordination. So, 
we find technologies that have created a distinct social platform, made mass 
collaborations and crowdsourcing possible i.e. Social Media Groups for Diabetes 
Healthcare and those integrated into Diabetes work platforms are being put into good 
use for effective collaborative work. In order to better understand this and gather data 
for the development of our hypotheses and interventions, this project will conduct 
surveys, construct and analyse corpora, and interview actors involved in a diabetes 
community.  
Surveys, construction and analyses of corpora, and interviews with 
actors involved in a diabetes community will be conducted for people involved with 
Diabetes healthcare, recruited from the diabetes community and from within social 
media. Existing surveys, construction and analyses of corpora, and interviews surveys 
have looked at Diabetes healthcare communication; however, none of these studies 
have examined social media for Diabetes healthcare collaborative work in relation to 
an intervention for improved collaborative work. This work will also examine 
specifically how these factors make collaborations easier and can be used as a basis 
for developing a suitable corpus linguistics technique, a healthcare diabetes 
collaborative work intervention and a requirement engineering technique for these 
types of patient support systems.   
7.6.1 Oxford Brookes University Ethics Committee Updates 





1 UREC No. 120677 with email requesting update to research on social media data 
Dear Bazil 
I have now heard back from the Brookes administrator 
Your UREC approval is for two years, so ran out on 27 November 2014, but the 
approval period can be extended. It was noted that your original study was approved 
to recruit participants involved in software development, so professional software 
engineers in industry and academia and students who develop software. The software 
professionals were to be recruited by social media, including Facebook, Twitter etc. 
Hence, the additional work is to go to online forums for people with diabetes. If this is 
the the case, then the following usually applies:  
Make sure no one is recruited via NHS websites / online fora 
If the sites are managed, permission must be sought to post a message describing the 
research on the site. 
For web sites that require membership, please ensure the terms and conditions of the 
site are adhered to. 
If you have not already come across the Association of Internet Researchers, they have 
some useful guidelines available at:http://aoir.org/reports/ethics2.pdf 
The step you should take now is to apply direct to Louise Wood, the UREC 
administrator, for a study change and an extension to the UREC approval. 
Pete 
PS - Please note I shall shortly be putting on my auto office reply as I shall be away 
till 13 April 
2 Bazil Solomon <bazil.solomon-2011@brookes.ac.uk> 
2 Apr 2015, 11:19 






Thank you for the information, 
"The step you should take now is to apply direct to Louise Wood, the UREC 
administrator, for a study change and an extension to the UREC approval". 
Dear Louise: how do I go about applying for a study change and an extension to the 
UREC approval "the additional work is to go to online forums for people with diabetes 
for survey research"; and from Diabetes community emails and document data with 
soft systems methodology action research and data gathered from the community 
through unstructured interviews, observation; and from online data collected from 
social media sites for building and investigating corpora? 
Best Regards 
3 Louise Wood <louise.wood@brookes.ac.uk> 
2 Apr 2015, 15:58 
to Bazil, Pete, Nigel, Alon, Kenneth 
Dear Bazil 
In order to do this, please would you let me have one side of A4 that explains the 
changes to the study, and updated copies of the participant information sheet, consent 
form, wording for social media posting and any other information that may require 
updating due to the changes. Electronic copies of these are absolutely fine, I just need 
an adequate audit trail for the files. 
Once I have received these I will liaise with the UREC Chair to request a study change 
and an extension of the UREC approval. 
With best wishes 
4 Bazil Solomon <bazil.solomon-2011@brookes.ac.uk> 
2 Apr 2015, 19:25 






Thanks for the information. Could you send me a link to the latest versions of the ethics 
forms for me to download and complete? 
Best Regards 
5 Louise Wood <louise.wood@brookes.ac.uk> 
Attachments 
9 Apr 2015, 15:35 
to Bazil, Pete, Nigel, Alon, Kenneth 
Hi Bazil 
I don’t think you need to complete a brand new E2U form for this change. If it’s any 
use, I attach an unlocked copy of your original E2U form and you should be able to 
update the changes to this version. 
If you do want an up to date version of the form, it is available to download at 
www.brookes.ac.uk/Research/Research-ethics/Ethics-review-forms 




6 Bazil Solomon <bazil.solomon-2011@brookes.ac.uk> 
Attachments 
23 Apr 2015, 15:23 
to Louise, Pete, Nigel, Alon, Kenneth 
Hi Louise, 
I have attached the updated document and the changes to the form that I am working 
on. The idea is to use data from 2011 to 2014, conduct a survey of a diabetes 
community, collect interview data from doctor–patient consultations, interview 










7 UREC and Information Officer GDPR report May 2018 with Points Research 
should comply with 
1.UREC ethical statement action 1: the research needs to find and cite other studies 
that use publicly accessible data - they have undertaken specific procedures for 
preserving anonymity, e.g. name removal and reordering words 
2.UREC ethical statement action 2: the research - benchmark of good practice, needs 
to follow this. 
3.URC ethical statement action 3: the research ‘having looked at this and this best 
practice I have done this, and it is by OBU Ethics policies. Following the advice of 
other researchers and on my reflection, the data has been amended because of ..., in 
the thesis make the change. I have learnt from the experience ... and the research needs 
to demonstrate the reflection on the ethics - this material with vulnerable individuals 
and use extra care.’ 
4. UREC ethical statement action 4: the researcher needs to send his extended ethical 
consideration section and his response to EE, in March/April time, to see amendments, 
and how his commentary complies with UREC policy. 
As you may be aware, on the 25th of May, the EU General Data Protection Regulation 
and new Data Protection Act come into force. This law will influence research 





What counts as ‘personal data’? This is data about living people from which they can 
be identified. As well as data containing obvious ‘identifiers’ – such as name and date 
of birth – this includes some genetic, biometric and online data if unique to an 
individual. Data that has been pseudonymised (with identifiers separated), where the 
dataset and identifiers are held by the same organisation, is still personal data. 
Data anonymised in line with the ICO ‘Anonymisation code of practice’ is not personal 
data. An example of this is when identifiers are held by another organisation with an 
agreement that specifies no re-identification. You should be aware that the action of 
‘anonymisation’ counts as processing personal data. At the time of writing, the ICO is 
working to update the code to reflect GDPR requirements.  
If your research involves personal data, if you think the above applies to your research, 
please read the information here, which details how you should ensure your data 
processing is lawful, fair and transparent. This largely mirrors current good practice in 
research. Brookes also has a dedicated GDPR web page. If you have any queries about 
the data you hold, please contact the Information Management Team: 
info.sec@brookes.ac.uk. 
Information Officer: There are two key areas we need to cover off with your research: 
1) ‘Lawful Basis’ to process this data: Although there is currently concerns how social 
media data is processed, this is for genuine scientific research under Article 89 of the 
GDPR. You have taken necessary steps to anonymise and apply the principle of data 
minimisation. You have taken necessary steps to safeguard the rights and freedoms of 
subjects by contacting Diabetes UK and seeking their consent and advice. I am 
comfortable that you have a lawful basis to proceed. 2)  Transparency of processing. 
3) Under normal circumstances, you would have to display a privacy notice to your 





such notice via social media would take ‘disproportionate effort’ for your scientific 
research (Article 14(5) (b)), you are exempt from doing so. The rest of the GDPR 
principles are pretty much covered in your ethics approval.  
Dear student, you will be aware that the new General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) commences on 25 May 2018 and replaces the existing UK Data Protection 
Act. Over the last year we have been getting the University ready to comply with the 
enhanced data protection requirements introduced by GDPR, both our responsibilities 
as a public-sector organisation, as well as the impact on individual rights for our staff, 
students and third-party stakeholders. A key feature of GDPR is transparency, and 
privacy notices are the principle way of delivering this, letting individuals know what 
personal information Oxford Brookes collects and why, whom we may share it with 
and what your rights under the legislation are. Personal data is any information that 
can be used to identify a single, living individual, whether it relates to private, 
professional or public life. It can be anything from a name, a home address, a photo, 
an email address, bank details, and posts on social networking websites, medical 
information, or a computer’s IP address. Please do read the new privacy policy. If you 
have any questions or would like to know more about the privacy notices or 
information security, please contact the Information Management team by email 
info.sec@brookes.ac.uk or phone 01865 484354. Useful information, IT Acceptable 
Use Policy, www.brookes.ac.uk/it/information-management/gdpr 
 













Figure 7-1: Letter from Diabetes UK’s letter granting permission to use their data, and some 
advice to use Townsend and Wallace’s (2016) research paper.  
 
 
7.7 Glossary  
1. Alpha commands how many topics a document possibly has. The lower the alpha, 
the lower the number of topics per documents  
2. Beta commands the number of the word per document. In almost the same way, to 
Alpha, the lower the Beta is, the lower the number of words per topic.  
3. k: the number of topics  
4. Pattern: can be composed of relevant words or sequence of words; that can match 
any occurrence or event of the keyword or sequence of words. It is without any 





you are 0) matches any event of the sequence of words "you are" having nothing 
to do with what happened before or followed them.  
5. Postee: a person that posts on social media 
6. Solidarity: reflects closeness and familiarity 
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